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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.
Investigation No. 731-TA-148 (Final)
FRESH CUT ROSES FROM COLOMBIA
Determination
On the basis of the re.cord !I developed in investigation no. 731-TA-148
(Final). ·the Commission. determines, pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff
Act of 1930 (19

ti.s.c.

§ l673d(b)), that an industry in the United States is

not materially injured or threatened with material injury, '5./ nor is the es tablishment of an industry in the United States materially retarded, by reason of
.•

•)J

imports from 'Colombia of fresh cut roses. provided for in i tern 192 .18 of the
Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS), which the Department of Conunerce
has found are be~~g. or are likely to be, sold in the United States at less
than fair value (LTFV) .
. ,..

Background
- The Commission instituted this final investigation, effective March 14,
1984, following a.preliminary determina.tion by the Department of Conunerce that
imports of fresh cut roses from Colombia are being, or are likely to be, sold
in the United States at t;.TFV.

Commerce's preliminary determination was

published in the Federal Register of March 14, 1984.
Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigation and of the
public hearing to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies
of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, D.C., and by publishing the notice in the Federal
g~gister

of April 4, 1984 (49 F.R. 13440).

The hearing was held in

11 The "record" is defined in section 207.2(i) of the Commission's Rules of
Eractice and Procedure (19 C.F.R. § 207.2(i)).
£1 Commissioner Eckes dissenting and Vice Chairman Liebeler not participating.
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Washington, D.C. on July 30, 1984, and all persons who requested the
opportunity were permitted to appear in person or through counsel.

The

Commission's determination in this investigation was made in an open
"Governrl\ent in the Sunshine" meeting held on August 28, 1984.
On September 30, 1983, petitions were filed with the Commission and the
U.S. Department of Commerce by counsel on behalf of Roses, Inc.

The petitions

alleged that fresh cut roses imported from Colombia were being, or were likely
to be, sold in the United States at LTFV, and that such imports were causing
material injury or the threat thereof to the U.S. industry
roses.

pro.4µc~ng

fresh cut

Accordingly, the Commisson instituted investigation n9. 731-TA-148

(Preliminary) to determine whether there was a reasonable indication that an
industry in the United States was materially injured or was

t~reatened

with

material injury, or whether the establishment of an industry was materially
retarded, by reason of imports of such merchandise.
In November 1983 the Commission notified the Commerce Department of its
affirmative determination with respect to the preliminary
imports from Colombia.

inve~tigation

of

Notice of the Conunission•s preliminary determination

was published in the Federal Register of November 25, 1983 (48 F.R. 53188).
As a result, Conunerce

~ontinued

fresh cut roses from Colombia.

its investigation into alleged LTFV sales of
Commerce's final determination with respect to

LTFV imports from Colombia was published in the Federal Register.of August 1 1
1984 (49 F.R. 30765).
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VIEWS OF CHAIRWOMAN STERN, COMMISSIONER LODWICK, AND COMMISSIONER ROHR
We determine that an industry in the United states is not materially
injured or threatened with material injury by reason of imports of fresh cut
roses from Colombia, which are sold at less than fair value ("LTFV"). 1/
Summary
Imports of fresh cut roses from Colombia have had no material impact on
the domestic industry, in spite of a sharp increase in imports during January
1981-March 1984, the period under investigation.

The domestic industry is in

a healthy condition; domestic production, shipments, profits, and productivity
have all increased.

Further, the increase in U.S. consumption more than

accounts for the increase in imports from Colombia.
domestic roses also increased steadily.

Average prices for

Although in some instances the

imported roses from Colombia have undersold domestic roses, in

a number-· of

instances, the imported roses from Colombia oversold domestic roses 'on a
delivered basis.

Potential increases in imports from Colombia present no

threat of material injury to the domestic industry because the industry has
exhibited the strength to withstand imp.art competition, and the projected
increase in imports is small relative to the domestic market and past
increases.

11 Material retardation of the establishment of an industry in the United
States is not an issue in this investigation and will not be discussed further.
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Industry and like product
We adopt the definition of the domestic industry in our preliminary
determinations. 2/ 31 4/

All the parties have agreed with this definition and

there are no other facts that would cause us to change this determination.
Therefore, we determine that the like product consists of all types of fresh
cut roses, and accordingly, the domestic industry consists of the domestic
producers of fresh cut roses.·
Condition of the domestic industry

~/

The domestic industry is in a healthy condition;

Although the upward

trends in this industry have been strong, trends in the Western United States
have been noticeably stronger than in the East.

over the past three decades

there has been a shift in concentration in U.S. production away from many
small local growers in the Eastern and Midwestern United States to larger and
more efficient growers in the West, particularly California.

Thus, California

~/ The term "industry" is defined in section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of
1930 as "the domestic producers as a whole of the like product or those
producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a major
proportion of the total domestic production of that product." 19 u.s.c.
§ 1677(4)(A). "Like product," in turn, is defined in section 771(10) as being
"a product which is like, or in the absence of like, most similar in
characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an investigation." 19
u.s.c. § 1677(10).
11 See Fresh Cut Roses from Colombia, Inv. No. 731-TA-148 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 1450 (1983) at 10 and 16. Although Chairwoman Stern agreed with
the majority position on the definition of the domestic industry in the
preliminary investigation, she dissented from the majority's affirmative
determination, finding that there was no reasonable indication of material
injury or threat of injury to domestic producers, by reason of imports from
Colombia.
·
!I Commissioner Rohr did not participate in that determination.
~I The Commission obtained usable data from 73 growers that account for
approximately 53 percent of the domestic industry's production in the
investigative period. The data include corrections, revisions, and
clarifications· submitted by the petitioner upon certification by the
individual rose growers ..
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~

growers currently dominate the U.S. industry in terms of production and
shipments. §_/
Domestic production of salable rose blooms increased steadily, from 259
million blooms in 1981 to 260 million blooms in ·1982, and then to 275 million
blooms in 1983.

In January-Karch 1984, salable blooms increased again to 60

million blooms as compared with 57 million blooms in January-Karch 1983.

LI

Although the production of blooms by Eastern growers fell slightly less than
one percent from 73.4 million to 72.8 million blooms during 1981-83, salable
blooms produced by the Western growers increased by 9.4 percent.

~/

During the period of investigation, the number of rose plants in
production decreased, but the average yield per rose plant steadily increased
during the period from 24.9 blooms per plant in 1981 to 26.9 blooms per plant
in 1983.

~/

Thus, the decline in the number of rose plants in production

could be at least partially attributable to increases in productivity per
plant.

The space devoted to rose production in the United States also

steadily increased from 16,784 thousand square feet in 1981 to 16,835 thousand
squa~e

feet in 1982, and then to 16,938 thousand square feet in 1983.

Space

for fresh cut roses increased again to 17,206 thousand square feet in
January-March 1984 as compared with 16,829 thousand square feet in
January-March 1983. 10/
Domestic salable blooms sold increased steadily by 6.5 percent, from 251
million blooms in 1981 and 1982 to 266 million blooms in 1983.

Sales also

increased more than 5 percent in January-Marc.h 1984 to 58 million blooms as
6/ Report of the Commission ("Report") at A-89.
71 Id. at A-13.
~/ Id. at A-90.
~/ Id. at A-13.
10/ Id. at A-12.
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compared with 55 million blooms in January-March 1983. 11/

The value of these

sales also increased from $62 million in 1981 to $67 million in 1982, and then
to $76 million in 1983.

The value of these sales increased as well again to

$25 million in January-March 1984 as compared with $23 million in
January-March 1983. 12/
Although employment of production and related workers producing fresh cut
roses fell by approximately 2.5 percent in 1983, productivity increased by
approximately 3 percent from 68.8 blooms per hour in 1981 to 70.6 blooms per
hour in 1983. 13/

Furthermore, wages paid to production and related workers

increased steadily from $16.7 million in 1981 to $19.3 million in 1983, and
then increased again to $4.7 million in January-March 1984 as compared with
$4.4 million in January-March 1983. 14/
Net income before taxes increased steadily from $1.9 million in 1981 to
$2.7 million in 1982, and then to $3.7 million in 1983. 15/

Net income for

Eastern and California growers also increased steadily from 1981-83.

Although

net income for Eastern growers declined to.a loss in January-Karch 1984 as
compared with the same period in January-Karch 1983, net income for the
11/ Id. at A-15.
12/ Id.
13/ Id. at A-18.
14/ Id. at A-17.
15/ Id. at A-20. I f the item "other income" is excluded from the 53
reporting growers' operating results, they would have sustained aggregate
losses equal to 1.1 percent and 0.5 percent of net sales, respectively, in
1981 and 1982, and they would have earned an operating income equal to 1.7
percent of net sales in 1983. Including officers' and partners' salaries, the
53 reporting growers' net return on sales would have ranged upward from 4.0
.percent of net sales in 1981 to 6.7 percent in 1983. The basic trend is the
same whether or not "other income" is included as a legitimate income item.
The primary reason for including the item "other income" in the
income-and-loss presentation for fresh cut roses is that some of the costs
incurred in maintaining such income cannot be segregated from the growers'
.operating expenses.

7

California-growers declined only·slightly in January-March 1984, and remained
subs~antially

above the net income earned during the full years 1981-83. 16/

No material injury by reason of LTFV .imports
Almost all of the injury factors examined by the Commission show upward
trends.

These upward trends have occurred while imports from Colombia have

increased substantially, indicating that imports are not having any material
impact on the domestic industry.
Imports from Colombia increased substantially during the investigative
period from 52.9 miliion blooms in 1981 to 75.4 million blooms in 1982, and
then to 98.7 million blooms in 1983.

Imports from Colombia increased again to

31.6 million blooms in January-March 1984 ·as compared with 22 million blooms
in January-March 1983. 17/

At the same time, U.S. consumption rose

dromatlcally during the period under investigation.
lncrea~ed

Apparent U.. S. consumption

18 percent from 524.3 million blooms in 1981 to 548.5 million blooms

in 1982, and then 14 percent to 616.3 million blooms in 1983. 18/

U.S.

consumption rose again to 149.9 million blooms in January-March 1984 as
compared with 131 million blooms in January-March 1983. 19/

This rise in the

U.S. consumption, a quantity equal to twice the size of the rise in imports
from Colombia over the period, not only accounted for the increase in imports,
but also stimulated an increase in domestic rose production.
It does not appear that imports suppressed or dep't·essed domestic prices.
The selling prices of

dornesti~

roses generally increased during the period of

16/ Id. at A-21-A-23.
17/ This increase in imports from Colombia parallels increases from all other
sources. . Id. at A-30 ..
18/ U.S. consumption includes production data that were extrapolated to the
.universe of rose grower production reported by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture ("USDA") for 1981 (the last 'year USDA published data) with
adjustments to include all 50 States.
·
19/ Report at A-9-A-10.
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investigation.

For sales of hybrid tea roses to wholesale florists, the

product and market accounting for almost all of the

direct competition

between domestic and imported Colombian roses, 20/ the January-Karch average
price of domestic roses increased steadily from 1982 to 1984 by 8
percent. 21/ 22/

On an annual basis, from 1982 to 1983, prices of domestic

roses increased by 6 percent, compared to a 3.4 percent increase in the
Producer Price Index ("PPI") for consumer nondurables during this period.

The

selling prices of domestic hybrid tea roses to retail florists showed some
softness, declining by l percent during the January-Karch period of each year
under investigation and rising by only 2 percent on the annual basis.
However, since the vast majority of Colombian imports are sold in the
wholesale market, this result cannot be attributable to the imports from
Colombia.

The few reported sales of imported Colombian roses to this market

segment suggest that imported roses are not directly affecting domestic prices.
Furthermore, sales of domestic sweetheart roses to wholesale florists and
to retail florists increased, on the January-Karch basis by 7 and 18 percent,
respectively, and on the annual basis by 7 and 5 percent, respectively.

These

increases are above the increases in the PPI which were cited previously.
The unit value for these blooms also steadily increased from 24.6 cents
per bloom in 1981 to 28.7 cents per bloom in 1983. 23/

Although the quantity

20/ Based on the usable reported price data, domestic rose growers sold 70
percent of their roses to wholesale florists, and importers of Colombian roses
sold almost 100 percent of their roses to wholesale floris.ts.. In addition,
hybrid tea roses accounted for 75 percent of .domestic growers' and almost 100
percent of the importers' reported rose sales. Id. at A-34:
21/ The January-Karch period is the period of the year when rose growers sell
most of their production in terms of dollar value. During this period, rose
growers are able to conunand the highest prices becaus~ of high demand
resulting from. such holidays as Valentine's Day.
22/ In comparison the quarterly PP! for consumer nondurable goods (excluding
food and fuel) also increased by 8 percent during this period.
23/ Report at A-15.
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of sales declined slightly for the Eastern growers from 1981 to 1983, the
quantity of sales for the Western growers increased substantially during the
same period. 24/

The value of these sales and the unit value also increased

steadily during the period for both the Eastern and the Western
growers. -25/ -26/
Although the 110 delivered price comparisons between domestic and
imported Colombian roses show.ed 62 instances of underselling,
.

~hich
.

averaged

approximately 20 percent, they also showed 43 instances of overselling, which
averaged approximately 18 percent.

The purchasers who reported these

delivered prices generally stated that they bought the imported Colombian
roses in addition to, rather than instead of, domestic roses.

The most

frequently cited reason for buying the Colombian roses was to fill shortfalls
in domestic supplyi. 27 I
A signific·ant amount o'f the apparent· underselling appears to have
. resulted from comparing· locally grown and marketed roses with the imported
roses.

Domestic roses sold in the market area where they are grown typically

carry a price premium over the imported Colombian roses and other U.S. roses
sold in that same area.

This premium results from many factors including the

. fact that locally grown roses· are generally freshe·r, and local rose· suppliers
24/ Id. at A-91.
25/ Id.
26/ In addition to overall price suppression, petitioners also argued that a
direct effect of the ~olombian imports was to suppress domestic prices in the
Western United states. Petitioners contended that, because Colombian market
share in the East increased from 42 percent t.o 51 percent, Western growers
wer::e forced to "retrench" away from the Eastern market, which resulted in
iricreased. supply and lower prices in the West. However, this does not appear
to be the' c.ase, because Western shipments to the Eastern market increased 9
percent from 1982 to 1983, and 6 percent in 1983. Also, the unit value of·
roses sold in the West has increased 14 percent.
·
~I Rep9rt at A-41, A-114-A-115.·
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generally can respond to the short term requirements of their regular
customers more quickly than other suppliers.
The reported lost sales that were confirmed by the staff accounted for
less than 0.5 percent of the imported Colombian roses.

Better quality and

longer stem lengths, in addition to lower prices, were factors that the
purchasers cited as reasons for buying the Colombian roses instead of domestic
roses.

The relatively few sales lost to the Colombian roses

considerations associated with those lost sales further

the nonprice

~nd

that any

indic~te

injury suffered by the domestic rose growers was not caused

imports of

~y

Colombian roses.
No threat of material injury
The Commission received information from the Colombian

f~ower

Growers•

Association C"Asocolflores") indicating an additional 23 mi.U.~9n bloomS will
be available for e>Cport to the United States by 1986 over the level of 1983.
There is no indication that this poses any real threat of

i~inent

the domestic industry. 28/

th~

The rapidly rising imports of

have been accompanied by increases in domestic production,
thus demonstrating the domestic industry's ability to

injury to

past three years

s~les,

withst~nd

and profits,

increasing

import competition. 29/
Assuming arguendo that the projected growth of Colombian rose production
is correct, and all of the increase is exported to the

Unite~

States, the

28/ See Alberta Gas Chemicals, Inc. v. United States, 515 F. Supp. 780 (CIT
.1981). An affirmative determination of threat of material injury must be

grounded on more than mere supposition and conjecture th~t injury might occur
at some remote future time.
29/ See Rhone Poulenc v. United States (Slip Op. 84-87, decided July 19,
1984), wherein· the Court of Inte01ational Trade upheld a threat determination
.of the Commission, holding that the Commission must consider trends in the
economic indicators of the industry specif led in the present injury stand.ard
in order· to determine threat of material injury.
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average annual growth in imports, less than 10 million blooms per year, would
actually represent a decrese from the annual irowth of imports over the threeyear period under investigation. 30/

Based on 1983 data, if an additional 10

million blooms were shipped to the U.S. market, the penetration ratio of
Colombian imports to consumption would rise only 1.6 percent.

This represents

a decline from the rate of increase of the Colombian penetration into the U.S.
market. 31/
Moreover, the increase in U.S. consumption, in addition to accounting for
the rise in imports from Colombia, has also stimulated a substantial increase
in rose production.

Past trends of rising imports combined with rising U.S.

consumption and domestic production suggest that any increase in imports from
Colombia may serve to stimulate demand, which in turn may contribute to ari
increase in domestic rose production.
Furthermore, the fact that the U.S. market has been characterized by
generally increasing prices for domestic producers does not suggest that
increases in imports from Colombia have had. the effect of substituting for
U.S. production.

If the total quantity of roses available was greater than

demand, prices would follow a declining, rather than an increasing trend.
This analysis is substantiated by wholesale and retail florists who stated in
conversations with the staff that they bought Colombian roses because of
inadequate domestic supply during peak demand periods.
From these facts, we find that increased imports from Colombia would not
pose a threat of imminent injury to the domestic rose industry.
301 Imports from Colombia rose 22.5 million blooms from i981 to 1982, 23.3
million blooms from 1982 to 1983, and 9. 6 mlllion blooms from the first
quarter of 1983. to the first quarter of 1984. Report at A-30 ..
. 31/ The penetration ratio of imports from Colombia to U.S. domestic·
consumption rose 3.7 percentage points from 1981 to 1982, 2.2 percentage
points from 1982 to 1983, and 4.3 percentage points from the first quarter of
1983 to the same quarter in 1984. Report at A-31.
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Views,. of Commissioner Alfred E. Eckes

;.

After
deter~in~

car~ful

examination of the record in this unusual investigation, I

that. an inqustry in the United States is threatened with material

injury by reason of imports of fresh cut roses from Colombia which are sold at
less than fair value (LTFV).
findings •.

Firs~,

acceb:~rating

!/

My determination is based upon several

imports of roses

~rom

Colombia are ·increasing at an

rate. both Jn volume and in the share of the U.S. market they

command.

Second, recent expansion of Colombian production capacity is just

.~eginning

tO affect the domes tic market.

nature

ol

Finally, because of the special

the product whi,ch is. the subject of this investigation, the effect

of mounting competition. from LTFV imports from Colombia will be material
injury. t.o the domestic .industry which is already showing signs of strain.
Definition of industry and like product
_The.domesti.c industry against which the impact of imports is to be
assessed is defined i.n. s.ection 771(4)(A) of the. Tariff Act of 1930 as "the·
domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those producers whose
collective output of the like product constitutes a major proportion of the
total domestic

product~OJl.

of .that product."

section 771(10) as "a product

~hich

1/

"Like product" is defined in

is like, or in the a..bsence of like, most

similar in characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an
investigation ••

II

l/ •

!/ Material retardation of the establishment of an industry in the United
States is not an issue in this investigation and will not be discussed further.
2/ 19 U.S.C. §1677(4)(A)
J./ 19 u.s.c. §1677(10)
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In my preliminary determination in this investigation, I found the like
product to be fresh cut roses and the domestic industry to consist of the
domestic producers of fresh cut roses.

l/

All the parties have agreed with

that definition, and no facts have emerged in this final investigation to
impel any change.
Commercially, two of the most important types of roses are sweetheart
roses and hybrid tea roses, both of which are produced
~/

imported from Colombia.

domesti~~lly

Competition from Colombian red

particularly evident in the U.S. marketplace; and the

hybr~d

Commissio~

and

tea roses is
staff

collected specific purchase and pricing information on this type of rose (in
several stem lengths) and on red sweetheart roses.

Much of

in our investigation and discussed here, however, cover the
~nd

all fresh cut roses --

the domestic industry producing

tQ~

l!k~
th~t

data collected
product
product.

Nature of the industry
Congress has cautioned those administering its trade laws that there are
special problems in assessing injury to an industry producing cyclical
agricultural products.

1/

These essentially fungible and perishable products

are especially price-sen!Jitive to supply changes.
Roses pose a
Rose growers, once

speci~l
th~y

case within this category of agricultural products.

commit to a certain level of production, are locked

into most of the costs associated with that level for the 4 to 8 year life of
their plants.

Unlike the farmer who may let fields lie fallow~ switch crops,

or store crops in response to poor marketing conditions, rose growers must
continue to tend and nourish their. plants or destroy them and absorb
substantial capital loss.

They may choose not to bring their

c~ops

to market

1/ See Fresh Cut Roses from Colombia, Inv. No. 731-TA-148 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub 1450 (1983) at 3.
2/ Report at A-3 and A-28.
s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Seas. (1979) 88.

I/
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and

thus.s~ve

selling and transportation costs, but their major·operating

expenses will remain.

Therefore., rose growers. who wish to survive financially

are virtually compelled to market their crops .at .almost any price.

This makes

them even more vulnerable to injury from unfair imports than mariy other
agricultural producers.
Rose growers also must cope with problems facing.any agricultural
F~rst,

producer.

they

ar~

producing a fungible product.

There may be

.qualitative dif,ferences between domestic and imported roses of the same typP
--.opinions

~f

major purchasers surveyed varied on this question. !/

retail customers rarely

h~ve

However,

the opportunity to make comparisons.

Secqnd, the rose. is a particularly perishable product.· Modern
refrigerated storage and transportation extend the time between cutting and
final· sale, ·but there is no way to inventory roses and wait for a better
market.
Finally, rqse production is cyclical.
times a year.

!J

Rose plants produce about seven

B.ecause demand for roses is· particularly high at holidays

such as Valentine's Day and Mother's. Day, domes tic and foreign growers try to
.time cycles to meet that demand.
situation

no~

This results in a competitive high-supply

only at the time of. these holidays, but during ensuing cycles of

production, when demand is considerably reduced.
Imported roses sold at less than ·fair value, theref<;>re, must have some
negative effect on ,this domestic· agricultural industry unless they are
supplementing Father than substituting for domestic supply.

As I will point

out, the record in th is inves tiga ti~n shows that this is no.t the case.
Rather, substitution is occurring and the domestic. industry has experienced

!/.Report at A-60, A-61, A-62.
'l,/ Staff information •. -
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some painful shocks.

It has moved to adjust to the new competitive situation

in several ways, but there is a limit to adjustment options, and the
competition from LTFV Colombian imports is expected to intensify.
Condition of the industry
On the basis of data collected in our investigation, most of the
traditional indicators of industry health at first glance appear positive for
the domestic rose industry.

Production, shipments, and sales show an upward

trend in the period .of investigation.

!/

Pretax net income margins, although

fairly low, increased between 1981 and 1983.

However, as Congress cautioned

in its example cited in the legislative comments to Title VII, factors
regarding the state of an agricultural industry "may appear to indicate a
favorable situation for that industry when in fact the opposite is true."'!:_/
A comparison of income and loss data for the first quarter of 1984 and the
same period in 1983 shows a sharp drop in profitability.

Net income before

taxes declined 5 percentage points from 13.2 to 8.2 percent.

1/

Nonetheless,

the fact that the quarterly data cover only 37 growers makes one hesitant to
label the downturn a sign of present material injury.
However, there should be the same hesitation in looking at the income and
loss data for only 53 out. of 250 rose growers in the U.S. and labeling the
industry healthy.

~/

In many Commission investigations, a few large producers

account for a major percentage of domestic production, but this is not the
case here.

The 73 firms providing production and sales figures for the

l/ Report at A-20.

Z/ S. Rept. No •. 249, 96th Cong., 1st
J/ Id at A-20.

Se~s. (1979) 88.

4/ In the 1980 Section 201 investigation (TA-201-42) the Commission received
usable profit-and-loss data from 64 growers, representing about.48 percent of
U.S. production of fresh-cut roses (Seep. A-22). This was a·more complete
data sample than in the present investigation.
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Commission report account for only a little over half of domestic rose
.

·,

production.

The 53 firms providing income and loss data obviously account for

less than that.
The relatively poor response to the Commission questionnaire might be
expected in an agricultural industry.

Many small family operations do not

keep the records necessary for response and do not have the resources to
devote to filling out extensive ·forms.

Responses are more apt to come from

the larger commercial growers, with staff to handle the paper work.

This

could very well skew the resulting data.
There are other problems with the Commission data on the condition of
this industry.

Our analysts included "other income" in calculating rose

growers' profits.

!/

tial.

For one grower in particular, this income was substan-

Without such income data (from investments, royalties, etc.) from

the 53 reporting firms, those firms would have operated in the red for 1981
and 1982 and pretax net income for 1983 would be reduced 68 percent.
Because of data problems such as these, I believe it

is

possible that the

rose industry has already experienced injury that is "not inconsequential,
·immaterial, or unimportant •

• " 'l:_/

At the very least, I find evidence on

the record that the industry has experienced some difficulty as the result of
less than fair value competition.
For example,. it is not necessarily a sign of strength that growers
devoted slightly more production area to roses during the period of our
investigation.
trend.

Testimony to the Commission revealed an explanation for this

Growers were feeling pressure from foreign imports in other product

areas such as chrysanthemums and carnations. '}_/

1/ Report at A-21.

2/ 19 U.S.C. 1677(7)(A) ••
}_/ Hearing Transcript at 32.

Switching crops to a higher
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profit item such as roses was 1n response to this pressure.

However, as I

already have pointed out, switching to roses is also committing to a
relatively long-term capital investment.
LTFV imports have triggered a number of reactions and adjustment
strategies.

First, the record shows that 26 firms went out of the business

("adjusted out") during the three-year period of this investigation.

Roughly

half of• those firms had over 1.4 million rose plants in production in 1981
that were not 1n production in March 1984.

!/

In short,

fir~~

accounting for

~ndustry

about 14 percent of total rose plants in production left the

during

the period of our investigation.
Second, some growers have begun to target markets not yet affected by
imports.

Hearing testimony revealed that growers who

customa~ily

wholesalers are beginning to sell directly to retailers,
on the basis of freshness of their product rather than

pric~.

now need more accounts to sell the same number of flowers
and shi.pping costs increase. 'l:_/

hop~ng

~~4

sold to

to make sales
This

m~ans

they

their selling

Western growers who previously shipped roses

to the Eastern markets most heavily affected by imports from Colombia now are
trying to market more of their product in the West, adding tp the supply and
downward pressure on prices in their home markets.

11

Third, growers also planted more productive plants, reducing their
overhead per unit of production, including their labor costs.
employment in the rose industry decreased 7 percent between

Average

J~nuary

1981 and

March 1984 as productivity rose (except in the first quarter 1983-1984
comparison). fl/

.!/

Report at A-14.
2/ Hearing Transcript at 19, 21.
J/ Hearing Transcript at 39, 42.
-;..1 Report at A-18.

,·

The most common response to a
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c~mpetit~ve

market

situatio~

is to adjust

prices downward to a level which. will move. merchandise without incurring
losses.

The pricing response of domestic rose growers t<:> competition 'from

LFTV Colombian imports is difficult to assess from the scanty questionnaire
data in this investigation.

Since domestic growers report that the°y sell 70

percent of their roses to wholesale florists, and 60 percent of total sales on
a spot price

basi~,

it would be useful to have good data on spot sales to

wholesalers in the Eastern markets targeted by imports.·

lf

Most 'Colombian

roses are sold to wholesalers, and they are sold on a spot.sale basis.

The

Commission has no delivered purchase prices for spot sales to wholesalers of
Eastern-grown roses in any market center (or for standing orders either), and
the data for Western-grown roses are very thin.

Retail delivered price

information for spot sales is available from only 1 to 4 retailers in any
market area.

1/

The price indices. constructed for this investigation are based on
weighted average f.o.b. selling prices

rep~rted

by growers and·importets and

do not include such items as packing or transportation charges.

As the

Commission report notes, "Such data do not provide the best basis to compare
levels of domestic producers' and. importers' prices from the purchas·ers'
viewpoint in a particular area, but ·they are useful· for comparing trends of
these prices

.. " 1/

The data provide a picture of mixed 'price trends.

For example, for sales of red hybrid tea roses to wholesaiers in the first
quarter of the year, the indices .show lower prices in 1984 for
all lengths sold on a consignment or standing order basis·.

1/ Id at A-34.

l/

"Jj

Id at A-llO.
Id at A-33.

u. s. roses of

The prices for
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those sold on a spot-sales basis increased.

Fir.st quarter prices to retailers

turned downward in 1984 for spot sales of U.S. roses 22 inches and longer, and
for all standing order sales.

l/

Examining the first quarter 1984 price action of growers by region, we
find that California growers lowered prices on red hybrid tea roses to
wholesalers except for spot sales.

Other Western growers lowered prices on

all roses, except for shorter lengths sold in spot sales.

And Eastern growers

raised prices on all reported sales except consignment sales of roses 22
inches and longer.

II

Perhaps the most puzzling finding in this price data is that Eastern
~rowers

raised their prices in the face of strong Colombian competition in

their markets.

The Eastern growers were the one segment of the rose industry

that experienced a decrease in sales in the first quarter of 1984 compared to
first quarter 1983.

21

Why didn't they lower prices to stimulate sales?

Perhaps the answer to that question lies in the increase in their operating
costs, particularly fuel, during a very cold winter.

Growers in this area

generally have small operations and cannot achieve economies of scale.
However, because of their proximity to the major rose markets, Eastern growers
can command a premium for their roses from retailers on the basis of product
freshness.

They possibly chose to demand that premium at the risk of

diminishing sales, to cover their increased costs.

The results proved

unfortunate for their income statements.
In summary, ·I find that the record reveals an industry making adjustments
in a difficult competitive environment.

The downturn in performance in the

first quarter of this year suggests that the adjustment process may have
reached its limit.
l/ Id at A-102.

Z/ Id at A-103.

'Jj

Id at A-22.
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Threat of material injury by LTFV imports
In considering whether there is a threat of material injury to a domestic
industry, the Commission examines, among other factors, the rate of increase
in importation of the dumped merchandise, the capacity of the exporting
country to generate imports, and the likelihood that such imports will be
directed to the U.S. market.
nent.

The threat must be real and the injury immi-

!/
In this case, ·there is no question that imports of roses from Columbia

have increased substantially during the period of investigation.

In volume,

they increased over 39 percent between 1981 and 1982, 34 percent the following
year, and over 49 percent in a comparison of first quarter 1983-1984

levels.

1:.,/

Thus the rate of increase is accelerating in 1984.

Import penetration also is rising at an increasing rate.

Imports as a

share of consumption rose from 10.l percent in 1981 to 13.8 percent in 1982,
16.0 percent in 1983, and 21.1 percent in the first quarter of 1984.

ll

Production for export in Colombia increased over 53 percent between 1981
and 1983.

f!../

A recent expansion of Colombia's rose program was started in

1982 and was scheduled for completion in the first quarter of 1984.

Since it

takes a year for rose plants to reach maximum production in Colombia, the full
effects of this expansion have yet to be felt in the U.S. marketplace.
According to Asocolflores projections, Colombian rose production will increase
over 21 percent between 1983 and 1986.

~/

s. Rept. No. 96-249, 96th Cong. 1st Sess. (1979) at 88-89.
Report at A-28.
Id at A-31.
Id at A-29.
Commission staff received production ·estimates from the Colombian Flower
Growers Association (Asocolflores) through the State Department.
1/

21
J/
4/
S/
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Historical export trends indicate that much of this new production will
be exported to the United States.
exports to this country.

Colombia increasingly has targeted rose

In 1981, 89 percent of Colombian production was

exported to the U.S.; in 1983, 93 percent reached U.S. markets.·!/
If these imports were merely supplementing U.S. roses, they would pose no
threat to the domestic industry.
in the past.

However, they have not served as supplements

U.S. apparent consumption of roses has increased 17.5 percent

between 1981 and 1983, and 14.4 percent in the first quarter 1983-1984
·comparison. '.!:_/

'l/

Only about a third of this market expansion· has been gained

by the domestic rose industry.
Since there is no clear indication that Colombian roses
quality to U.S. roses, it is doubtful that such imports
of U.S. market expansion on that basis.

~re

superior in

attai9~4

a large share

Price is a more likeiy purchase

incentive.
The Commission staff report shows both overselling and

uq~e·~selling

of

domestic red hybrid tea roses by Colombian roses from 1982 throµgh the first
'

quarter of 1984 based on delivered purchase prices in spot
wholesalers.
tables.

ii

sal~s

to

However, sales of Eastern roses were not included in these

Even so, each geographical region covered shows substantial

underselling by Colombian roses in the first quarter of 1984 when the domestic
industry financial performance turned down.
When prices for spot sales to retailers are examined, wide margins of
underselling by Colombian red hybrid tea roses appear after the first quarter
of 1983 in all reported markets,. and as early as 1982 in the Boston and

1/ Report at A-29.
Id at A-10.
In the.Commission briefing prior to a vote on this case, staff estimated
that Report consumption figures could err as much as 10 per·cent as they. are
based on staff estimates of production.
ii Report at A-45.

l/

I/
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Philadelphia markets.!/

Twenty-one of _the

Commissio~'s.

29 .spot price

comparisons for retailers showed undersellfog, by imports:, with .. margins as high
as 51 percent.

Standing order sales P.rices to r_etailers also reveal under-

selling by imports after the beginning of 1983_;

y

and

sp~t

pur_chase prices to

retail mass merchandisers for red hybrid tea,roses show both under and
overselling, but substantial underselling of Western roses by the Colomb_ian
product since mid-1982.

ll

In all the tables showing margins of overselling

or underselling in the body of the Commission staff report,

the~e

is only one

instance (Table 24) where there is overselling by imports in the first- quarter
of 1984.
Generally when there is

over.~elling,

the ma,rgins are greatest. in th,e

first quarter of the year--the prime selling s_eason for ro_ses •..' The .evidence
of underselling, particularly in recent quarters, and of sales lost to the
Colombian imports point to the competitive problem these imports pose to-U.S.
growers.

The Commerce Department has found that

Colombia~

roses are

~eing

sold at less than fair value; and low prices undoubtedly have aided Colombian
imports to increase market penetration and capture much of the U.S.
consumption gain since 1981.

There is no question that U.S. growers would be

1n a much stronger financial condition if they had been able to realize more
of that consumption gain.

They had or could have developed the capacity to

supply the added demand, but many U.S. growers could not offer their supply at
prices to compete with LTFV imports and had to suspend production.

More

growers, particularly Eastern growers who face the heaviest impact of imports
may have to cease operations 1n ·the near future.

It is not accurate,

therefore, to view Colombian roses as supplements. rather than substitutes for
U.S. roses in the marketplace.
1/ Id at A-48, 49.

2.J Report.at A-50.

I/

Id at A-52.
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The expanded supply Colombia will produce in the coming months will not
encourage increased prices for Colombian roses.
should drop further.

If anything, import prices

In my view, the added competition threatens material

injury to the domestic rose industry, if, indeed, that industry has not
already been materially injured by several years of competition from LTFV
Colombian imports.
Conclusion
This investigation has some unusual aspects which in balance warrant an
affirmative determination from this Commission.

Careful analysis of this

:j.;p,dustry which seemingly is operating favorably reveals that domestic
producers are being aff~cted by competition from LTFV imports.

Such analysis

was anticipated in the legislative guidance accompanying Title VII
legislation.

The nature of past import trends and their pricing coupled with

information regarding production expansion in Colombia establish a threat of
material injury by reason of LTFV imports from Colombia.

A-1
INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION
Introduction
On September 30, 1983, a petition was filed with the United States
International Trade Commission and the U.S. Department of Commerce on behalf
of Roses, Inc .• !/ alleging that an industry in the United States is suffering
material injury and is threatened with further material injury by reason of
imports from Colombia of fresh cut roses which were allegedly being sold in
the United States at less than fair value (LTFV).
Accordingly, effective Sept.ember 30. 1983, the Commission instituted a
preliminary antidumping investigation under section 733 (a) of the Tariff Act
of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673 b(a))(the act). In November 1983, the Commission
determined that there was a reasonable indication that an industry in the
United States was materially injured, or threatened with material injury, ll
by reason of imports from Colombia of fresh cut roses allegedly being sold in
the United States at LTFV (48 F.R. 53188).
The Department of Commerce published its preliminary affirmative
antidumping determination in this case in the Feceral Register of March 14,
1984 (49 F.R. 9597). In response to Commerce's determination, the Commission
instituted investigation No. 731-TA-148 (Final) under section 735(b) of the
act to determine whether an industry in the United States is materially
injured or is threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an
industry in the United States is materially retarded, by reason of LTFV
imports of fresh cut roses from Colombia.
_Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigation was given by
posting copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary. U.S.
International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice
in the Federal Register of April 4, 1984 (49 F.R. 13440). On April 3, 1984,
Commerce extended its investigation in response to a request by the respondents
in the case. Accordingly, on May 25, 1984, the Commission revised its schedule
for the conduct of this investigation. 11 Commerce's final determination in
this case was made on August 1, 1984. !I As directed by statute, the
Commission must render its-final determination concerning injury within 45
days of Commerce's Final determination.
In connection with the Commission's investigation, a public hearing was
held in the Commission's hearing room in Washington, DC, on July 30, 1984. ~/
The Commission voted in this investigation on August 28, 1984.

l/ Roses, Inc.; is a domestic trade association whose membership consists of
fresh cut rose growers.
ll Commissioner Stern dissenting. Commissioner Eckes determined that there
was a reasonable indication of material injury; Commissioner Lodwick
determined that there was a reasonable indication of threat of material
injury. Commissioners Liebeler and Rohr were not membe~s of the Commission at
that time.
"
11 Copies of the Commission's notices are presented in app. A.
!/ Copies of Commerce's notices are presented in app. B.
~/ A list of witness appearing at the hearing is presented in app. C. ·

A-2
Previous Conunission Investigations
The Commission has conducted several investigations with respect to fresh
cut roses specifically and also with respect to fresh cut flowers in general.
On the basis of a petition filed on behalf of the Grower Division of the
Society of American Florists and Ornamental Horticulturists, the Commission
instituted, effective February 12, 1977, investigation No. TA-·201-22 under
section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 to determine whether fresh cut flowers
(including roses), then being imported into the United States, were being
imported in such increased quantities as to be a substantial cause of serious
injury, or the threat thereof, to a domestic industry. The Commission made a
negative determination in that investigation. That investigation was followed
by investigation No. TA-201-42, relating only to fresh cut roses, which was
instituted, effective November 29, 1979,.as a result of a petition filed on
behalf of Roses, Inc ... In April 1980, the Commission unanimously determined
.that fresh cut roses were not being iml>orted into the United States in such
increased quantities as to be a substantial cause of serious injury, or the
threat thereof, to the domestic industry producing the like or directly
competitive articles.
On January 3, 1980, a petition was filed on behalf of Roses, Inc.,
alleging that imports of fresh cut roses from the Netherlands were being subsidized by the Government of that country. Effective January 11, 1980, the
Commission instituted investigation No. 701-TA-21 (Preliminary) to .determine
whether there was a reasonable indication that an industry in the.United States
was materially injured or .threatened with material injury, or wnether ±he
establishment of an industry· in the United States was materially retarded, by
reason of the allegedly subsidized imports of fresh cut roses from the
Netherlands. In February 1980, the Commission unanimously determined, on the
basis of the record developed in the investigation, that there was no reasonable indication of material injury to a domestic industry by reason of the
allegedly subsidized imports of fresh cut roses from the Netherlands.!/
Effective June 8, 1981, the Commission instituted an antidumping
investigation (No. 731-TA-43 (Preliminary)) with respect to fresh cut roses
from Colombia. However, the Commission's investigation was terminated when
Commerce (the administering authority) dismissed the petition on June 25,
1981. ~/
The U.S. Department of Commerce has also conducted several investigations
with respect to fresh cut roses and other fresh cut flowers. On January 18,
1983, Commerce entered into a suspension agreement with 93 Colombian producers
and exporters of roses and other cut flowers whereby such producers and
exporters renounced all benefits deemed countervailable by Commmerce in a

!I Fresh cut Roses from the Netherlands: Determination of No Reasonable
Indication of Material Injury or Threat Thereof in Investigation No. 701-TA-21
(Preliminary), . . . USITC Publication 1041, February 1980.
~I The petitioner (Roses, Inc.) challenged the dismissal through the judicial
"
v
.
process. See United States v. Roses, Inc., 706 F. 2d 1563 (CAFC 1983}. Note,
however, that the petition resulting. in the instant investigation is separate
and unrelated to the order of remand by the court.

.

A-3
preliminary countervailing duty investigation initiated on August 26, 1982. !/
Commerce also published in the Federal Register of January 6, 1984 (49 F.R.
924), the final results of its administrative review with respect to fresh cut
roses from Israel. 2/ The review covered the period October 1, 1980~ through
September 30, 1981, and resulted in a determination of net subsidies amounting
to 27.94 percent.
On April 16, 1984·, the Department of Commerce published in the Federal
Register (49 F.R. 15007) the results of its final negative countervailing duty
determination with respect to fresh cut flowers from Mexico. ~/ Commerce
determined that no benefits constituting bounties or g~ants within the meaning
of the countervailing duty law were being provided to Mexican producers or
exporters of fresh cut flowers.

Nature and Extent of Sales at LTFV
On August 1, 1984, the Department of Commerce published its final
determination that imports of fresh cut roses from Colombia are being sold in
the United States at LTFV. To determine whether sales of the subject
merchandise in the United States were made at LTFV, Commerce compared the U.S.
price with the foreign market price, which was based on a constructed value
computation.
Commerce found that the foreign market value of fresh cut roses from··
Colombia exceeded the U.S. price on 16.8 percent of the sales of fresh.
cut roses. The margins ranged from 1.33 percent to 6.61 percent. The overall
weighted-average margin on all rose sales compared was 2.. 86 per.cent.
The Produet
Description and uses
Roses are members of the Rosaceae family; at least 100 species and
thousands of varieties are known to exist. The three most commercially
important types of these relatively expensive flowers are the sweethearts,
intermediates, and the hybrid teas. Miniature or sweetheart roses usually
have a bud length of 1/2 to 1 inch and a stem length of 8 to 15 inches.
Intermediates have a bud length of 1 to 1-1/2 inches and a stem length.of 9 to
24 inches. Hybrid tea roses have a bud length of i-1/4 to 2 inches and a stem
length of 12 to 30 inches. Roses may be white, pink, red, yellow, orange,
lavender, or intermediate shades or tints. cut roses are used in wreaths and
bouquets for ceremonial occasions and for general decorative purposes. As
fresh cut flowers, roses may last 3 to 7 days in the home, depending on the.

ll For purposes of countervailing duty investigations, Colombia is not a
"country under the Agreement"i therefore the Commission did not conduct an
injury investigation. See 19 U.S.C. 1671 (b).
'1=/ Commerce's affirmative final determination was published in the Federal
Re~ister of Sept. 4, 1980 (45 F.R. 58516).
~I Mexico is not a "country under the Agreement"; therefore the Commission
did not conduct an injury investigation (19 u.s.c. 167 (b)).
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variety.and environmental factors such as temperature and care, without the
use of a floral preservative. The vase life of a rose can be doubled when
floral preservatives are used.
U.S. tariff treatment
Fresh cut roses are classified for tariff purposes under item 192.18 of
the Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS). 1/ Prior to January 1,
1980, fresh cut roses were classified along with all other fresh cut flowers
under item 192.20 of the TSUS. The rates of duty currently applicable to
imports of fresh cut roses are ~ percent ad valorem under column 1 and 40
percent ad valorem under column 2. ~/ The column 1 duty rate reflects a
concession granted by the United States in the Tokyo round of the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade effective
January 1, 1980; this rate is not scheduled for further reductions. Fresh cut
roses imported from beneficiary developing countries are not eligible for
duty-free treatment under the Generalized System of Preferences.
U.S. imports of fresh cut roses generally are valued·f.or customs
(duty-assessment) purposes on the basis of their transaction value--the price
actually paid or payable for the articles when sold for export to the United
~tates in the country of exportation (19 U.S.C. 1401a).
Transportation costs
for imported fresh cut roses usually account for a substantial portion of the
landed cost in the United States, since air shipment is often required because
of the perishability of the roses. Because transportation costs are not part
of the customs value, the duty rate of 8 percent ad valorem assessed on the
customs value of fresh cut roses is significantly less than 8 percent of the
landed or c.i.f. value. In 1983, the c.i.f. value of fresh cut rose imports
from Colombia ranged from 12 percent higher than the customs value for
sweetheart roses to 8 percent higher for other roses.
It is difficult for the U.S. Customs Service to compute the dutiable
customs value of fresh cut flowers based on their value in the exporting
country if the flowers are imported from sources in Latin America; very little
of the commercial production is sold in the domestic markets of the countries
in that area. In addition, some of the imports from that area enter the
United States on consignment for subsequent sale. Consignment shipments and
related-party entries are valued monthly by the U.S. Customs Service for duty
purposes. The rate of duty on fresh cut rose imports was assessed for such

11 Fresh cut roses were classified under TSUS item 192.19 from Jan. 1, 1980,
through Kar. 29, 1980.
~I The rates of duty in col. 1 are most-favored-nation (KFN) rates and are
applicable to imported products from all countries except those Connnunist
countries and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(f) of the TSUS. In 1983,
imports of roses from Poland were the only imports from nonmarket economy
countries subject to col. 2 rates of duty. However, KFN rates would not apply
to products of developing countries if preferential tariff treatment is
granted under the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) or under the "LDDC"
rate of duty column.
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consignment and related-party entries on the following fixed valuations,
January 1 through June 30, 1984,:

Period

Long-stem roses
20 inches or more in length
(cents per stem)

1984:
January------February-- ---March-...:. ______ _

29.0
29.0

April--------Kay------------·
June----------

30.0
30.0

41.0
21.5.

Short-stem roses
under 20 inches in length
(cents per stem)
25.0
25.0
27 .0
15.0
26.0

26.0

All imported fresh cut roses are subject to Federal quarantine inspection
to prevent the spread of· injurious plant pests (7 CFR 319.74). Inspections are
made quickly and re.sµlt in very few detentions. Imported roses also require a
permit, but this permit is readily obtainable for roses shown to be free of
injurious plant pests. Quarantine inspections are provided free of charge to
importers during normal working hours of the Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Ser.vice {APHIS) of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. At all other times,
importers are charged a fee for inspection services.
Channels of distribution
The channels of distribution used to market domestically grown fresh cut

rose~. shown il).figure 1, are the same as those used to market other types of

fresh cut ;flowers. Mo'st fresh cut rose production moves through the
traditional market channels, from the grower to the wholesaler to the retail
florist, a_nd finally to the consumer. In. recent years, grower-shippers have
gairied an important role in the distribution channel. Initially, growershippers a·lmost exclusively shipped only flowers produced in their own growing
facilities. Such entities have now expanded their operations to include the
shipment of flowers produced by other growers. In many cases, grower-shippers
also have expanded. product lines to cover a full line of fresh cut flowers to
satisfy the needs of wholesalers, mass merchandisers, and retail florists.
Wholesalers generally carry a full line of fresh cut flowers along with
various other. plant materials and supplies used by retailers. The wholesalers
receive the flowers in their warehouse and distribute them in the major
markets. The.re are over 1,000 wholesalers in the United States. Some wholesalers, known as· wholesaler-shippers, have also .integrated their operations,
establishing purchasing centers in major growing areas in order to obtain a
product line tailored to the needs of floral mass merchandisers, the retail
florists, and consumers.
The retail florist shops and the mass-merchandising outlets generally are
the points at which fresh cut roses are sold to the ultimate consumer, although
sales through street vendors have increased in importance. The retail florist
is considered a full-service outlet and generally carries a full line of fresh
cut flowers. In addition, the retail florist generally allows the consumers
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Figure 1.~u.s. channels of distribution for marketing domest~cally
produced fresh cut roses in the United States.
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Note.--Channels of distribution for imported fresh cut roses are generally
similar to those of domestic growers and ·grower-shippers. However; custor:ihouse brokers and freight forwarders are generally added to the di~tribution
chain between the growers or grower-shippers and the first U.S. customer.
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to charge purchases and have the product delivered, as, w:ell as -providing other
services such as designing flower arrangements. The mass merchandiser,
however, generally operates on a cash-and-carry basis and is considered a
no-service outlet.
Importers of fresh cut roses normally enter the distribution channel at
the same level as the domestic grower or grower-shipper. However, some
importers have expanded their operations to include wholesaling functions in
major U.S. markets.
The U.S. Industry
During 1950-83 there was a marked shift in the composition of the fresh
cut rose industry in the United States, from many small local growers near ·
eastern and midwestern population centers to large growers primarily in
California and Colorado. Although California growers are situated.in a
favorable climate for producing cut roses, Colorado also has a great deal of
sunshine---a requisite for growing good quality roses--in spite of cold winter
weather, with its attendant fuel costs. Pennsylvania, Indiana, and ·New York
also have been important rose-producing states owing in part to their
proximity to eastern and midwestern population centers.
Most commercial growers raise both hybrid tea and sweetheart· roses. It
is estimated that there are about 225 to 250 commercial rose growers
in the- United States. '.!'able 1 shows the number of commercial producers. of cut
roses, by principal types, in major producing States in_ recent years. !I
In 1981 there were 222 commercial growers of hybrid.tea roses in the 14
major producing States, down 6 percent from th.e number of growers in 1977. The
number of commercial growers of sweetheart roses in the 13 major producing
St~tes £1 declined by 11 percent, from 198 growers in 1977 to 177 growers in
1981. However, the number of growers of hybrid tea roses in California and
Colorado increased during the period, as did the number of growers of
·
sweetheart roses in California. Hence, most of the_ decline .in the number of
commercial growers occurred in the other major producing States located
primarily in the Eastern United States.
U.S. commercial rose growers.vary in size, in terms of number of rose
plants in production, from firms with less than 1,000 rose plants to one firm
with nearly 1. 3 million plants. In 1975, the last year for·· which industry data were reported by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, less than 25 percent
of the commercial growers of hybrid tea and sweetheart roses accounted for more
than 60 percent of the commercial production of those rose types.
Some U.S. rose growers are diversified in their output, producing other .
types of cut flowers, potted flowering plants, or other floricultural products.
The importance of cut rose production to their overall operations varies
1/ The major producing States are California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Illinois, Indiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York,
Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Washington for hybrid tea and (except Oregon)
for sweetheart roses.
£1 It is estimated by the U.S. International Trade Commission that the major_
producing States account for at least 90 percent of U.S. commercial rose
production.
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Tab.le 1. -:-·Fresh cut roses: Number of U.S. commercial growers of hybrid
tea and sweetheart roses in leading producing States, 1977-81

Sweetheart (miniature) roses

Hybrid tea roses
Year

1977-----:
1978-----:
1979-----:
1980-----:
19~1-----:

California
and
Colorado
85
87
91
,

... .9A

... 92

Other
States
152
134
145
146
130

Total
237
221
236
240
222

California
52
55
57
67
68

Other
States
146
125
120
116
109

Total
198
180
177
183
177

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
Note.--The U.S. Department of Agriculture gathered and published data on the
U.S. floriculture industry only through 1981.
significantly by firm. An average size U.S. rose-growing operation would have
about 88,000 rose plants in production, requiring about 135,000 square feet of
greenhouse space. The grower would sell about 2.1 million rose blooms annually
from these plants and would have annual rose sales of about $600,000.
All roses grown commercially in the United States are produced in
greenhouses. The greenhouse may be of a rigid type (constructed of glass or
rigid fiberglass) or it may be of a film type (constructed of plastic or
polyethylene). Both types of structures have certain advantages and
disadvantages. For instance, rigid-type structures have very high initial
construction costs but have lower maintenance costs compared with those for
film-type structures. Both types of structures are conunon throughout the
United States, and each is usually tailored to the individual grower's needs.
Rose greenhouses in the United States require some type of supplemental
heating for rose production to contin~e year round. Where possible, growers
usually use natural-gas-fired boilers rather than oil-fired boilers or other
types of heating systems, owing in major part to the cost advantages of
natural gas. But because of the rapid escalation of fuel costs, some U.S.
growers are turning to alternative energy sources for their heating needs
(e.g., geothermal, wood, sawdust, coal, and waste heat from power plants).
The production of roses is a long-term investment. A typical rose plant
will be in production for 4 to 8 years and will produce between 80 and 200
blooms during that time, depending on the rose variety. The sweetheart
varieties are usually more prolific than the average rose plant, and some of
the hybrid tea varietie~ are far less fruitful. A grower must also contract
in advance for new rose plants that will be used either to replace existing
plants or for additional plants. This leadtime is usually between 9 months
and 1 year, but for some varieties, the leadtime may be nearly 2 years. Also,
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once the plants are placed in the greenhouse, it is about 120 days before the
first rose bloom .can· be cut. In addition, rose plants .are norma.lly leased
from the propagator. The·lease·usually stipulates that cuttings to produce
more plants cannot be taken from the plants, and once the plants are removed
from the growing area, they cannot be sold but must be destroyed. The
·conditions also apply to outright sales of the rose plants. Hence, a grower
has to produce.cut· roses if he is to recover his investment in the rose plants .
. 't

U.S. Importers
During 1983, nearly 100 finns imported fresh cut roses from Colombia.
However, the bulk .of-the imports were accounted for by 10 finns. Many of
these importing firms are associated with Colombian producers and are the
Colombian firms' marketing arm in the United States.
U.S. importers of fresh cut roses from Colombia are concentrated in the
Miami, FL, .area due to its close proximity (4 hours by air) to Colombia, and
the highly developed transportation network for shipping perishables from
Florida to eastern U.S. markets. It is from this central hub that importers
control the movement of Colombian imported fresh cut .. roses throughout
the United States. ·Once the incoming merchandise cle~rs Customs and APHIS
inspection, it is ·either loaded into trucks for immediate shipment to points
north or the merehandise is held over by the importer in refrigerated
warehouses for shipment within a few days.
Apparent U.S.· Consumption
Apparent U.S. consumption of fresh cut roses. increased steadily during
1981-83 and January-·March 1984, primarily on the strength of U.S. imports.
However, increased domestic production was also a factor in 1983 and in
January-March 1984. Consumption rose from 524.3 million blooms in 1981 to
616:3 million blooms in 1983, or by nearly 18 percent (table 2). The increase
in consumption in January-March 1984 over consumption in January--March 1983
was more than 14 percent. The ratio of imports to apparent consumption and to
U.S. production also increased considerably from 1981 to 1983, increasing from
12.9 percent and 14.5 percent, respectively, in 1981 to 20.5 percent and 25.2
percent, respectively, in 1983. During January-March 1984, the ratio of
imports to apparent consumption and to U.S. production continued to advance, to
27.0 percent and 36.1 percent, respectively, despite the growth in U.S.
production.
Consideration of Material Injury to an Industry
in the United States
In seeking information on the question of material inJury, the Commission
sent questionnaires to 200 known U.S. commercial rose growers. !I Responses
were received from 88 growers with 73 of them supplying usable data. Figure 2

l/ The Commission sent questionnaires to 170 members of Roses, Inc., the
petitioner, and 30 questionnaires to growers that are not members of Roses,
Inc. Responses were received from 79 members of Roses, Inc., and from 9
nonmembers of Roses, Inc.
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Table 2.--Fresh cut roses: U.S. production, exports of domestic merchandise,
imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1981-83, JanuaryKarch 1983, and January-March 1984

Period

Ratio of
Apparent:
imports to-:Production:Exports 11: Imports
con-. :U . s . pro- :Apparent
sump t ion: duc t'ion : con-.
:sumpt1on
------------Killion blooms-----------------Percent-----

1981-------------:
1982-------------:
1983-------------:
Jan.-Kar.-1983-----------:
1984----:..------:

466.8

l/ 464.4
l/ 500.2
l/ 106.4
l/ 112.0

:

10.0
10.0
10.0

67.5
94.1
126.l

524.3
548.5
616.3

14.5
20.3
25.2

12.9
17.2

2.5
2.5

27.1
40.4

131.0
149.9

25.5
36.1

20.7
27.0

io.5

1/ Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
Source: U.S. production in 1981 based on data from Floriculture Crops of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture with adjustments to include all 50 States;
imports, compiled fro~ official statistics of the U.S. Departme~t of Commerce.
Note.--If U.S. prod~~t~on of fresh cut roses were based on que~tionnaire
responses for 1982 and l,983, estimated U.S. production would haye been.466.8
million blooms in 1982 and 497.4 million blooms in 1983. Similiarly estimated
U.S. production in January-March 1983 would have been 102.7 mi~1ion blooms and
that in January-March 1~~4 would have been 107.1 million blooms.
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Figure 2.--Distribution of rose growers responding to the U.S.
International Trade Commission questionnaire.
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shows the distribution by State for those growers responding to the
questionnaire. The 73 respondents, accounting for 77 separate rose-growing
operations, accounted for 55. 4 percent of the blooms sold by all U. s·~ ·producers
in 1981, 55.9 percent of estimated U.S. production in 1982, and 55.1 percent of
estimated U.S. production in 1983. For January-Karch 1983 and January-Karch
1984, the questionnaire respondents accounted for 53.3 percent of total
estimated U.S. production.
U.S. production and planting capability
The 73 questionnaire respondents had a total area of 20.0 million square
feet in production in 1981, with 83.9 percent of the total devoted to the
growing of fresh cut roses. The area set aside for fresh cut rose production
by these growers increased from under 16.8 million square feet in 1981 to 16.8
million square feet in 1982 (table 3). The area c,ontinued to increase in
i983, to 16.9 million square feet. During this same period, the area devoted
to the production of other fresh cut flowers and other greenhouse produc'ts
Table 3.--Fresh cut roses: Area in production for fresh cut roses, other fresh
cut flowers, and other greenhouse products for 73 commercial growers"
1981-83, January-Karch 1983, and January-March 1984
Ratio of
area used
for cut
:Fresh cut :Other fresh: Othher
:Total, all: roses to
green ouse
roses
:cut flowers:
d t : products
total area
pro uc s
used
Percent
-------------1,000 square feet----~-------Area in production

Period

•·

1981-----------------: 16,784.3
1982------------------: 16.834.5
16.937.8
1983-----------------:
.
... .
January-March-1983----~----------: 16 .828. 7
1984---------------: 17.206.1

1,750.6
2.153.7
2.119.4

1,470.9
1.284.8
1.111.6

20,005.7
20.273.0
20.228.8

2.119.4
2.112.2

1.159.5
1.023.3

20.107.6
20.341.6

83.9
83.0
83.7
83.7
i,.

84.6

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Note.--Because of rounding. figures may not add to the totals shown.
increased from 3.2 million square feet in 1981 to 3.3 million square feet in
1983. During January-March 1984. the area set aside for fresh'cut rose
production totaled 17.2 million square feet. compared with 16.9 million square
feet during the corresponding period of 1983. The ratio of area planted in
fresh cut roses to total area planted for all products decreased from 83.9
percent in 1981 to 83.0 percent in 1982. The ratio increased to 83.7 percent
in 1983. ·and continued to grow·in January-March 1984. The increase in the
ratio resulted primarily from a shift from other greenhouse products and other
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fresh cut flowers to rose production, although there was some construction of
new rose greenhouses.
Data submitted by 73 fresh cut rose growers· show that the number of rose
plants in production by those firms decreased from slightly less than 10.4
million plants in 1981 to less than 10.3 million plants in 1982 (table 4). The
number of plants increased in 1983 to less than 10.4 million plants. The
number of salable blooms produced increased uninterruptedly, from 258.6 million
salable blooms in 1981 to 275.4 million blooms in 1983, or by over 6.5 percent,
reflecting the increased average bloom yield per plant. In January-March
1984; the total number of plants in production declined, whereas the number of
salable blooms produced and the .average bloom yield per plant were up from
those in the corresponding period of 1983. See appendix D for selected data
on the number of rose plants in production and salable blooms produced in
specified growing areas of the United States.
When faced with basic planting decisions of whether to expand, cut back,
or replant rose production, or vary their product mix, U.S. growers respond
differently. Although some growers may have shifted out of rose production or
reduced production, others devoted more space to growing roses. For example,
in 1983, * * *· However, the firm did shift production * * * to help make up
the loss. Other firms have also shifted production of other fresh cut flowers
and greenhouse products to rose production. For example, * * *·
Some firms have increased production by building new facilities, * * *
increasing its area in rose production by nearly * * * square feet. On the
other hand, some firms have stopped producing roses and have not shift~d to
Table 4.--Fresh cut roses: Plants in production, total salable blooms
produced, and average yield per plant for 73 firms, 1981-83, January-Karch
1983, and January-March 1984
Period

1981---------------------------:
1982---------------------------:
1983---------------------------:
January-March-1983-------------------------:
1984----------~--------------:

Plants in
production
1,000 plants

:salable blooms
produced
l,000 blooms

Average yield
per plant
Blooms

10,379.8
10,250.9
10,350.0

258,568
259,759
275,419

24.9
25.3
26.9

10,314.9
10,280.5

56,697
59,670

5.5
5.8

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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other fresh cut flowers or greenhouse products, as did a * * *· The
Conunission's questionnaire requested that growers provide the names,
locations, area in production, and plants in production for any fresh cut rose
growers that were in business in 1981 but were not in business on March 31,
1984. Fifteen of the responding firms provided names of 26 firms tnat had
gone out of business over the period. For 14 of the firms that had gone out
of business, data were provided on the number of rose plants that were in
production in 1981. These 14 growers had over 1.4 million rose
plants in production in 1981 that were not in production on March 31, 1984.
U.S. growers' domestic shipments
According to usable questionnaire data submitted by 73 rose growers, the
number of fresh cut rose blooms sold by these growers rose consistently during
1981-83 and also increased in January-Karch 1984 over sales in the
corresponding period of 1983. The total number of roses sold increased from
251.5 million blooms in 1981 to 266.0 million blooms in 1983 (table 5). Sales
of the sweetheart variety, including intermediate varieties, increased from
73.1 million blooms in 1981 to 74.1 million blooms in 1983, or by 1 percent.
Sales of all other rose varieties, including hybrid tea roses, increased by 8
percent over the period to 191.9 million blooms. Total fresh cut rose sales
rose by 4 percent in January-Karch 1984 to 57.7 million blooms compared with
sales of 55.3 million blooms in January-Karch 1983.
The value of sales, as reported by the 73 growers, increased from-$61.8
million in 1981 to $76.4 million in 1983, representing an increase of more
than 23.5 percent. Fresh cut rose sales continued to.increase .in
January-March 1984, to $24.6 million compared with sales of $23.4 million in
the corresponding period of 1983, or by 5.1 percent.
The average unit value of sales of sweetheart roses increased from 18.4
cents per bloom in 1981 to 23.5 cents per bloom in 1983, representing an
increase of 28 percent. The average unit value of sales of all other
varieties of fresh cut roses increased over the same period, from 27.1 cents
per bloom to 30.7 cents per bloom, or by 13 percent. The average unit value
of sales of sweetheart roses declined between January-Karch 1983 and JanuaryMarch 1984, falling by 0.7 cent per bloom; the average unit value of sales of
other roses increased by 0.2 cent per bloom to 47.5 cents per bloom in
January-Karch 1984.
In the Conunission's questionnaire, U.S. growers were asked to provide data
on the distribution (in blooms) of their fresh cut rose shipments to the
eastern 11 and western sectors of the United States in 1981-83. Of the 55
growers that were able to provide such data, 23 growers, all of which were
located in the Eastern United States, reported sales for only the eastern part
of the United States; 13 growers, all which were located in.the Western United
States, reported sales of their product to only t~e western part of the United
States; and 19 other growers, all of which were located in the Western United
!I See app. E for the definition of Eastern and Western United States.
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Table 5. --Ft"esh cut t"oses: . U.S. sa~es· of 73 ._t"ose_ growers, 1981-83,
January-March 1983, and January-March 1984
January-Mat"ch-c

Item

1981

1983

1982

1983

1984

Quantity (1,000 of blooms)_
Sweetheart 1/---:
Other Z/--------:
Total-------:

73,142
178. 333
251.475

74,193
177.301
2511494
Value

74,086
191.864
265.950

·-

15,5T7
39.741
55.318

.

15,619
42.076
. "'57.695

(1,000 dollars)

Sweetheart 1/---:
13,425
14,777
17,378
4,746--:·
4,658
Other l/--------: _____4~8~1~3~9~7__._____~5=1~1 7~9~2"--'"----~5~8~1~9~9~1-'-.----=1~8~1 ~68~8:.......:.:..._,..__-=.l9~
1 9~8=1
Total-------: ____~6~1~1~8~2=2_______~6~6-1 5~6~9"------~7~6~·~3~6~9-'-----=2=3~1 ~43~4..;......;'------=-24..:...i..;:
1 6~3=-9
Unit value (cents per blooms)
Sweetheart !/---:
18.4
19.9
23.5
, .. 30.5
29.8
Other l/--------=------~2~7~.l=-'------~2=9~·~2:......;.,.........____~3~0~.~7-=------:.4~7~.3~'-------4~7~.-=-5
Average-----:
24.6
26.S
28.7
42.4.
42.7

!/ Includes intermediate varieties.
ll Includes hybrid tea.

.

... ·

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires· of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.·
· ·
States, reported sales of fresh cut roses to points in both sectors: Of the
19 western growers that shipped to both the Eastern and Western United States,
15 were located in California, 2 were in Oregon, and·l.each were in Colorado
and Washington.
Table 6 shows the distribution of fresh cut rose sales for the 55 growers
described above. Although shipments of ft"esh cut roses (in terms of quantity)
by these growers increased in both the .eastern and western markets .from 1981
to 1983, the share of the eastern market supplied' by domestically sourced
fresh cut roses declined over the period ft"om·47 percent· to 35 percent. !I.

!/ It should be noted that the data cover only 42 growers ·that sold fresh
cut roses in the eastern rnartcet. The share of domestically produced_ ·fresh cut
roses sold in the.eastern market that is accounted for b-Y 'these gt"owers is· not
known, but the trend in the share of the eastern market 'accounted forrby···
domestic growers would be sirniliar to the above trend.
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Table 6.--Distribution of fresh cut roses to the
eastern and western markets, 1981-83
Source and Market

1981

1982

1983

Quantity (1,000 blooms)
Western growers:
California:
13,038
16,201
16,659
Eastern-----------:
17 ,430
20,192
21,697
Western--------·---:
Other:
7 ,062
7,549
7,546
Eastern:...-·---------i
20, 717
26,093
28,596
Western--·---,------:
Eti,stern growers:
38,784
40,379
43,072
Eastern-------....,---·--:
Western--------------:
J:mports:
52,900
75,400
98,700
Colombia------------:
6 7 ,500
94,100
126,100
Total-------------;
Total sales
to eastern
126,384
158,229
193 ,377
market-·---------: ______......
...........................______
.........~~~-----.........................
..__
Share of Eastern market (percent)
Western growers:
10
10
9
California-··---------:
6
5
4
Ottier- -------- --·----=--------~--------------------------16
13
15
Total-------------:
31
26
22
Eastern growers--··--··-:
ImportS:
42
48
51
Colombia------------:
53
59
65
Total-------------:
. ., .

·source: Sales of domestically grown fresh cut roses, compiled from data
submitted in response to· questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade
Commission; imports, compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department
of Conunerce.
Note.--Imports of fresh cut roses into the Eastern market are believed to
account for over 90 percent of total U.S. imports. Responses to the importer's
questionnaire of the U.S. International Trade Commission indicated that over 93
percent of the fres.h cut roses imported from Colombia were destined for the
eastern market in 1983.
Imports from Colombia, on the other hand, increased their share of the Eastern
market from 42 percent to 51 percent. See appendix D for a discussion of the
geographic concentration of the industry.
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... .· · _··-·:, Only'\i>ix u•;s:;, i;·rowers reported exports ·of fre~b cut roses grown in their
. · ·. U;JS; establishments: '• . TC>tiiI- 1e>Cports ·i>y these~ six growers· were minimal,
averaging about $3.1 million per·y~ar from 1981 to l983. As a share of their
. 1;.otal ·shipments, exports by ·thes-e growers "represented more than 8 percent of
,sµipm~n~s. in 1983.
Western Canada was the principal destination for almost
..·.a.t.L of.· the. exports 1!.eported by these growers.
1

u.s.·employrnent
'··

• .. ~ •

'

The ·average :ntimtier ~f all "persons. employed by reporting u. s. rose growers
declined slowly between I981 and 1983, decreasing by 3 percent to 2,501 workers
(table 7). The average number of production ~nd related workers engaged
directly in the pro_duction of eresh cut roses declined by 2 percent over the
same period and totaled 1, 798. workers in. i'983. Of the 66 growers reporting
data on :the 'average rlumber ''Oi ·au empl.oyees in 1983, 26 employed fewer than· 21
workers, 23 emp1oyed between 21 and 50 workers, and 17 employed more than 50
workers. The growers also reported data on the average number of employees
engaged in fresh cut rose production: 31 employed fewer than 20 workers, 11 26
employed 21 to 50 workers, and 9 employed more .than 50 workers .
•
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::z . ~ ;
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•

•
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Tot.al wage~ p'a!id to pr~d~ction and related workers growing fresh cut roses
increased from $16.7 million in 1981 'to $19.3 million in 1983, representing an
increase of 16 percent . .Total wages paid in January-March 1984 totaled $4.7
million, an increase of 8 percent over wages paid in the corresponding period
of 1983. For the mos~ _part,. pr9duction _and related workers employed in the
: ···industry" do not' have· ~iiion representation and generally must rely on wages
" ·alone as·· their only form of compensation. Production and related workers
involved in growing fresh cut roses for the 66 responding firms worked a total
of 3.8.million hours in 1~83 and were paid an average hourly wage rate of
$5.04, :compared:with a total of 3.7 million hours in 1981 at an average rate
of $4.52 per hour. Worker prqductivi.ty for production and related workers
producing fresh cut''roses.increased from 1981 to 1983, increasing from 68.8
blooms per worker-hour in.1981 to 70.6 blooms per worker-hour in 1983. Worker
productivity continued to increase in January-March 1984, averaging 65.8 blooms
per worker-ho_ur, up, fr.om ~3. 5 blooms pe.r;: worker-hour in the corresponding
p·eriod of 1983. · · "
·
1

.. •

•

.., •.
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f

.

·.

~

•

The Conunissio.11' s questi.Qnnaire requested data on the number of hours
·worked by owners in: ·.the prod4~tion of fresh cut roses. During the ·period
January i;· 1981; through March 31, 1984, the owners of 45 firms had supplied
part of the -labor ·requirenients-._ Hoµrs wo-rked by such owners declined from
196,000 ho~rs= in i~~i td 17i,o60 hours i~ 1982, before increasing to 182,000
hours in 1983. The hours worked by owners increased in the January-March 1984
period to 55, 000 hours, compared wi ti) 53 ,_000 in· the corresponding period of
.1983·.

--~j

••: ;

.

'

!I Includes one firm that ceased growing roses in 1982.
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Table 7.--Fresh cut roses: Average number of employees, total and production
and related workers, hours worked by production and related workers, average
hourly wage rate earned by such workers, and hours worked by owners, 1981-83,
January-March 1983, and January-Karch 1984
january-Karch-· Item

1981

1982

1983
l983

Average number of all
persons employed-----------:
Average number of production
and relating workers producing-All products-------------:
Fresh cut roses----------:
Hours worked by production
and related worker pro:
ducing-All products
1,000 hot,1rs---:
Fresh cut roses----~o----:
Wages paid to production
and related workers producing-All products
1,000 do!~ars--:
Fresh cut roses----do~---:
Average productivity of production and related
workers producing fresh
cut roses-blooms per worker-hour---:
Average hourly wage rate of
production and related
workers producing fresh
cut roses------------------:
Hours worked by owners-All products
1,000 hours--:
Fresh cut roses------do----:

1984

2,403

2,581

2,527

2,501

~~392

2,348
1,837

2,298
1,794

2,308
1.798

-2,189

2,196

;!:. ~ 7.10

1, 714

4,837
3,690

4,811 :·
3,741

4,938
3,831

:~.129

:

877

1,144
893

..
22,606
16,661

2~,676

25, 733 : .

17,704

19,300

68.8

68.2

$4.52
216
196

$4.73 . .
194
172

70.6 :.

5,854
4,730

63.5

65.8

$5.04

$4.99

$5.30

210
182

59
53

59
55

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Note.--Hours worked by owners cover 45 firms; all other 4ata cqver 66 firms.

..
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Income-and-loss experience of U.S. growers of fresh cut roses
Fot• the 53 reporting U. S ~ .growers of fresh cut roses. the 1981-83 period
was one in which sales of fresh cut roses. total net sales of all products,
and pretax net income rose annually. !/ Fresh cut rose sale·s and· total net
sales continued to rise during January-March 1984, but pretax income was down
by 34 percent during this period.
U.S. growers of fresh cut roses.--The income-and-loss experience of 53
growers on their fresh cut-rose operations is presented in table 8 for
1981-83, Jam.1ary-March 1983, and Jariuary-March" 1984. Tot.al net sales of all
products rose from $63 million to $73 million, or by 16 percent, during
. 1981-83. Total net sales of all products were $20.0 million during JanuaryMarch 1984, up 5 percent from the $19.0 million in net sales reported for the
corresponding period of 1983 ... Net sales of fresh cut roses .increased fre>m
$52 million to $62 million, or by 21 percent. during 1981~83·. Such sales were
$16. 7 million during January-March 1984. up 6 percent from the $15.. 8 million
in net sales reported for the corresponding perie>d 'of 1983. Sales of cut
roses accounted for 82 to 85 percent of total net sales in each of the
reporting periods.
Total growing and operating expenses rose 13 percent. during 1981-83, and
total net sales rose 16 percent during this period. However, total growing and
operating expenses rose 11 percent during January-March 1984. coq>ared with
January:-Karch 1983, but total' net sales. rose only 5 percent during "this.
period. £1 As a result, pretax net income fell to 8.2 percent of net sales
during January-March 1984, :compared.with 13.2 percent for'the cor,:esponding
period of 1983. Pretax net•income rnargins·were 3.0 percent, 4.1 percent, and
5.1 percent, respectively, during 1981, 1982, and 1983. The overall return on
net sales--including officers' or partners; salaries---wa·s 8 .1 percent, 9. 0
percent, and 10.2 percent, respectively, in 1981, 1982, and.1983. The,overall.
return was 12.2 percent for January-March 1984~ compared with i7.3 percent for
the corresponding period of 1983.
Labor costs accounted for about 30 percent of total growing and operating
expenses in each year during 1981-83, and gasoline, oil, and fuel costs
accounted for about 15 percent of such expenses in each year during this .
period. No other expense accounted for more than 9 percent of total growing
and operating eXpenses in any one· year during 1981-83.
!I Of the 53 reporting firms, 2 are partnerships, 3 are single ·
proprietorships, and 48 are incorporated, mostly as.owner-operated family.
businesses. In the data discussed in the section, income.-and-loss
calculations are based on sales figures variously reported at gross value
(with conunissions to wholesalers expensed) or net values (less wholesalers'
. commissions): these different methods of reporting do not affect. the income
values; they do, however, affect the computation of income margins. All
income-and-loss data shown in this section are on a cash basis.
'l:./ Some plants, materials, and so forth are purchased only once a year, but
not necessarily during.the same month each year.
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Table 8.--Income-and--loss experience of 53 U.S. growers on their fresh cutrose operations, 1981-83, January-March 1983, and January-March 1984 !I
:January-March-Item

1981

1982

1983
1983

1984

Net sales:
55,473
62,457
Cut roses-------1,000 dollars--: 51,693
15,820
16,739
5,739
5,784
1,517
1,614
Other cut flowers--------do----: 5,129
Other greenhouse products
1 , ooo do ll ats- - : _6;;;...&..;,3"""'9;..::6-....;.._.....;5""",'""8'""3""'9---"--....;:5-...'""1=8~1--....---=l_,,i..;:6'""9'""'4__,_---=l_,,i..;:6;..;::8"'""9
Total net sales--------do----: 63,218
67,051
73,422
19,031
20,042
Other income---------------do--~-:--'2:::..a.:,5"""'6~7---"-~3~,0-8=8~-----:::2~,=5=28~---~5~2~0-'----'5~2==2
Total net sales and other
70,139
75,950
19,551
20,564
income--------1, 000 dollars---: 65,785
Growing and operating expenses:
21, 719
20,235
4,085
4,385
Hired labor-----1,000 dollars--: 19,504
Plants, bulbs, and seed
5,131
5,559
1,747
1,958
purchased-----1,000 dollars--: 4,567
Materials and supplies ·
3,728
3,105
792
908
1,000 dollars--: 3,219
~epairs and maintenance
1,683
1~781
306
293
1,000 dollars--: 1,641
Depreciation and
3, 774
4,261
725
830
amortization--1,000 dollars--: 3,455
3,445
4,003
775
848
Taxes and insurance------do----: 3,353
10,581
10,741
4,173
4,522
Gasoline, oil, and fuel--do----: 9,961
2,745
2,866
644
726
Water and electricity----do----: 2,344
Shipping expenses, including:
540
629
659
139
135
freight-------1,000 dollars--:
Selling expenses, including
sales commissions
5,839
1,828
1,000 dollars--: 5,491
1,998
Office expenses, including
1,384
1,585
305
505
sal~ries------1,000 dollars--:
1.211
Offi~ers' or partners'
salaries l/---1,000 dollars--: 3,212
3,299
3.769
779
803
Interest expense---------do----: 1,756
2,006
1,673
230
205
Other expenses--- - - - - - -- - - -do--- - : _3~,6""'0:;..:9'---'-~3. . . 5~4"'"'1:;:......;:....-........;:;3..,&,=3=5~5......-_--"5""'1:.::l'-"""---'7:...:9~5
Total growing and operating
72,209
17,035
18,915
expenses----1,000 dollars--: 63,863 : 67,397
Net income before income
2,742
3,741
2,516
1,649
taxes-----------1,000 dollars--: 1,922
6,516
8,002
3,241
2,479
Cash flow from operations--do----: 5 ,377
Ratio of total net sales to-83
85
84
82
83
cut rose sales------~-percent--:
Net income before income
4.4
5.3
13.2
3.0
8.2
taxes------------------do----:
Officers or partners
5.1
4.9
5.1
4.1
4.0
salaries---------------do----:
Number of growers reporting
14
12
14
16
17
losses----------------------~--:

!/ Interim data are for only 37 growers.

11 Salaries of officers or partners were not broken out by 10 growers.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
. U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Several growers reported signi_ficant amoun.t~. o.f _qther income dur.ing
.1981...,.s.J. nrn the ·aggre·gate
~ ··suct1~
iiicorne
Was
e·q\.iai
to-~··4·.i.
p·er:cei-it of total u. s.
._,. . .
.
.
.
.
.
- I
..
net' sales: in 1981'~ ·4 :1~ ·:percent · in. ·19·82, and 3·. 5 percent in 1983. * * *
-.

·!"

>.:'

:

....

;;

Eastern growers of fresh cut roses.--Income-and-loss data for 21 eastern
growers of fresh cut roses are shown in table 9. Total net sales of all
products rose annually from* * *million in 1981 to * * *million in 1983, or
by 15 percent. Total net sales were about * * * million during January-March
1983 and January-March 1984. Cut rose sales accounted for 86 to 87 percent of
total net sales in each year during 1981-83, and for 81 percent during
January-Karch 1983 and January-Karch 1984.
Growing and operating expenses rose 11 percent during 1981-83 and 12
percent during January-March 1984, compared with the corresponding period of
1983. The pretax income margin was 0.3 percent, 1.6 percent, and 5.3 percent,
respectively, during 1981-83. The 21 eastern growers reported a net loss
equal to 8 .1 percent of net sales during January--March 1984, compared with a
net pretax income equal to 5.5 percent of net sales for the corresponding
period of l983. Including officers' and partners' salaries, the total return
on net sales was 6.6 percent, 7.3 percent, and 11.1 percent, respectively, in
1981-83. The return was a negative 2.1 percent of net sales for January-March
1984, compared with a positive return of 11.0 percent for the corresponding
period of 1983.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

California growers of fresh cut roses.--The income-and-loss experience of
20 California growers on their fresh cut-rose operations is presented in
table 10. These growers accounted for about * * * percent of the sales value
of all rose sales reported by the 53 U.S. growers during 1981-83. !/ Total
net sales of all products rose annually from * * * million to * * * million,
or by 22 percent, during 1981-83. Such sales were * * *million during
January-March 1984, up 9·percent from the * * * million in net sales reported
for the corresponding period of 1983. Cut rose sales followed the same trend,
rising from* * * million to * * *million, or by 26 percent, during 1981-83.
Cut rose sales were * * *million during January-March 1984, up 11 percent
from the * * * million in sales reported for the corresponding period of 1983.
Total growing and operating expenses also increased annually during
1981-83--from * * * million to * * * million, or by 22 percent. Growing and
operating expenses were * * * million during January-March 1984, up 14 percent
!I Only 14 of the 20 growers supplied interim data for January-March 1983
and January-March 1984.
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Table 9.--Income-and-loss experience of 21 eastern U.S. grower-s on their freshcut-rose operat:J_ons, 1981-83, January-March 1983, and January-March 1984 1_/

*******
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Table 10.--Income-and-loss experience of 20 California growers .on their freshcut-rose operations, 1981-83. January-March 1983~ and·January-March 1984 1:./

* * * * * * *
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from the * * * mill~on reported for the corresponding period of 1983. The
pretax returns on nyt sales were 6.8 percent, 6.2_percent, and 6.8 percent,
respectively, ·during 1981-83, and 21.6 percent for January-Karch 1984,
compared with 24.2 percent for the corresponding period of 1983. Including
officers' salaries, the pretax returns on sales were 12.2 percent, 11.8
percent, and 12.1 percent, respectively, in 1981-83 and 24.7 percent during
January-Karch 1984, compared with 27.6 percent for the corresponding period of
1983.
Western growers (excluding California growers) of fresh cut roses.--The
income-and-loss experience of 12 western growers other than those in California
on their fresh cut-rose operations is presented in table 11. Net sales of all
products rose from * * * million to * * * million, or by 6 percent, during
1981-83, and sales of fresh cut roses increased from* * * million .to * * *
million, or by 16 percent, during this period. Growing and operating expenses
rose from * * * million in 1981 to * * * million in 1982 before slipping 3
percent to * * * million in 1983. Such western growers earned income margins
of 0.1 percent, 3.9 percent, and 1.2 percent, respectively, in 1981, 1982, and
1983. Including officers' salaries, the total return on net sales were 2.8
percent, 6.4 percent, and 4.9 percent, respectively, in each year during
1981-83. Only six growers furnished interim data for January-Karch 1983 and
January-March 1984. As shown in table 11, total net sales, including rose
sales, and earnings were up in January--March 1984.
Investment in productive facilities.--Usable data relating to U.S.
growers' investment in productive facilities were received from 44 growers
(table 12). Their investment, valued at cost, rose annually during 1981-83,
from $54.9 million to $60.8, or by 11 percent. The book value of such assets
rose.irregularly from $24.4 million to $24.7 million during this period.
Research and development eXPenses and capital expenditures. Of the 53
growers that provided usable income-and-loss data, 20 reported research and
development expenses during the reporting period. These expenditures averaged
$106,000 a year during 1981-83 and ranged from a low of $86,000 in 1983 to a
high of $121,000 in 1982. (table 13).
Of the 53 growers, 27 reported that they made capital improvements during
1981-83. The expenditures for these improvements averaged $2.2 million a year
during this period.
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Table 11.-~Income-and~loss experience -o~l2'western growers (excluding
California-growers) orl their fr~sh-cut-r~se operations, 1981-83,
January-March 1983, and~anuary-March 1984 l/

*

"ft

* * * * *
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Table 12.--u.s. gt"owers' investment in productive facilities, as of
Dec. 31, 1981-83, Mar. 31, 1983, and Mar. 31, 1984 !I
(In thousands of dollar"s)
Mar. 31-Item

1981

1982

1983
1983

Ot"iginal cost:
Eastern gt"owers--------------:
Western growers:
California growers------~--:
All other western growers--:
Total--------------------:
. Book value:
Eastern growers--------------:
Western growers:
California growers---------:
All other western growers--:
Total--------------------:

16,809

17,735

18,552

16,221

22,979
15,099
54,887

23,663
·15,648
57,046

26,670
15,573
60,795

... 9,479
46,917

6,108

5,978

6,280

9,526
8,754
24,388

9,232
8,938
24,148

16,964

21,217

'.

5,019

5,000

10,448
8,215
8,020 ..
: 4,820
24,748 : 18,054

8,536
4,546
18,082

..

for 44 growers (17 eastern growers, ·1~ California
growers, and 11 other western growers) and the interim data are for 32 growers
(13 eastern growers, 11 California growers, and 8 other west~~ growers).'

!/ The 1981-83 data

~re

1984

•

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to
U.S. International Trade Commission.

-,Jl

questio~naires
.> •• ..

of the
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Table 13.--U.S. rose growers' research and development expenses and capital
expenditures, 1981-83, January-March 1983, and January-March 1984. 11
January-March-Item

198i

1982

1983
1983

Research and development expenses:
Eastern growers------1, 000 dollars--:
Western growers:
California-----------------do----:
All other western growers--do----:
Total all growers---------do- --- :
Capital expenditures:
·Eastern growers-----1,000 dollars--:
Western growers:
California-----------------do----:
All other western growers-::--do----:
Total, all growers--------do----:

24.:

1984

49

28·

5

74
14
112

57
15
121

42
16
86

10
.3
18

1,241

660

994

85

184

695
268
2,204

869
561
2,090

1,032
268
2,294

65
33
183

70
19
273

14

..

15
2

31

11 The area of coverage includes only the 53 growers that provided usable
income-and--loss data. Many of the growers reported no research and development
expenses or capital expenditures.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of- the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Consideration of Threat of Material Injury to an
Industry in the United States
In its examination of the question of the threat of material injury to an
industry in the United States, the Commission may take into consideration such
factors as the rate of increase of the LTFV imports, the rate of increase of
U.S. market penetration of such imports, the volume of imports held in
inventory in the United States, and the capacity of producers in the subject
country or countries to generate exports (including the availability of export
markets other than the United States). A discussion- of the rates of increase
in imports of fresh cut roses and of their U.S. market penetration is
presented in the section of this report entitled "Consideration of the Causal
Relationship Between LTFV Imports and the Alleged Injury to an Industry in the
United States." Because of their perishability, inventories of fresh cut
roses are not a factor to be taken into consideration. However, it should be
noted that roses can be held in a preservative solution at 34 degrees
Fahrenheit and 90 to 95 percent relative humidity for 4 to 5 days. They can
also be stored dry--pack (not in water) at 32 degrees Fahrenhelt and 90 to 95
percent relative humidity for 7 to 10 days.
Colombia is one of the world's leading producers of fresh cut flowers,
including fresh cut roses. In 1983, an estimated 180 growers, 33 of which
were believed to be rose exporters. utilized 800 hectares (1, 976 acres). for
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growing ·fresh cut flowers for export. 11 About 120 hectares of the total was
devoted to rose production in 1983. Table 14 shows Colombia's production for
export and exports of fresh cut roses durir.g 1981-83. During this period,
Colombian production of fresh cut roses increased by 53 percent to 105.4
million blooms. Exports to the United States during the period increased from
61.3 million blooms, or 89 percent of total Colombian exports, in 1981 to 98.2
million blooms, or 93 percent of total exports, in 1983.
Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between LTFV Imports
and the Alleged Injury to an Industry in the United States
U.S. imports
U.S. imports of fresh cut roses have trended sharply upward since the
beginning of the 1970's. Prior to that time, imports were insignificant,
consisting primarily of border trade with Canada. 1mports increased steadily
from less than 1 million blooms in 1970 to nearly 39 million blooms in 1980 .
.l\lmost all varieties of imported fresh cut roses have domestic counterparts
that are comparable in quality with the imports. The rapid growth in the
tmports was facilitated by the development of reliable transoceanic airline
schedules and the use of sophisticated receiving and distribution facilities
in the United States, particularly in Miami and New York City.
Fresh cut rose imports during 1981-83 increased substantially, rising from
67.5 million blooms, valued at $13.1 million, in 1981 to 126.1 million blooms,
valued at $30.7 million, in 1983 (table 15). Imports increased by 39.4 percent
from 1981 to 1982; in 1983 imports increased by 33.9 percent over those in
1982. The level of imports during January-March 1984 (40.4 million blooms,
valued at $11.3 million) exceeded the level of imports in the corresponding
period of 1983 by 49.1 percent. The majority of U.S. fresh cut rose imports
are of the hybrid tea variety. In 1983, the sweetheart-rose variety accounted
for less than 2 percent of the fresh cut rose imports.
The majority of the U.S. imports of fresh cut roses are accounted for by
Colombia, the Netherlands, and Mexico. Other countries that export to the
United States include Israel, Guatemala, the Dominican Republic, and Canada.
As a share of total U.S. imports (in terms of quantity), fresh cut roses
imported from Colombia accounted for a relatively constant 78.3 to 80.1
percent of the total between 1981 and 1983. Such imports increased from 52.9
million blooms, valued at $11.1 million, in 1981 to 98.7 million blooms,
valued at $26 million, in 1983. Imports from Colombia increased from 22
million blooms, valued at $6. 7 million, in January--March 1983 to 31.6 million
blooms, valued at· $9 .1 million, in the correspond.ing period of 1984.

l/ "How the Colombians do it", Florists Review, Apr. 14, 1983.
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Tal>le 14. --FI'.esp cut ..·~oses: · Colombia's production and exports, 1981-83

- ::

..

..!•;

(In thousands of blooms)

.

··~

,!

Year

..

'.

·

198l-----~--:-:

..

·.-.;:.

Exi>orts to:..-

Proq,~cti,on · '.
f o~

export

1982-:...------:.-:
198,3---------:
;·

·.

United ·· Other
·
·
. States
markets:

. ..

68,792,: 61,267
79,149
71,4Sl
105,370 : 98,151

...

Total

Ratio (percent) of
exports to the United
States to
production

.

7,523
7,698
7,219

68,790
79,149
105,370

·. s'ource:· . 'Compiled. from. data submitted. by the .Colombian Flower Growers
Association (Asocol:fioresY. ··
.~ot.e_. --Data .provided ,by Asocolflor.es indicate that shipments of fresh cut
rO:ses, by Colombian producer,s to the :home market in Colombia are believed
t? be.: equivalent, .to 10 percent of the production for export.

89
90
93
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Table 15.--Fresh cut roses: U.S. imports for consumption, by principal
sources, 1981-83, January-Karch 1983, and January-March 1984 .
Period ··

Coloml;>ia

Nether- :
·lands · :

Mexico

.

.

Total
.. All other'
.·:
: or average

Quantity (million blooms)
1981------------------:
1982------------------:
1983------------------:
January-March--

'52,9
75.4
98.7

3. 2·
5.2
7.2

1983------~----~----:

22.0
31.6

.7
1.8

1984----------------:

...
1981------------------:·
1982------------------:
1983------------------:
January-March-1983---------------~:

1984----------------:

...

o..ooo

67 .5
94.1
126.1

}.2.5
l,~.3

.7
1.6

Valu·e

:

u.o

0.4
1.0
4.9

27.1
40.4

~.7

.5.4

dollars)

.

1-1.0·78
16,049
26,000

833
1,158
1, 719

51
128
941

1~p8

6,708
91147

367
620

189
579

5~4

1,~06

2,966

13,100
18,840
30,726
7,828·
111298

953

Unit.value (cents per blpc;>m)
1981------------------:
1982------------------:
1983------------------:
January-Karch-1983----------------;
1984----------------:
Source:
Commerce.

20.9
21.3
26.3

25.8
22.5
24.0
.

30.5
29.0

52.6
35.0

.

13.7
12.7
19.2

10.4
12.0
13.5

25.9
36.l

. 1~~3
').7.7

~

..

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Depaitinent of
-

•!'

19.4
20.0
24.4
28.9
28.0
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The average unit value of fresh cut rose imports from Colombia increased
from 20.9 cents per bloom in 1981 to 26.3 cents per bloom in 1983. During
January-March 1984, the average unit value of imports from Colombia was 29.0
cents per bloom, down from 30.5 cents per bloom during the corresponding period
of 1983.
U.S. consumption and market penetration
Apparent U.S. consumption of fresh cut roses increased at an average
annual rate of 8.4 percent between 1981 and 1983. The growth was due to the
increased flow of imports (which rose at an average annual rate of 36.7
percent) and to increased domestic production (which increased at an average
annual rate of 3.5 percent). In 1983, consumption totaled an estimated 616;3
million blooms, up from 524.3 million blooms in 1981 (table 16). Consumption
~ontinued to increase in January-March 1984, totaling 149.9 million blooms, or
14 percent higher than consumption in the corresponding period of _1983~
'
U.S. imports from Colombia and from all other countries as a share of
consumption increased steadily from 1981 to 1983 and rose further in
January-March 1984 over those in the corresponding period of 1983." Imports
from Colombia as a share of consumption increased from 10.1 percent in 1981 to
16.0 percent in 1983; imports from all sources as a share of consumption rose
from 12.9 percent to 20.5 percent over the same period. The ratio of imports
from Colombia to U.S. consumption reached 21.1 percent in January-March 1984,
higher than during any other time period covered by the investigation. This
was true as well for imports from all countries other than Colombia (5:9
percent) and for imports from all countries (27.. 0 percent).
Table 16.--Fresh cut roses: U.S. imports and apparent consumption,
January-March 1983, and January-March 1984
U.S. imports from--

Period

: Apparent
consumption

Ratio of imports to
apparent U.S. consumption
From
From all :Total
Colombia :
other :
countries:
----------Percent---------

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:U.S.

. :All other :
Co 1omb 1a
.
:countries :

Total

l/

---------------Million blooms------------1981----------:
1982----------:
1983----------:
Jan. -Mar- -1983--------:
1984--------:

1981~83,

52.9
75.4
98.7

14.6
18.7
27.4

67 .5
94.1
126.l

524.3
548.5
616.3

10.1
13.8
·16.0

. 2.8
3,4
4.5

12.9
17.2
20.5

22;0
31.6

5.1
8.8

27.1
40.4

131.0
149.9

16.8
21.1

3.9
5.9

20.7
27.0

: .

ll Estimated by the U.S. International Trade Commission.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce,·
exeept as noted.
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Prices
Prices of fresh cut roses vary according to stem length, color, type, and
appearance, as well as from seasonal demands and occasional sharp fluctuations
in supply. Higher prices are generally obtained for longer stems, for red
versus nonred types, for hybrid tea varieties versus sweetheart varieties, and
for fresher looking roses. Higher prices are also obtained during periods of
increased demand, which are largely associated with the following holidays:
Valentine's Day, Easter, Mother's Day, Memorial Day, Thanksgiving, Hanukkah,
and Christmas. Rose prices may also be affected by unexpected changes in the
supply of roses. In early 1977, for instance, a frost damaged the Colombian
rose crop, thereby limiting the.increase in the U.S. supply of roses on
Valentine's Day. As a result, U.S. rose prices in February 1977 soared above
their normally high holiday levels.
Domestic rose growers and importers of Colombian roses sell their
roses either outright or on consignment to one or more types of customers-wholesalers, retail florists, and retail mass merchandisers. On outright
sales, the.domestic growers and importers generally quote prices f.o.b. from
their U.S. locations, with the customer paying the freight; !I on consignment
sales, the domestic growers and importers receive whatever the consignee can
sell the roses for less the consignee's commission, which ranges from
approximately 10 to 27 percent of the f.o.b. price. ~/
During this investigation the Commission requested that U.S. rose growers
and U.S. importers of Colombian roses provide data on their weighted-average
net f.o.b. selling prices and the total number of blooms sold to wholesale
florists, to retail florists, and to mass merchandisers for three
representative hybrid tea rose products and for two representative sweetheartrose products in three types of transactions (spot, standing-order, and

!/ Purchasers stated in conversations with the Commission's staff that they
consider freight charges to be an important factor when sourcing their roses.
In the preliminary investigation, reported delivery charges ranged from l to 5
cents per bloom.
~I Based on questionnaire responses of 29 domestic rose growers and 4
importers of Colombian roses that sell roses on consignment. The domestic
rose growers rep·orted paying an average consignment fee of 21 percent, whereas
the importers reported an average fee of 18 percent. Twenty other responding
domestic rose growers and 15 other responding importers reported that they do
not sell their roses on consignment.
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consignment sales), by quarters, during January 1982-Harch 1984. !1£1
Domestic growers' and importers' selling prices are weighted-average f.o.b.
U.S. point-of~shipment prices, net of all discounts, allowances (including
·fteight allowances), U.S. inland freight to customers, any insurance costs,
any commission or consignment fees, packing charges (including box charges),
inspection charges, and less the value of returned products (credits). These
are average prices charged in many different transactions and do not include
all the charges required to bring the roses to the purchasers' locations.
Such data do not provide the best basis to compare levels of domestic
producers•· and importers' prices from the purchasers' viewpoint in a
particular market area, but they are useful for comparing trends of these
prices and should reflect any discounting that may have occurred. Indexes of
net f .o.b. s~lling prices of aggregate rose categories, based on price data
reported by domestic growers and importers, are shown in tables 17-22. ll
To compare delivered purchase prices of domestic and imported Colombian
roses in particular market areas, the Commission requested purchasers to
furnish the delivered prices they paid for two representative domestic and
imported hybrid tea rose products in spot- and standing-order purchases, by
quarters, during January 1982-March 1984. f!/ The Commission also requested
that delivered price. data be reported separately for purchases from suppliers
in the Eastern and the Western United States. ~/ To ensure that reported

· · !I The five representative rose products used in the domestic grower and
importer.questionnaires are listed in app. E. The three hybrid tea rose
products· are numbered 1-3 and the two sweetheart rose products are numbered 4
and s.
£! Standing-order sales generally involve verbal agreements between the
buyers and sellers for a fixed number of roses per week; prices of these
standing-order amounts can be fixed for the year or for a season, or they can
fluctuate from week to week. The average standing-order price, however, is
generally greater than the average spot-order price. Standing-order
agreements usually extend for a year. (Based on questionnaire responses of
31 domestic rose growers and 14 importers of the Colombian roses that answered
the question requesting information on standing order sales.)
ll The weighted-average net f.o.b. selling prices and aggregate quantities
sold by responding domestic growers and importers are shown in app. E, tables
E-1 through E-7. Indexes of the weighted-average rose prices for the
individual rose products are also shown in app. E, tables E-8, through E-13.
f!/ The two representative hybrid tea rose products used in the purchasers'
questionnaire are listed in app. E; these products are numbered 6 and 7.
Prices of domestic and imported Colombian sweetheart-rose products were not
requested from purchasers because les:. than 5 percent of the roses imported
from Colombia were the sweetheart varieties; most of the roses imported from
Colombia are the hybrid tea varieties.
~I The terms "Eastern and Western United States" are defined in app. E;
they generally refer to the continental United States that is East of the
Mississippi River plus Puerto Rico and the continental United States that is
West of the Mississippi River plus Alaska and Hawaii, respectively.
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prices would be comparable, purchasers were grouped as wholesale florists,
retail florists, and retail mass merchandisers, and were identified by
location. Questionnaires were sent to firms located in the following seven
metropolitan areas: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas/Fort Worth, Los Angeles,
New York, and Philadelphia. Data from respondents are presented by these
market areas. Average margins by which the imported Colombian rose products
undersold or oversold the domestic products are presented in tables 23-27. 11£1
Price trends.--Twenty-nine domestic rose growers and 14 importers of
Colombian roses reported some selling price data as requested, by quarters,
from January 1982 through Karch 1984. Analysis of the price data indicates
the relative importance of different merchandising patterns exhibited by the
respondents. The domestic rose growers reported selling approximately 70
percent of their roses to wholesale florists, 30 percent to ret~il florists,
and less than 0.5 percent to mass merchandisers. The importers of Colombian
roses, however, reported selling almost all of their roses to .wholesale
florists. In terms of .the types of sales, the domestic growers reported
selling approximately 60 percent of their roses on a spot-price basis, 25
percent on a standing-order basis, and 15 percent on consignment; whereas the
importers of Colombian roses reported selling approximately 93 percent of
their roses on a spot-price basis, 6 percent on a standing-order basis, and
only 1 percent on consignment. In terms of the types of rose~ ~old, hybrid
tea varieties accounted for 75 percent and sweetheart varieties for 25 percent
of the price-volume data reported by domestic growers. In co~trast, hybrid
tea varieties accounted for almost all of the reported Colombian rose sales.
Sales to wholesale florists.--Domestic rose growers' selling prices
·of both hybrid tea and sweetheart roses sold to wholesale florists generally
increased in the January-March periods of 1982~84 and in the full-year period
of 1983 compared with selling prices in the' full-year period of 1982' whereas
importers' selling prices of Colombian hybrid tea roses fell in the latest
periods (tables 17, 18, 19, and 20). ~/ !I Because so few sal.es of imported

l/ Average margins of under selling/(overselling) were calculated as the
percentage difference in the weighted-average delivered purchase price of
imported Colombia roses from the weighted-average delivered purchase price of
domestic roses.
~I The weighted-average delivered purchase prices and aggregate quantities
purchased by responding purchasers are shown in app. F, tables F-1 through
F-12.
11 Because of strong seasonal price fluctuations, trends in rose prices
could not be made on a contiguous quarter basis. Almost without exception,
the reported quarterly prices showed the following pattern during a given
year: highest prices of the year in January-Karch, lower prices in
April-June, lowest prices of the year in July-September, and higher prices in
October-December.
!I Tables E-8, E-9, E-11, and E-12 show price indexes for the individual
rose products, by stem lengths, that were sold to wholesalers.
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Table 17.--Indexes of f .o.b. weighted-average net selling prices of domestic
and iinported Coiombian red hybrid tea roses, by types of customers,' and by
types of sales, quarterly January-March 1982-84, and annually 1982 and
1983 !I
{January-Karch 1982=100)
.Type of sale
and period

.Sales to wholesalers

."

U.S.
roses

Colombian
roses

.Sales of U.S .
roses to retail
'florists '!:,/

100
101
100

!I
100
97
93

Spot sales:
Jan-Dec--1982--------------:
1983--------------:
Consignment sales:
Jan-Dec--1982--------------:
1983--------------:
Standing-order sales: :
Jan-Dec--1982--------------:
. 1983--------------:
See footnotes on next page

100
106
100
105
100
107

100
92

100
103
100
101

~/

100
105

100
101
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Table 17.--lndexes of f.o.b. weighted-average net selling prices of domestic
and imported Colombian red hybrid tea rose~. by types of customers and by
types of sales, quarterly January-March 1982-84, and annually.1982 and
1983 l/-·-Continued
(January-Karch 1982=100)
Type of sale
and period

Sales to wholesalers

U.S.

Colombian
roses

roses
Total sales:
Jan-Dec.-1982--------------:
1983-----------~--:

100
106

Sales of U.S.
roses to retail
florists 'l,/

100
93

100
102

l/ indexes were based on the f .o.b. net selling price data reported by
domestic rose growers and by importers of Colombian roses. The above price
indexes are weighted-average aggregates of the price indexes shown by stem
lengths in table E-8.
· ~I Importers of Colombian roses did not report any sales of the red hybrid
tea rose products to retail florists. It is believed that importers sell
primarily to wholesale florists.
· 'J_I lnsuf ficient data to calculate indexes.
!I Data not available.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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. Table-·18;--·Indexes =o_f f.o;b. wei.ghted~.average net selling prices of domestic
red swee'theart roses; · 11· by'types of customers' and by types of sales'
quart~rlY' January-Ma'rch i 982-84, . and annually 1982 and 1983 l:./

.{:
..

.

T~e

sale

~Januari-Karch
J
-· ..

..

of

...
-·--. ·-,
- •:.

--·

Sales to retail florists

Sales of Wholesalers

. Jan.-K,ar ..

1982
Spot sales---:..~.i--: 100
Consignment
sales-------~---: 100
Standing-order
:
sales-----------: 100
Total sales--·..::..:.._.__ : 100

------------··

1982=100i 1982=1002

...

Jan.-Kar .

Jan.-Dec.

:
:

Jan.-Dec.

.

1983 :1984 :1982 :1983 :1982 :1983 :1984 :1982 :1983

..

.

105 :··101
,:

100

109

122

113

100

100

109
109

95
107

100
100

107
107

..

100

112

120

100

104

10.0
100

107
110

113
118

100
100

105
105

-----------------------

-~-----------------.........
!/Importers of Colombian roses reported a single sale.of red sweetheart
roses to wholesalers and no s:ales to retail florists. Over 95 percent of
imported Colombi_an roses are the hybrid tea varieties.
it Indexes were based on the ,f .o.b. net selling price data reported by
domestic rose growers. The abov.e price indexes are weighted-average
aggregates of the price indexes shown by stem lengths in table E-11.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. Internatfohal Trade Conunission.
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Table 19.--Indexes of f .o;b: weighte~-average net selling p_rices of domestic
red hybrid tea roses to wholesalers, by sources of domestic suppliers, and by
types of sales, quarterly January-Karch 1982-84, and annually 1982 and
1983 l/
.
'
(January-Karch 1982=100)
Type of sale
and period

Eastern
suppliers

Other
western
suppliers

California
suppliers

Spot sales:
Jan.-Mar.-1982-------------------~:

1983--------------------:
1984--------------------:
. Consignment sales.:
·:
Jan.-Kar.-:
1982------·--------------:
, 1983----------~-~~------:
1984----------~----~-~-~~

Standing-order sales:
Jan.-Mar.-··.

100
106
114

lOQ

loo·
llO
lll

100
11?
10~

100
101
93

100
120
153

100
110
104

100
118
105

100
110
112

100

100
110
107

9~. I
11~

100
115
119

· ·
·· '

1982-------~~---~~-~----~

1983-------~--~~---~-~--:

1984--------------------:
Total sales:
Jan.-Kar.-1982--------------------:
1983--------------------:
1984--------------------:

.

10~

11~

..

(1982=100)
Spot sales:
Jan.-Dec-1982--------------------:
1983-------------~------:

Consignment sales:
Jan.-Dec-1982--------------------:
1983--------------------:
Standing-order sales:
,
Jan.-Dec-1982--------------------:
1983--------------------:
Total sales:
Jan.-Dec-1982--------------------:
1983--------------------:

100
117

lOQ
103

100
110

100
110

100
110

100
101

100
111

100
110

100
106

100
111

ioo
107

100
104

l/ Indexes were based on the f.o.b. net selling price data reported.by
domestic rose growers. The above price indexes are weighted-average
aggregates -of the price indexes shown by stem lengths, in table E-·9. ·
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of. the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 20.--Indexes of f.o.b. weighted-average net selling prices of domestic
red sweetheart roses to wholesalers, by sources of domestic suppliers, and
by types of sales, quarterly January-March 1982-84, and annually 1982 and
1983 !/.
(January-March
Type of sale
and period
Spot sales:
Jan.-Mar.-1982--------------------:
1983--------------------:
1984--------------------:
Consignment sales:
Jan.-Mar.-1982--------------------:
1983--------------------:
1984--------------------:
Standing-order sales:
Jan.-Mar.-1982--------------------:
1983--------------------:
1984--------------------:
Total sales:
Jan.-Mar.--

1982~100)

Eastern
suppliers

Other
western
suppliers

California
suppliers

100
103
100

100
104
116

100
111
87

100
111
117

100
114
104

100
130
112

100
115
142

100
106
107

..
.

'

100
100
98

100
1982-------------~------:
100
100
105
1983--------------------:
110
117
113
1984--------------------============1=1=6::::::::============::::::=============9=7
(1982:::100)
Spot sales:
Jan.-Dec-1982--------------------:
1983--------------------:
Consignment sales:
Jan.-Dec-1982--------------------:
1983--------------------:
Standing-order sales:
Jan. -Dec-- '
1982----------------------:
1983--------------------:
Total sales:
Jan.-Dec-1982------·--------------:
1983--------------------:

.

.

'

100
109

100
107

100
107

100
106

100
111

100
98

100
117

100
108

100
116

100
107

100
108

100
105

!I Indexes were·based on the f .o.b. net selling price data reported l;>y
domestic rose growers. The above price indexes are weighted-average
aggregates of the price indexes shown by stem lengths, in table E-12.
~I Data not available.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Colombian sweetheart roses were reported, no price trends of the imported
sweetheart roses could be developed. Combining the three types of sales, the
quarterly price index (January-March 1982~100) of domestic hybrid tea roses
increased to 104 in January-March 1983 and 108 in January-March 1984, but the
price index of the Colombian roses fell to 94 in January-March 1984 after
rising slightly to 101 in January-March 1983 (table 17). Similarly, the
annual price index (1982=100) of domestic hybrid tea roses increased to 106 in
1983, compared with a decline to 93 for the Colombian roses. The quarterly
price index of domestic sweetheart roses increased to 109 in January-March
1983 but fell slightly in January-March 1984, to 107; the annual price index
increased to 107 in 1983 (table 18). !I
Although price trends, based on sales to wholesalers, in each of the
three sales categories generally corresponded to the aggregate trends, some
exceptions occurred. In particular, domestic growers' selling prices of
hybrid tea and sweetheart roses declined during January-March 1984 on both
consignment and standing order sales (tables 17 and 18). On consignment
sales, the price index of domestic hybrid tea roses fell by approximately 9
percent in· January-March 1984 compared with January--March 1983; the price
index of domestic sweetheart roses fell by approximately 7 percent. On
standing order sales, the price index of domestic hybrid tea roses fell by
approximately 7 percent in January--March 1984 compared with January-March
1983; the price index of domestic sweetheart roses fell by approximately 13
percent. In comparison, the price index of the Colombian hybrid tea roses
sold on a standing order basis increased slightly during this period, by
approximately 1 percent. Because of insufficient data, price indexes of the
Colombian sweetheart roses sold in any type of sale and Colombian hybrid tea
roses sold on consignment could not be developed.
·Indexes of reporting domestic rose growers' selling prices to wholesale
florists, by regional locations of suppliers, are shown in tables 19 and 20
for hybrid tea and sweetheart roses, respectively. On the basis of total
sales of hybrid tea roses and of sweetheart roses, reporting eastern growers
generally reported faster rising prices than those reported by western
growers. Some exceptions to this pattern occurred, however, by types of
sales, most notably in spot sales of both the hybrid tea and sweetheart roses
and in consignment sales.of sweetheart roses. On the basis of spot sales,
quarterly selling price indexes (January-March 1982=100) of the eastern rose
growers were generally lower than those of the California rose growers and the
other western rose growers in both January-March 1983 and January-March 1984.
On a consignment basis, the eastern rose growers' quarterly selling price
index in January-March 1983 was lower than that for the California rose
growers or the other western rose growers.

!I In comparison, the U.S. Producer Price Index for consumer nondurables
(excluding food and energy) increased by 4.5 percent from January-March 1982
to January-·March 1983, by 8 percent from January--March 1982 to January-March
1984, and by 3.4 percent from 1982 to 1983.
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Sales to retail florists.--Dqmestic rose growers' selling prices of
. hybrid tea r"oses' sold to r~tail" florists generally' decreased in the JanuaryMarch periods of 1982~~4 but~increased in the full-year period of 1983
compared with selling prices-in. the full-year period of 1982, whereas the
selling prices of sweetheart roses sold to retail florists generally increased
(tables 17, 18, 21, and 22). l/ Because of insufficient data, price indexes
of imported Colombian .roses ',(hybrid tea and sweetheart) sold to retail
florists could not. be ~eyeloped. Combining spot and standing-order sales, ~/
the-quarterly price,index (January-Karch 1982=100) of domestic hybrid tea
roses·.remained at 100 in January-March 1983 but fell slightly to 99 in
January-March 1984 (table 17). The annual price index (1982=100) .of domestic
hybrid tea roses increased to 102 in 1983. The quarterly price index of
domestic sweetheart roses increased to 110 in January--Karch 1983 and increased
further in January-Karch 1984, to.118; the annual price index increased to 105
in 1983 (table _is);· Price trendl> in the spot and standing-order sales
categories, for·hybrid tea and sweetheart roses, generally corresponded to the
aggregate trends.
Indexes of reporting domestic growers' selling prices to retail florists,
by regional locations of suppliers, are shown in tables 21 and 22 for hybrid
tea and sweetheart roses, respectively. As shown in table 21, eastern growers
generally reported faster rising prices of hybrid tea roses than those
reported by western growers. For sweetheart roses, however, eastern growers'
prices generally increased more.slowly than those of California growers, but
faster than those of western g·row~_rs other than those in California (table 22) .
... ..
Price comparisons.--Eight wholesale florists, 12 retail florists, and
4 retail mass merchandi~ers reported delivered purchase prices that resulted
in llO-price comparisons between the domestic and imported Colombian hybrid
tea rose products. In 62 of these 110 comparisons the domestic rose products
were undersold by competing imported Colombian roses, by average margins
ranging from 1 to 53 percent. Purchase prices were reported for both hybrid
tea roses grown domestically and imported from Colombia, but not necessarily
for each quarter during January 1982-March 1984, each metropolitan area, or
each type of customer. In many instances reported pricing data of the
imported rose products could not be matched with corresponding data of the
domestically grown products because of differences in periods, metropolitan
areas, or types of purchasers.
Wholesale f lorists--1/ Eight wholesale florists reported usable
delivered purchase.price data that resulted in 43 spot price comparisons and 8
standing-order price·coinparisons between the domestic and i~ported ~olombian

1./ Tables E-8, · E'-10·, E-11, and E-12 show price indexes for the individual
rose products, by·stem lengths, that were sold to. retail florists.
II Because of insufficient data, price indexes of domestic hybrid tea and
sweetheart roses sold on consignment to retail florists could not be developed.
ll The eight wholesale florists ihat reported price-comparison data also
reported information concerning competition between domestic and imported
Colombian roses in the U.S. market. See app. G for a discussion of this
infonnation.
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21.--Indexes of f .o.b: weighted-average net selling prices of domestic
hybrid tea roses to retail florists, by sources of domestic suppliers,
by types of sales, l/ quarterly January-March 1982-84, and annually 1982
1983 '!:_/
(January-March 1982=100)
Type of sale
and period

Eastern
suppliers

Other
western
suppliers

California
suppliers

100
100

100
95
90

100
107
105

100
103
110

100
95
90

100
102
104

103

100
95
90
(1982=100)

.....

Spot sales:
Jan.-Dec.-1982--------------------:
1983-----------------~--:

100 :
104

100
101

100
105

100
101

100
104

100
101

Standing-order sales:
Jan.-Dec.-1982------------~-------:
1983--------------~-----:

100

103

..

100
103

Total sales:
Jan.-Dec.-1982----------------~---:

1983--------------------:

l/ Domestic rose growers did not report any consignment sales o.f the red
hybrid tea rose products to retail florists.
'!:_/ Indexes were based on the f.o.b. net selling price data repprted by
domestic rose growers. The above price indexes are weighted-average
aggregates of the price indexes shown by stem lengths, in table E-10.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

100
103
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22.--Indexes of f.o.b. weighted-average net selling prices of domestic
sweetheart roses to retail florists, by source~ of.domestic suppliers,
by types of sales, l/ quarterly January-March 1982-84, and annually 1982
1983 'l:f
Type of sale
and period

Eastern
suppliers

California
suppliers

100
113
131

100
122
126

100
102
1.06

100
122
.126

100
109
121

100
122
126

Other
western
suppliers

100
102
101

(1982=100)
Spot sales:
Jan. --Dec. -1982--------------------:
1983--------------------:
Standing-order sales:
Jan.-Dec.-1982-----------------~--:

1983--------------------:
Total sales:
Jan.-Dec.-1982--------------------:
1983--------------------:

lQO
103

100
100

100
99

100
103

100
100

100
93

100
102

100
100

100
99

l/ Domestic rose growers did not report any consignment sales of the
red-sweetheart-rose products to retail florists.
~I Indexes were based on the f .o.b. net selling price data reported by
domestic rose growers. The above price indexes are weighted-average
aggregates of the price indexes shown by stern lengths, in table E-13.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to
·U.S. International Trade Commission.

ques~ionnaires

of the
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hybrid tea rose products (tables 23 and -24). The 51 wholesaler price
comparisons represented purchases in the Atlanta, Chicago, and Dallas/Fort
Worth metropolitan areas. Of the 43 spot price comparisons, Atlanta accounted
for 18 comparisons, Chicago for 16, and Dallas/Fort Worth for 9. Dallas/Fort
Worth accounted for all 8 standing-order price comparisons. As shown in
tables 23 and 24, all 51. wholesaler price comparisons are between
western-grown domestic roses and imported Colombian roses. The reported
delivered purchase price data did not allow wholesaler price comparisons to be
made between the eastern-grown domestic roses and Colombian roses or
comparisons in the other four requested metropolitan areas. Nineteen of the
spot price comparisons and 1 standing-order price comparison showed
underselling by the Colombian roses; average margins ranged from 3 to 26
percent for the spot price comparisons; the only underselling margin in
standing-order prices was 24 percent.
All three market areas in which price comparisons between domestic and
imported Colombian roses were possible showed some underselling by the
Colombian roses. In Atlanta, 7 of the 18 spot price comparisons showed
underselling by the Colombian roses, with average margins ranging from 10 to
26 percent (table 23). In Chicago, 6 of the 16 spot price comparisons showed
underselling by the Colombian roses, with average margins ranging from 3 to 25
percent (table 23). In Dallas/Fort Worth, six of the nine spot price
comparisons showed underselling by the Colombian roses; average margins of
underselling ranged from 3 to 20 percent (table 23). Only one of the eight
standing-order price comparisons showed underselling by the Colombian roses,
by 24 percent (table 24).
Retail florists--!/ Twelve retail florists reported u.sable delivered
purchase price data that resulted in 29 spot price comparisons and 10
standing-order price comparisons between the domestic and imported Colombian
hybrid tea rose products (tables 25 and 26). Twenty-one of the 29 spot price
comparisons showed underselling by the imported Colombian roses, with average
margins ranging from approximately 1 to 51 percent. Six of the 10
standing-order price comparisons showed underselling, with average margins
ranging from 5 to 31 percent. The 29 spot price comparisons, which included
eastern- and western-grown domestic roses, reflect purchases by retail
florists in the Atlanta, Boston, and Philadelphia metropolitan areas. Atlanta

l/ Eleven of the 12 retail florists that reported the price-comparison data,
also reported information concerning competition between domestic and imported
Colombian roses in the U.S. market. See app. G for a discussion of this
information.
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Table 23.--Margins of undersel~ing/(overselling) based on wholesalers'
delivered purchase -prices for spot-market purchases of red hybrid tea
roses: l/ Average marg~ns by which impo~ted Colombian roses undersold/
(oversold) domestic roses, by purchaser market areas, by selected stem
lengths·, and. by quarters, January 1982-March 1984
(In percent)
Purchaser-market area
and period

Stem length
26 inches
and over

ifi~h~~

Atlanta 'l:/
1982:
January-March--~-------------------:

April-June--~----------------------:

July-September---------------------:
October-December-------------------:
1983:
January-March----------------------:
April-June-------------------------:
July-September-·---·-------------·-----:
October-December-------------------:
1984: · January-March-----------------:
Chicago ~/
1982:
January-March-----_:--'---------------:
April-June-------------- --- ---------:

22
(3):
(33):
(6):

10
20
(5)
14

(3):

10
(2)

(8):

(16):
(8):
26

(2)
22

(29):

(11)

(3):

(15)
(19)
(5)

3 :
(8):
(21):
(9):
25

21
16
(3)
13
19

July-September--~.:_-----------------:

October-December-------------------:
.
January-March---·-------------------:.
ApriF-June--'-----.:_------------------!
July-September-·--·------------------:
October-December-------------------:
1984: January-March--~~-------------:

(8)

1983~

Dallas/Fort Worth !/
1982:
January-March----------.:_-----------:
April-June---~-.:_:__-----'---------------:

July-September- -- -·-·--------- -------:
October-December---·-----------------:
See footnotes at end of table.

0

13
14
8
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Table 23.--Margins of underselling/(overselling) based on wholesalers'
delivered purchase prices for.spot-market purchases of red hybrid
tea roses: l/ Aver,ag~ mar~ins. by which imported Colombian roses
undersold/(oversold) domestic roses, by purchaser market areas,
by selected stem lengths, and by .quarters, January 1982-March
1984--Continued
·
(In percent)
Purchaser market area
and period.
Dallas/Fort Worth !/
(Continued)
1983:
January-March----------------------:
April-June-------------------------:
July-September---------------------:
October-December-------------------:
1984: January-March-----------------:

Stem length
26 inches
and over

18-26 inches

(14)!
3
8
0
20

ll Average margins of underselling/(overselling) were calcuiated as the
percentage difference in the weighted-average delivered purchase price of the
imported Colombia roses from the weighted-average delivered purchase price of
the domestic roses. Average margins resulting from domestic· pr~ces less than
prices of the imported Colombian roses (overselling) are shoWll ;n
parentheses ( ).
2/ In the Atlanta area, average margins were based on delivered purchase
prices reported by 2 wholesale florists.
11 In the Chicago area, average margins were based on delivered purchase
prices reported by 3 wholesale florists.
!I In the Dallas/Fort Worth area, average margins were base~ on delivered
purchase prices reported by 3 wholesale florists.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Note.--All data in the above table refer to western-grown roses. No
delivered purchase price comparisons based on wholesalers' spot-market
purchases were possible between the U.S. eastern-grown rose products and the
imported Colombian rose products.
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Table 24.--Margins of underselling/(overselling) based on wholesalers'
delivered purchase prices for standing-order purchases of ~ed hybrid
tea ro~~s: !I Average margins by which imported Colombian roses
undersold/(oversold) domestic roses, by purchaser market areas,
by selected stem lengths, and by quarters, January 1982-March
1984
(In-percent)
Purchaser market area
and·period
Dallas/Fort Worth £1
1982:
January-March----------------------:
April-June--------------------------:
July-September---------------------:
October-December-------------------:
1983:
January-March------------~---------:

April-June-------------------------:
July-September---------------------:
October-December-------------------:
1984: January-March-----------------:

26 inches and over
in stem length ·

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

!I Average margins of underselling/{overselling) were calculated as the ·
percentage difference in the weighted-average delivered purchase price of the
imported Colombia roses from the weighted-average delivered purch~se price of
the domestic roses. Average margins resulting from domestic prices less than
prices of the imported Colombian roses (overselling-) are shown in
parentheses ( ).
~I In the Dallas/Fort Worth area, average margins were based on delivered
purchase prices reported by 2 wholesale florists.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Note.--All data in the above table refer to western-grown roses. No
delivered purchase price comparisons based on wholesalers' spot-market
purchases were possible between the U.S. eastern-grown rose products and the
imported Colombian rose products.
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Table 2-5.--Margins of underselling/(overselling) based on retail florists'
delivered purchase prices for spot-market purchases of red hybrid tea
roses: l/ Average margins by which imported Colombian roses undersold
(oversold) domestic roses, by purchaser market areas, by selected stem
lengths, and by quarters, January 1982-March 1984
(In percent)
U.S. easternU.S. westerngrown roses
grown roses

Purchaser
. market area
and period

.

.:

Atlanta 'l:/
1982:
January-March-----;.
April-June-------~:

July-September----:
October-December---:
1983:
January~March-----:

April-June--------:
July-September----:
October-December--:
1984: JanuaryMarch-------------:
Boston

.

.

.. Total

U.S. roses

.

18-26 :26 inches: 18-26 :26 inches: 18-26
inches ' and over' inches · and over' inches

4
1

(11):

3 :
(31):
(18):
(17):
19
19
27

(5):

(13):
0
3

2

(5):

2 :
(20):
(16):

10
24
24
20

21
·21

11

5

(7):

25

~/

19~2:

January-March-----:
April-June- - --------:
October--December--:
1983:
January-March-----:
July-September--··--:
October-December--:

***
***
***

***
***
***
:

***
***
***

See footnotes at end of table.

26 inches
and over

***
***
***

0
3
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Table 25.--Margins of underselling/(overselling} based on retail florists'
delivered purchase prices for spot-market purchases of red hybrid tea
roses: l/ Average margins by which imported Colombian roses undersold/
(oversold} domestic roses. by purchaser market areas. by selected stem
lengths. and by qu.arters. January 1982-March 1984- -Continued
Purchaser
market area
and period
Philadelphia !I
1982: JanuaryKarch----------~--:

1983: JanuaryKarch-------------:
1984: JanuaryKarch-------------:

U.S. westerngrown roses

U.S. easterngrown roses
:

Total U.S. roses

.

.

.

:

:

:

:

:

18-26 :26 inches . 18-26 :26 inches 18-26 :26 inches
:
inches
and over inches
and over
and over inches
:

--------------------Percentage---------------------46

46

49

49

51

51

!I Average margins of underselling/(overselling) were calculated as the
percentage difference in the weighted-average delivered purchase price of the
imported Colombia roses from the weighted-average delivered purchase price of
the domestic roses. Average margins resulting from domestic prices less than
prices of the imported Colombian roses (overselling) are shown in
parentheses ( ).
2/ In the Atlanta area. average margins were based on delivered purchase
prices reported by 4 retail fiorists.
')_I.In the Boston area. average.margins were based on delivered purchase
prices reported by 1 retail florist.
!/ In the Philadelphia area. average margins were based on delivered
purchase prices reported by 4 retail florists.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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Table 26.--Margins of underselling/(overselling) based on retail florists•
delivered purchase pri~es for standing-order purchases of red hybrid tea
roses: !/ Average marg·ins by which imported Colombian roses undersold
(oversold) domestic roses, by purchaser market areas, by sele'cted stem
lengths, and by quarters, January 1982~March 1984
(In percent).
Stem length

Purchaser market area
and period

18-26
inches

Atlanta '/:;/
1982:
January-March----------------------:
April-June-------------------------:
July-September---------------------:
October-December-------------------:
1983:

26 inches
and over

..

January-March-----~------------~--:-:

April-June------,...------:-------------: ·
July-September--------:-------'------:
October-December--~-------------~--:

1984:

January-March-------:...-----'------:

Boston .~/
1983: January-March-------------~----:

30

15
(4):
(2):

23 .
13
0 :
5

31
(32)

!/ Average margins .of underselling/(overselling) were calcufat~d as· the
percentage difference in the weighted-average delivered purchase price of the
imported Colombia roses from the.weighted-average·delivered purcl'tase price of
the domestic roses. Average margins resulting from domestic prices less than
prices of the imported Colombian roses (overselling) are sho~ in
parentheses ( ).
21 In the Atlanta area, average margins were based on delivered purchase
prices reported by 3 retail florists.
11 In the Boston area, average margins were based on delivered purchase
prices reported by 3 retail florists.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
Note.--All data in the above table refer to eastern-grown roses. No
delivered purchase price comparisons based on retail florists' standing-order
purchases were possible between the U.S. western-grown rose products and the
imported Colombian rose products.
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accounted for 20 of the 29. spot price comparisons, whereas aoston accounted
for 6 and Philadelph1a accounted for 3 of these comparisons. Of the 10
standing-order price comparisons, Atlanta accounted for·9 and Boston for 1.
The reported delivered purchase price data did not allow price c'omparisons in
the other requested metropqlitan areas..
:·
In Atlanta, 13 of the 20 spot price comparisons between the domestic and
imported Colombian rose products showed underselling by the Colombian roses,
ranging from·l to 27 percent (table 25); and 6 of the 9 standing~order price
comparisons showed underselling, with average margins ranging from 5 to 31
percent (table 26). Of the 13 instances of underselling involving spot price
comparisons, 6 involved eastern-grown domestic roses and 7 involved
western-grown domestic roses. Average margins in the six instances of
underselling involving eastern-grown domestic roses ranged from 2 to 27
percent, and in the seven instances of underselling involving western-grown
·domestic roses average margins ranged from 1 to 24 percent. All nine
standing-order price comparisons in the Atlanta area involved only
eastern-grown domestic roses and the imported Colombian roses·.
In Boston, five of the six spot price comparisons between the domestic
and imported Colombian rose products showed underselling.•by the Colombian
roses, with average margins ranging from 18 to 49 percent (table 25); the
single standing-order price comparison showed overselling (table 26). All
seven delivered purchase price comparisons in the Boston area involved only
eastern-grown domestic roses and imported Colombian roses. ·
In Philadelphia, all three of the spot price comparisons between the
domestic and imported Colombian rose products showed underselling by the
Colombian roses, with average margins of 46, 49, and 51 percent (table 25).
All three price comparisons in the Philade.lphia area involved only' easterngrown domestic roses and imported Colombian roses. No standing-order price
comparisons were possible in the Philadelphia area.
Retail mass merchandisers--!/ Four retail mass merchandisers
reported usable delivered purchase price data that resulted in 20 spot price
comparisons between the domestic and imported Colombian hybrid tea rose
products; these comparisons represent retail mass merchandisers' reported
purchases in the Boston and Dallas/Fort Worth metropolitan areas (table 27).
Boston accounted for 9 comparisons and Dallas/Fort Worth for 11 comparisons.
As shown in table 27, the 20 spot price comparisons, which involved both
eastern- and western-grown domestic roses and imported Colombian·roses, showed
15 instances of underselling by the Colombian roses·, with average· margins
ranging from 5 to 53 percent. The reported delivered purchase price data·'did
not allow retail mass merchandiser price comparisons on a standing-order basis
or in the other five requested metropolitan areas.
In Boston, seven of the nine spot price comparisons between the domestic
and imported Colombian rose products showed underselling by the Colombian

l/ Three of the four retail mass merchandisers that reported the pricecomparison data, also reported information concerning.competition between'
domestic and imported Colombian roses in the U.S. market. See app. Gfor a
discussion of this information.
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Table 27: Margins of underselling/(overselling) based on mass merchandisers'
delivered purchase prices for spot-market purchases of red hybrid tea
roses: 11 Average margins by which imported Colombian roses undersold/
(oversold) domestic roses, by purchaser market areas, by selected stem
lengths, and by quarters. January 1982--March 1984
(In percent)
U.S. easternU.S. westerngrown roses
grown ros~s

Purchaser
.market area
and period

.

18-26
~nches
~

...... .

Boston 21
1982:
January-March-----;
April-June--~-------:

July-September-- --- :
October-December--:
1983:
January-March------:
April-June---·-----:
July-September----:
October-December--:
1984: JanuaryMarch-------------:
Dallas/Fort Worth 11
1962:
January-March------:
April-June--------:
July-September----:
October-December--:
1983:
January-March--- --- :.~
April-June--------:
July-September-----:
October-December-·-:
1984: JanuaryMarch-------------:

.

.

· Total U.S. roses

.

:26 inches: 18-26 :26 inches: 18-26 :26 inches
· and over' inches · and over' inches
and over
•.

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***

!I Average margins of underselling/(oversellfog) were.calculated as the
percentage difference in the weighted-average delivered,purchase price of the
imported Colombia roses from the weighted-average delivered purchase price of
the domestic roses. Average margins resulting from domestic prices less than
prices of the imported Colombian roses (overselling) are shown: in
parentheses ( ).
2/ In the Boston area, average margins were based on delivered purchase
prices reported by 2 retail mass merchandisers.
11 In the Dallas/Fort Worth area, average margins were based on delivered
purchase prices reported by 2 retail mass merchandisers.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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roses, with average margins ranging from 5 to 31 percent; all nine of the spot
price comparisons involved only eastern-grown domestic roses and the imported
Colombian roses. _In. Dallas/Fort Worth, 8 of the 11 spot price comparisons
between the domestic and imported Colombian rose products showed underselling
by the Colombian roses, with average margins ranging from 18 to 53 percent.
Of the eight instances of underselling, one involved eastern-grown domestic
roses and seven. involved western-grown domestic roses. The average margin in
the' single instance of_ underselling involving eastern-grown domestic roses was
18 percent, and average margins in the seven instances of underselling
involving western-grown domestic roses ranged from 22 to 53 percent.
Appreciation of the U.S. dollar.--Table 28 presents indexes of producer
prices in the United States and Colombia and indexes of the nominal and real
exchange rates between the U.S. dollar and the Colombian peso, by quarters,
from January-Ma·rch 1981 (the base period) through January-March 1984. As
shown in table 28, the dollar appreciated in nominal terms by approximately 77
percent against the peso since the base period. Because of Colombia's rapid
rate of inflation (83 percent) during that period, however, the dollar
appreciated in real terms against the peso by only 5 percent since the base
period. Appreciation of the·u.s. dollar (all other factors remaining
·unchanged) makes foreign products more competitive in the U.S. market
vis-a-vis domestic products. 11

11 A recent study of the U.S. International Trade Commission found that
although changes in exchange rates influence trade, other factors including
competitors' prices, product demand, and manufacturing costs are often equally
important. See The Effect of Changes in the Vaiue of the U.S. Dollar on Trade
in Selected Commodities, Investigation No. 332-150, . . . , USITC Publication
No. 1423, August 1983.
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Table 28.--Indexes of producer prices in the United States and Colombia and
indexes of the nominal and real exchange rates between the U.S. dollar and
the Colombian peso, by quarters, January 1981-March 1984
(January-March 1981=100)
Period

:united States · Colombian
Nominal
Real
:Producer Price:Producer Pric~: exchange rate'. exchange rate
·
Index
·
Index
·
index !/
index !I

...

1981:
January-Karch----:
April-June-------:
July-September----:
October-December-:
1982:
January-Karch----:
April-June--------:
July-September---:
October-December-:
1983:
January-March----:
April-June-------:
July-September---:
October-December-:
1984: JanuaryKarch------------:

100.0
102.4
103.3
103.2

100.0
106.2
111.2
117.4

100.0
103.;!.
107.0
111.6

100.0
99.4
99.4
98.1

104.0
104.2
104.8
104.8

125.1
133.7
140.4
147 .5

116.~

121.2
126.0

96.9
94.5
94.l
94.0

104.9
105.2
106.3
106.7

154.3
165.9
170.2
175.0

108.0 :

183.0

132.~

166.~

94.9
93.7
97.7
101.5

177 .3

104.6

139.~

147.7
156~5

!I Based on exchange rates expressed in pesos per U.S. doll~~·
Source:

International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics.
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Transportation costs.--The Conunission requested that domestic rose
growers and importers of Colombian roses report, during,198~-8~, the freight
costs for shipping-their roses to customers in five major cities in the
Eastern United St~tes--Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, New York, and
Philadelphia--and two major cities in the Western United States--Dallas/Fort
Worth, and Los Angeles. For each of these cities that they served, domestic
rose growers and the importers were requested to identify the general mode of
transportation, provide the freight costs per box of roses shipped, and
specify the typical number of blooms per box. !/ The reported freight-cos,t
data are shown by customer city locations in the Eastern and Western United
States in tables 29 and 30, respectively.
To Eastern-city customers, the Western rose growers (including
California) reported shipping their roses primarily by airplane, whereas
Eastern growers and the importers reported shipping their roses primarily by
truck (table 29). ~/ Freight costs for shipping roses to their cu·stomers in
the five major Eastern cities were generally the highest for California
growers, lower for other Western growers (Colorado and Utah),. and the. lowest
for the Eastern growers and the importers, whose reported costs were
comparable (table 29). For truck delivery, the California growers reported
average freight costs ranging, across cities, from 3 to 5 cents per bloom, the
Eastern grqwers reported average freight costs ranging from 1 to 3_cents per
bloom, JI and the importers reported average freight costs of 2 cents per
bloom to each city; the other Western growers did not cite any ship~ents by
truck. For airplane delivery, the California growers reported average freight
costs ranging, across cities, .from 5 to 6 cents per bloom, the other Western
growers reported average freight costs from 3 to 5 cents per bloom~ the .
responding Eastern growers reported average fC"eight costs from 1 to _3 cents
per bloom, and the importers reported average freight costs ranging f~om 2 to
3 cents per bloom.

!/ Eighteen U.S. rose growers and 13 importers of the Colombian roses
reported the freight-cost data but not necesarily for every city requested.
- Thirteen of the reporting domestic rose growers were located in California and
one each in Colorado, Utah, New Hampshire, North Carolina, and Pennsylvania.
All 13 reporting importers were located in the Miami,.Florida area.
ll Western rose growers generally reported shipping an average of 600 blooms
per box and Eastern rose growers an average of 500 blooms per box; whereas the
importers reported shipping an average of 300 blooms per box. Shorter stems
and more sweetheart roses, believed to be shipped by .the domestic growers
compared to the importers, may explain at least partially the greater number
of blooms. per box reported by the domestic growers compar'e4 w'ith the number
reported by the importers.
11 For customers in Eastern cities other than those requested·, eight Eastern
rose growers reported shipping their roses at an average freight cost of
approximately 2 cents per bloom; these growers generally stated that such
costs were not charged to their customers:· Four other Eastern rose g~owers,
who reported selling primarily to local accounts but did not provide any
freight cost estimates, also stated that they shipped roses to their customers
without charging them freight. These twelve domestic growers shipped their
roses primarily in their company vehicles.
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Table 29.--Freight costs for domestic and imported Colombian roses shipped to
customers in five specified city areas in the Eastern United States, l/ by
mode of transportation, and by regional location of suppliers, 1983/84

z;

City area served and
supplier
Atlanta:
California growers-------:
Other western growers-----:
Eastern growers 11--~----:
Importers !/-------------:
Boston:
California growers-------:
Other western growers----:
Eastern growers 11--------:
Importers !/-------------:
Ghicago:
California growers-------:
Other western growers----:
Eastern growers 11---------:
Importers !/-------------:
New York:
California growers---------:
Other western growers----:
Eastern growers 1/-------:
Importers !/--------------:
Philcidelphia:
California growers--------:
Other western growers----:
Eastern growers 11-------:
Importers !/--------------:

Dollars/bloom

Number responding

Airplane

Truck

$0.03
.03
.02
.04

$0.06
.05
.02

Truck

Airplane

5

0
1
13

6
2
0
1

.06
.04

2
0
1

.03

11

.05
.03
.03
.02

5

0
1
12

5
2
1
1

.06
.04
.01
.02

1
0
1
12

10
2
1
2

.05

.06
.04

.02

.02

2
0
0
12

6
2
.0
1

.01
.02
.03
.02
.02
.05
.02
.02

7

2
0
3

l/ The Eastern United .States generally refers to the continental U.S. East
of the Mississippi river, plus Puerto Rico.
ZI Domestic rose growers and importers of Colombian roses were requested to
provide freight costs to their customers in seven specified U.S. city areas.
11 Eastern rose growers generally reported selling their roses to local
accounts and using their company vehicles for delivery. In many instances
these growers did not provide any transportation cost figures, but stated that
such costs were generally not charged to the customers.
!I All responding importers were located in the Miami, FL area.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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To. customers in Dallas/Fort Worth, the Western rose growers .(including
California)· reported shipping their roses primarily by airplane, but the
importers reported shipping their roses primarily by truck (table 30). To
customers in Los Angeles, however, California rose gr·owers reported shipping
their roses exclusively by truck, whereas the single responding "other
Western" grower (in_ Colorado) and the importers reported shipping their roses
exclusively by airplane. Eastern rose growers did not report any data on
freight costs to Dallas/Fort Worth and Los Angeles. Freight costs for
shipping roses to customers in Dallas/Fort Worth generally showed the-same
relationship among the respondents as the reported f reigh~ costs to the
Eastern-city customers(table 30). To customers in Los Angeles, however, the
California growers reported the.lowest freight costs, the ·other.Western
growers (Colorado and Utah) somewhat higher costs, and the importe~s reported
the highest freight costs (table 30).
Lost sales
Domestic rose growers provided ,55 allegations of los,t sales. These
allegations covered instances involving, ho.th eastern and western growers .and
included instances of single lost sales, aggregated lost 'sales, and iost
accounts. In the a·ggregate, these lO'st sale allegations are estimated .at
roughly 138, 800 blooms: · Four allegations did not specify any quantities or
values, and three allegations did not specify the quantity but provided the
value of the lost sale or lost account; these latter three instances totaled
$30.3,000. The Commission's staff investigated 33 allegations, amounting to
approximately 95,000 blooms. Six firms cited could not be reached.
* * *, in a lost sale (aggregate) valued at * * * in 1984; no qu.antity
was specified. * * *, buyer, confirmed buying Colombian roses. She noted,
however, that the firm dropped one California grower but picked up another as
a source, so the share of * * * total purchases supplied by domestic growers
remained approximately the same (about two-thirds) . Since January 1983,
* * * has purchased about one-third of her supply from Colombia. Currently,
she is paying more for Colombian long stem roses (37, cents) than for
California roses (33 cents) of the same stem length. In terms of quantity,
the firm buys * * * blooms per week during the regular season but needs * * *
at a time for special occasions such as Valentine's Day. Of these, * * *
would be California roses. The dependability of the California growers is a
plus, so the bulk of the business goes to them. On occasion, the firm buys a
spot order of eastern roses because of lower freight and quick direct
shipment. As for the Colombian roses, * * * buys from one importer (on
year-round sourcing) and pays a littl-e more, but "gets dependable supply when
you need it."
* * *, in an allegation of lost sales (aggregate) amounting to * * * in
1982. * * *• manager of the division, acknowledged buying Colombian long-stem
roses, but only in an "insignificant" quantity, * * * roses each week. This
standing order at a year-round delivered price of 43 cents per bloom is to
serve the request of a single*** store.outlet. At the time of the alleged
lost sale (1982), ***filled his peak season extra supply needs (February
and May) by a contract for * * *
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Table 30.. --Freight costs for domestic and imported Colombian roses shipped to
customers in two specified city areas in the Western United States, l/ by
mode of transportation, and by regional location of suppliers, 1983/84 ~/
Number responding

Dollars/bloom

City area served
and supplier

Airplane

Tru.ck

Dallas/Fort Worth:
California growers-------:
Other Western growers----:
Importers II-------------;
Los Angeles:
California growers-------:
Other Western growers----:
Importers II-------------:
.

$0.03

$0.06
.03
.02

.02
.01
:

.03
. 04

Airplane

Truck

6

10

0
8

2
2

8
0
0 ..

0
1
4

:

l/ The Western United States generally refers to the continent~! U.S. West
of the Mississippi river, plus Alaska and Hawaii.
ll Domestic rose growers and importers of Colombian roses we~e requested to
provide freight costs to their customers in seven specified U.S. city areas.
II All responding importers were located in the Miami, FL area.
Source: Compiled from da.ta submitted in response to questionp.aires of 'the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Note.--Eastern rose growers did not report any data on
Dallas/Fort Worth or. Los Angeles.

freig~~

costs to
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long-stem red roses per week from the Netherlands. Since then, he has sourced
all his purchases from three California growers. Since 1983. these growers
have been able to supply the extra peak-season surge in demand from * * *
The firm has standing orders for California roses at the following
seasonal price levels and quantities:
Season
June-September--------Oc tober-November------December-January--....: ___ _
February-Kay----------Valentine' s Day 11----Kother's Day 11--------

Delivered
price
(per bloom)

Quantity
(blooms per week)

$0.35
.41
.47
.53

***
***

1.27
1.27

***
***

***
***

l/ Special weekly shipments.
These California roses are of mixed varieties and various colors. but
largely red, in the regular weekly shipments. For the special shipments. they
are all long stem reds. Regular shipments are 22"-26" and over in stem
length. For special holiday shipments. the stem length drop~ to 18"-22" at
the same time that the price skyrockets. * * * does not pian to increase his
purchases of Colombian roses.
Another instance from * * *• as an account in which the California grower
allegedly lost orders valued at * * * in 1983. The quantity involved was not
specified. * * *• affirmed that she did buy Colombian Visa roses at that time
and had done so only once or twice. Kost of * * * roses are sourced from a
single California grower. The Colombian roses were purchased to supplement
supply in wedding months and special days (e.g .• Valentine's Day). * * *
stated that she also uses California growers other than her prime source to
assure an adequate supply. As for quality. the Colombian long-stem rose is as
good as the domestic rose, bigger. but not as tight. with a higher petal
count. At the time when * * * purchased the Colombian long-stem roses. they
were cheaper than the California roses. Domestic roses were at premium prices
because of holiday demand. Although * * * couldn't quote specific prices
because it was too long ago, she emphasized that "the Colombian price was
good," in comparison with the premium priced domestic long-stem rose.
* * * sets its own prices based on "market price." This price is based
on the New York market. As for buying Colombian roses on a spot basis, * * *
would choose the imported rose only if it could be delivered in time· to meet
an urgent need. She noted that you can get California roses overnight, but
that Colombian roses are only snipped twice a week out of Miami.

* * * in a specific lost sale allegation involving * * * blooms in two
instances· in Kay J984. * * *• buyer, explained that the***
* * *
confirmed purchasing Colombian long....:stem roses. He buys the imported roses
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through. Miami importers, but only at holiday times when domestic supply is
scarce. Although he is a spot buyer of Coiombian roses, * * * has a standing
order for Mexican roses and also for * * -1, California long stems per week from
a single grower. He never buys from eastern growers, but does buy spot orders
of Colorado long-stem roses to fill in supply. Colombian roses account for
less than 10 percent of * * * annual supply.
As for prices, * * *• stated that Colombian roses are about the same
price as western roses on Mother's Day or Valentine's Day. Freight is less,
however, from Florida--2 to 3 cents per stern--than from California. At times
of heavy domestic cuttings, Colombia roses are priced above California
long-stem roses. Concerning quality, he noted that the domestic roses are
more consistent in top quality, e.g., freshness (because they are received on
time), and domestic growers send what was ordered. The imported sources are
not as dependable.·
Colombian long-stern roses come in mixed stem lengths and at holiday
times, * * * stated, you won't get all red Visas, but will get some other
colors and varieties, e.g., Sonya and yellow long stems. Regardless of stem
length, the imported roses are the same price to * * *• but upon arrival they
are resorted to 18"-22", 22"-26", and 26" and over in stern length. Then !:he
imported roses in each of the three stem lengths is priced according to the
selling price of domestic roses of comparable stem lengths. There is a 2 to 3
cents difference between each length in the prices * * * pays for domestic
roses.
Currently, * * * is paying 24 to 26 cents for long-stem California roses
(22"-26" arid 26" and over) from one source, but another California grower is
char~ing 26 to 32 cents for long stems.
According to * * * buyer, there
hasn't been heavy California rose production this year. His traditional
source cannot supply in. adequate volume. Consequently, be is ordering more
frequently and from several sources. * * * believes the California growers
all cut back during the past several months to ensure big fall production.

* * *• as an alleged lost account totaling * * * roses, valued at * * *•
in February 1982. The buyer at * * * denied the allegation. She has not
bought any Colombian roses to her knowledge. She has switched sources from *
She is paying an average of 65 cents per stem for 18"-22" stern length
*
roses in the regular seasons and from 85 to 95 cents per stern for holiday
orders. * * * resale price is between $27 and $30 per dozen. Occasionally,
the firm may buy small quantities of western long-stem roses.

*

Another alleged lost sale submitted by * * *• as a lost account in July
1983; the· account amounted to*** blooms per week, valued at$***· * * *,
buyer for the f inn, acknowledged purchasing spot orders of Colombian roses at
peak selling times for "fill in." Overall, Colombian roses totaled 40 percent
of the volume of her purchases. She depends on four local
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wholesalers that offer Colombian roses, but only one has Colombian roses of
acceptable quality. Colombian roses come in mixed stern lengths at the same
price, currently 50 cents per stem (delivered), compared with 30 cents per
stern for domestic roses from Kentucky. * * * is moving to a standing order
for California long sterns to ensure dependable supply, and doubts that she
will spot purchase an increased quantity of Colombia roses--only "fill-ins.••
At holiday times such as Mother's Day, this buyer paid 50 cents per. stem for
Colombian long-stern roses, compared with $1 per stem for California long sterns .

.* * *• as an alleged lost sale for * * * blooms per week during April,
Kay, and June of 1984. * * *• buyer, confinned buying Colombian roses. * * *
is buying an average of * * * blooms per week on a regular basis and * * *
blooms per week at holiday peak demand periods. Currently, the Colombian flow
is * * * blooms per week. * * * also buys western-grown long-stem roses. The
California rose is riow 26 to 28 cents per stem (but its stern is "not that
long"), compared with 32 cents per stem for Colombian roses, the only ones now
available with a premium length stem. According to * * *• the quality of the
Colombia rose is inferior, but it is "coming up" as a result of using U.S.
agricultural university know-how. * * * is buying Colombian roses because
retailers are requesting them for price and premium stern length. * * * also
buys California roses, but he said that Mexican roses are entering the
Southwest market at low prices the California growers can't meet. He stated
that the Mexican roses are "coming on strong" and will take a large part of
Colombia's share in coming months. He estimated that the Colombian roses have
60 percent of the Southwest market now. The California growers are caught
between the Colombian and Mexican growers as they fight for market share.
According to * * *• a finn importing Mexican roses, is selling them to
retailers at prices cheaper than * * * can buy roses directly from Colombian
growers.. The Colombian price is 26 cents per stern (for 26" and up stern
lengths) plus 6 cents freight, compared with a 30 cents per stem delivered
price to retailers for Mexican roses of similar stern length. During holiday
periods, Colombian roses (mixed stern lengths) were priced at 49 cents per stern
laid in to the wholesaler, compared with a price of 40 cents (delivered) to
retailers for Mexican roses. * * * emphasized that these prices are available
to small retail accounts.
*·**wholesaler, as an alleged lost contract sale for*** blooms per
week in April, May, and June of 1984. * * ~. buyer, affinned the purchases of
Colombian roses. He buys imported mixed stem length roses on a volume
conunitment at a year-round price of 40 cents per stem and contracts for * * *
blooms per week. Freight adds 4 cents per stem to his cost. * * * also buys
California roses at about the same, or lower, price, but the quality of the
California product is not as good. The Colombian quality is excellent. On a
year-round basis; the California roses are 10 to 12 cents per stem cheaper.
Sixty percent of his supply comes from California growers. Again, this is on
a contract basis, for a total of * * * blooms per week sourced from two
growers. The ratio of Colombian roses to total purchases has stayed about the
same in the past 2 years. This buyer also noted increased retailer demand for
the imported rose·s.

:•.,
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Another allegation by * * *, as a lost sale for * *' * blooms per week
during two weeks in Hay 1984. * * *• buyer, does buy Colombia roses
occasionally, but only when the importers offer "fantastic deals." The volume
amounts to 10 percent of the firm's purchases of roses on an annual basis.
* * * purchases California roses for the balance of his requirements, sourcing
from four growers to ensure dependable supply. The firm contracts for * * *
t~ ~ ~ ~ ro~~~ twl~e a week in total.
Rose sales are a little depressed now,
as reflected in prices. California long-stem roses (26" Caramia) are
currently 24 to 30 cents per stem plus 4 cents freight. When Colombian roses
are in strong supply they are priced 40 percent below the domestic price, and
their quality is as good or better than that of domestic roses. In summary,
* * * says that when domestic growers face the summer supply and post-holiday
season demand level, then Colombian rose prices depress domestic prices. A
sore point with this buyer is the fact that Colombian rose importers "ship a
lot of roses direct to retailers and at low prices." California growers do
not do this as much, says * * *
* * * as an alleged lost contract in April, May, and June of 1984
involving * * * blooms per week. * * * denied the allegation. ~e
ackriowledged receiving trial shipments several years ago but not since then.
In his opinion, the allegation is the result of intra-California grower
competition, specifically * * *· * * * depends on several California growers
to guarantee his supply. Shipments come within 36 to 48 hours, are dependable
even in holiday times, and he seldom gets a bad lot. Prices. vary with stem
length. Currently, 18"-24" western roses are 30 to 32 cents per stem; over
24" roses are 2 to 3 cents per stem more. At Valentine's Day these roses
would cost him $1 per bloom.
* * *• as a lost account for * * * blooms per week beginning in August
1983. * * *• an executive of the firm, confirmed switching to Colombian red
roses for 75 percent of total supply.· The reason was quality. Domestic
quality had become increasingly poor over several years. Colombian quality is
"tops," said***• and at reasonable prices. Shelf life for eastern domestic
roses was very poor. Now, the firm buys from three importers
to be certain of availability. As for prices, the Colombian long-stem roses
(over 18") during January-June 1984 ranged from a low of 35 cents per stem
delivered to a holiday high of $1.15 per stem, whereas the domestic price
(eastern and western) ranged from a low of 40 cents per stem to a peak demand
high of $1.10 per stem. Colombian roses do depress the price of domestic
roses in times of strong supply. Quality, however, is * * * primary
consideration in his purchase of primarily Colombian long~stem red roses.
This same grower named * * *• in another alleged lost account for * * *
blooms per week beginning in February 1984. * * * confirmed purchasing
Colombian red roses. Formerly the firm bought Eastern roses. Now, * * *has
a standing order for long-stem Cqlombian roses at a delivered price of 45
cents per stem for the summer and fall. The price changes in November to 50
cents per stem. California prices follow a supply and demand pattern, but at
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a given time are 5 to 20 cents per bloom higher than Colombian roses of the
same stem length. Eastern growers try to keep their prices at a certain level
rather than responding to supply and demand .. In contrast, during the.first
week of August, Colombian prices dropped 8 to 10 cents per stem for spot
orders because of increased supply . . Because of the lower price of the
Colombian rose and its dependable supply, plus retail florist customer
preference for the larger bud, longer stem Colombian rose, * * * now buys
almost exclusively Colombian roses, with some .sweetheart roses from California
and some domestic Samanthas as a courtesy for those growers supplying him with
shipments of sweetheart roses. * * * emphasized that, although he sources
from three importers, they collude on price and only compete against each
other when there is a supply overhang_to dispose of.
***as a lost account beginningin August 1983, which amounted to***
long-stem red roses per week. * * *• buyer for the firm, acknowledged buying
primarily Colombian roses. The firm has been sourcing almost _100 percent of
its roses from Colombia, but it is moving to some California long-stem reds
C* **per week). Colombian rose prices are from 38 to 45 cents per bloom,
and * * * can obtain California roses at the same prices. However, talks with
other wholesalers indicate ".caution on California roses." They !'won't sell as
good," he is advised. * * * says that shelf life is better on Colombian roses
and quality (head size and petals) is pleasing to his customers. The only
thing helping domestic growers is their supply of colors other than red. No
domestic source can fill demand for peak days like Valentine's Day, but
domestic growers have adequate supply at other times. * * * sees dependable
supply as another paramount consideration so he buys from six importers and
obtains different price quotes at a given time from each. Price, -although·
important, is not the main consideration; quality and availability are more
important to this wholesaler. * * * sees the Visa rose as better than the
California rose, and he will continue to source primarily from Colombia·.
* * * in a lost sale during September 1983, of approximately * * * hybrid.
tea and sweetheart roses. The buyer for the firm reported purchasing the
imported Colombian roses instead of domestic roses because of better quality.
The buyer also stated that imported Colombian roses are generally about 5
cents per stem cheaper than domestic roses.
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Lost revenue
The Commission's staff investigated 16 specific instances of reported
lost revenue. Because of the frequency of purchases and lack of recording
price quotations other than those actually transacted, only a few instances of
alleged lost revenue were verified. However, some of the purchasers could
identify the transactions causing alleged lost revenue as plausible and/or
likely. All of the purchasers contacted contributed some information
regarding price and quality of the domestic and imported Colombian roses.
* * *, verified one instance of alleged lost revenue, amounting to * * *
in 1984. * * * buyer for the firm, stated that * * * reduced its price as a
result of competition from Colombian growers. According to * * *• there is
typically a 40 cents per dozen price advantage in the imported over the
domestic roses. This price differential has been about the same since 1982.
* * * has increased his purchases of imported roses from none in 1982 to
20 percent of his total purchases in 1983 and 35 percent in 1984. Because
domestic roses are higher in quality, however, he doesn't plan on abandoning
~n~ domestic market.
According to * * *• domestic roses are of superior
q~ality because they are less brittle and last longer.
* * *• accounted for one instance of alleged lost revenue, amounting to
* * * in 1983. * * * suggested, however, that the alleged Colombian quote he
gave to his supplier, * * *• may have been fictitious and was merely an
invention for authoritative bargaining. According to * * *• there is little
price difference between imported and domestic roses. There is considerable
price volatility in the market, but he feels that the imported
.roses typically are priced about 5 cents per stem lower than the domestic
roses. However, because of inferior quality of the imported Colombian roses,
* * purchases about 99 percent of his roses from suppliers of domestic
roses. Colombian roses have brittle stems, causing the heads to pop off, and
they also are frequently shipped improperly.

*

* * *, accounted for one instance of alleged lost revenue, amounting to
* ·* in March 1984. Since 1982, * * *has purchased about 66 percent of its
roses from Colombia. On March 10, 1984, * * * in California offered to sell
***blooms to*** at.34 cents per bloom. ***responded that it could
buy the same quantity of roses from Colombia at 12 cents per bloom. "* * *
finally made the sale after lowering the price to 14 cents per bloom.
According to * * *• the price differential between imported and domestic roses
varies considerably. both in direction and magnitude.

*

* * *• was unable to give definite verification of an alleged lost
revenue amounting to * * *· * * * stated that both the price and quality
differentials between domestic and imported roses vary. The imported roses
tend to be inferior in quality because of the size of the head and the
strength and length of the stem. Similarly, imported roses tend to be cheaper
than domestic roses, but * * * reported that domestic roses were, in fact,
currently cheaper than imported roses.
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* ~ *• has never purchased Colombian roses. According to * * *• the
owner. the local roses he buys are much fresher and superior in quality than
imported roses. Because the Colombian roses are boxed and experience long
shipment, their longevity is substantially less than that of local roses.
* * * did state that the price of the imported roses tends to be less than the
price of domestic roses. although he never paid too much attention to the
imported prices because of quality differences.
* * *• accounted for one instance of alleged lost revenue, amounting to
* * * in Karch 1984. * * *• buyer for the firm, stated that domestic roses

are about 20 cents per bloom higher in price than imported roses. Because * *
* buys the "cream of the crop" of Colombian roses. he said that, although the
quality of a typical Colombian rose is generally inferior to that of a typical
domestic rose, the imported roses he purchases are superior in quality. Since
1982, about 20 percent of his purchases are imports, but these occur during
periods when he is unable to buy high-quality domestic roses.

* * *• was unable to verify any instance of alleged lost revenue. * * *,
buyer for the firm, did state that prices of Colombian and domestic roses are
about the same. Because he feels that the Colombian roses are inferior in
quality, his purchases are 100 percent from domestic sellers.
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september
1983..by counsel for
Roses. Inc., an association of rose
growers.
Participation in the Investigation
Persons wishing to pt1rticipate in the ·
Investigation as parties must file an
entry of appearance with the Secretary
to the Commission, es provided in
I 201.11 of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR 201.11),
not later then 21 days after the
publication of this notice in the Federal
Register. Any entry of appearance filed
after this date will be referred to the
Chairman, who shall determine whether
to accept the late entry for good cause
shown by the person desiring fo file the
entry.
Upon the expiration.of the period for
filing entries of appearance, the
Secretary shall prepare· a service list
containing the names and addresses of
all persons, or their representatives,
who are parties to the investigation,
pursuant to I 201.11(d) of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.ll(d)).
Each document filed by a party to this
investigation must be served on all other
parties to the investigation (as identified
by the service list), end a certificate of
service must accompany the document.
The Secretary will not accept a
document fodiling without a certificate
of service (19 CFR 201.16(c)).

Staff Report
A public version of the staff report
containing preliminary findings of fact in
this investigation will be placed in the
public record on June 18. 1984, puriluant
to I 207.21 of the Commission's rules (19
CFR 207.21).
.Hearing
The Commission will hold a hearing in
connection with the investigation ·
beginning at 10:00 a.m .. on June 28. 1984,
at the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building, 701 E Street NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20436. Requests to
appear at the hearing should be· filed in
writing with the Secretary to the
Commission not later than the close of
business (5:15 p.m.) on June 20, 1984. All ·
persons desiring to appear at the
·
hearing and make oral presentations
should file prehearing briefs and.attend
a prehearing conference to be held at .
10:00 a.m., on June 22, 1984, in rocim 117
of the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building. The deadline for
filing prehearing briefs is June 22, 1984.
. Testimony at the public hearing is
governed by I 207.23 of the
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Commission's rules (19 CFR I 207.23).
This rule requires thal testimony be
limited to a nonconfidential summery
and analysis of material contained in
preheering briefs end to information not
available at the time the prehearing
brief was submitted. All legal
arguments, economic analyses, end
factual materials relevant to the public
hearing should be included in preheering
briefs in accordance with I 207.22 (19
CFR 207.22). Postheering briefs must
conform with the provisions of I 207.24
(19 CFR 207.24) end must be submitted
not later than the close of business on
July 9.1984.
Written Submissions
As mentioned. parties to this
investigation may file prehearing end
posthearing briefs by the dates shown
above. In addition, any person who had
not entered en appearance es a party to
the investigation may submit a written
statement of information pertinent to the
subject of the investigation on or before
July 9, 1984. A signed original end
fourteen (14) true copies of each
submission must be filed with the
Secretary to the Commission in
accordance with I 201.8 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.8). All
written submissions except for
confidential business date will be
available for public inspection during
regular business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15
p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary to the
Commission.
Any business information for which
confidential treatment is desired shall
be submitted separately. The envelope
and ell pages of such submissions must
be clearly labeled "Confidential
Business Information." Confidential
submissions and requests for
confidential treatment must conform
with the requirements of I 201.6 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.6).
For further information concerning the
conduct of the investigation, hearing
procedures, and rules of general
application. consult the Commission's
Rules of Practice and Procedure, pert
207. subpart A end C (19 CFR Part 207),
and part 201, subparts A through E (19
CFR Part 201).
This notice is published pursuant to

I 207.20 of the Commission's rule {19
CFR 207.20).
By order of the Commission.

Issued: March 28. 1984.
l<enneth R. MallOn.
Secretary.
tPP
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Notices

(lnvet1ttgat1on No. 731-TA-148 (Flnal)J

Fresh Cut Roses F~m Colombia
AGENCY: United States International
Trade Commission.
ACTION: In conformance with the
determination of the International Trade
Administration of the Department of
Commerce to amend its schedule for the
conduct of the referenced investigation,
the Commission hereby revises its
schedule as follows: The preheating
conference will be held on July 23, 1984:
the hearing will be held on July 30, 1984:
and the Commission's final
determination shall be issued on or
before September 10, 1984.

EFFICTIVI DATW: May 25, 1984.
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Federal Register
The
Commission instituted this final
antidumping investigation effective
March 14. 1984. and scheduled a hearing
to be held in connection therewith for
June 28. 1984 (49 FR 13440. April 4. 1984).
However. the Department of Commerce
extended its investigation in response to
a request from counsel for respondents
in its investigation. The effect of the
extension was to change the scheduled
date for Commerce to make its final
determination (already rescheduled
from May 22. 1984. to fune 27, 1984) from
June 27. 1984 to July 27, 1984.
Accordingly. the Commission is revising
its schedule in the investigation to ·
conform with Commerce's new
schedule.
The Commission"s hearing. which.was
to have been held on June 28, 1984, has
been rescheduled to begin at 10 a.m. on
July 30. 1984. in the Hearing Room, U.S.
International Trade Commission
Building, 701 E Street NW .. Washington.
D.C. Requests to appear at the hearing
should be filed in writing with the
Secretary to the Commission not later
than the close of business (5:15 p.m.) on
July 19, 1984. All persons desiring to
appear at the hearing and make oral
presentations should file prehearing
briefs and attend a prehearing
conference to be held at 10 a.m. on July
23, 1984. in Room 117 of the U.S.
Intemational Trade Commission
Building. The deadline for filing
prehearing briefs is July 26. 1984. A
public version of the prehearing staff
report containing preliminary findings of
fact in this investigation will be placed
in the public record on July 16, 1984. The
deadline for filing posthearing briefs will
be announced at the hearing.

SUPP\.EMENTARV INFORMATION:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Stephen Burel. (202-724--0088). Office of
Industries. U.S. International Trade
Comrnisison, Washington. D.C. 20436.
By order of the Commission.
Issued: May 25. 1984.

Kenneth R:Mason,
Secretary.
(FR Doc.

~14611;

Filed r.-31-114: 8:45 am)
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lnt9matlonat Trade Admlniatratlon
(A-M1-G04)

Fraft CUt Ro... From Colombia;
Prellmkwy Determination of a... M
Lna T"8n Fair Value
ACIDICY: International Trade
Admin.i1tration. Commerce.
ACT10IC Notice.

IUllllAllY: We prell=t.1rilr determine

that &eth cut .,,... flom Colombia are

beina aold. or are )iblJ to be aolcl. ill thl
United State• at'- dlaa fair value.
Therefore. we bave nottil.d the 1Jaited
Statea lnemational Trade Commiuiaa
(ITC) of our determination. and we uw
directed the United Stete1 CU8t0tlll
Service to 1U1pend liquidatioa el aB
entrtea of the 1ubject merdtaadi-. We
have direc:ted the U.S. Cu.tome Service
to require a ca1b depoalt of the poetillll
or a bond for ..ch auch entry ill an
amount equal to the eetimated dumpin8
margin u deacribed iD the "Su.pemion
of Liquidation" eection of tbi1 notice.
We found that "critical circwn1t1ncee ..
do not exist with respect to exports of
fresh cut rosee from Colombia.
If this investigation proceeds
normally. we will make a Emal ·
determination by May 22. 1984.
lfflCTIVW DATE March 14. 19&l.

'°"
John Brinkman or Paul Thran. Office of
l'UlllTNU INl'OllllATICHI COWTACT:

lnvestiptiona. Import AdminiitraUco.
· IntemationaJ Trade Admm.11tration. U.S.
Departmut of Commerce. 14th Street
and Constitution Avenue NW ..
Washin&ton. D.C. 20230: telephone: (202)
377-1221or177-1788.
~-NTAltV

INFOllMAT10IC

""'limiaary Determination
We preliminarily determine that there
is a rea10neble basis to believe or
11u1pect lbat &elll c:11t '°"'from
Colombl~ are i.tng •old. car .,., libty ID
be 1old, ID the United Statn at len than
fair value. u provided in MCtion 1" ol
the Tariff Act of 193o. H amendM {it.
U.S.C. 18'3b) (the Act).
The estimated margins for tM.
productt investigated are given la the
"Suspension of Liquidation" section of
thi1 notice. The estimated margin• are
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Ad ftl u.s.c .,...). .. ..
.uplained in tbe MCtion of thla -*8

which deac:ribe1 our fair v.am
compartaona. TMae mullm cauldc:hanse 1ubatant1aDy ln the B.aa1
detenn.inetioa ff Yttrf.fiable iDlormatioo ii
fumi1hed in a timely fHhion.

Cae HiatarY
On September 30. 1913. we received •
petition from counsel for Ro. .
Incorporated, the U.S. Commercial Rose
Crow. .•·Tnde Auociation.
ID compliaoce witb tbe lliq
.
requirement• of 1ectiom 353.38 of the
Commerce Reaulation1 (19 CFR 353.38).
the petition . . . .d that lmpartl of the
aubjm m9n:llandiM fNm Colombia are
beiq. or are likely to be. mhl In the ·
United Stetn et le11 than fair vaJae
wttla1n tbe •Ulllnl of mctioa 131 of lhe
Ad
f111.1.a.c. 191)).
. . . that ....
______
IMWty......,
,,, . .

1hrea..., .. ......a,..,.,a

Uldtad St.lu Ind~. '9titioaen alto
au.pd that •attical circun-...:et".
ailll ID tin
The aD•lian1 of salea at IMS than
fair ftl-. wWcb include an aUeption
thUe.,... ....... ..._ . . . .,.._
tMa. . . _ , "'prodactiaa ol die
nm ' •erlie ...ter illnsliptkm in
Colo.W..- •ppaNd bJ
I
f - - ., lJldt. . Sia• priC8 witJt
tliie comtnll:llld walm. • dlwltlf*l by
the ,.litiomn hm pablishecf
infanutioa.
Ahllr N"iewiaa the petition. we
determinetl lbat ft mntained affidenl
poundt to iaitiate an aatidu.mpm,
inveatiaation n fruh mt roaea. We
. nolified the rrc .r our adioo and
initiated the inveatfsation on October 28.
1983 (48 PR ....,), On November 7.
1981. . .
flMIDd dial . . . . . .
r.....W. ........ diet illlpart1 al

c-.

rrc

, . . -,_ ... Ct•-·· ..

~ ...... or . . O..kaintt•·
mderilllr.,..., a Uldt.t Slata

induatry.
P9titionen ........ IMt 9t . . . . . .
Colombian companln eitller prilMlll.:e far
export. or apart. fnab Cid .,,... lo lbe
United Statea. We identified 11
producers who9e export• account for al
leut 80 percent ef lhe dollar volume o(
exporta ol &ab cut rote11 exported lo
the Unia.d Stea.&.. Calombia.
QllmtionDlliJ9 . . . pn9eDted to
C09MJ few Flanmeric:a. SA: 11ona de
Im Aada: FJaN. Moote Verde Lida.:

LuPI... ............. Catombia
Lida.: Ronliadla Ilda.: llweilionea
Penu B&uc. A,ricola Beailda; aad

ca..c.eo •

November .10. 1w. and
. to Roaaa Colombimaa and the Beall
Campany on December 20. 1983..

In

I W...•y•. Mad

Nia. a
,

...........

pnctlc:e. we requnt• t ; w wtlhla
ID days. At Mil ' Al ..........

..... .. .... •
Oflltmal 11..,.
for.,_,. o rr "'911181

I, ........................
the.-....
Ja111m7 m.
fw6mr . .fw7
I
At the condUllDa of
daya. on
rnpcmlents

t'6mlttad ........... wtlk:b Included
coalllf9ntl.t lllfonUtlan."lec:ftan
JIS.211(•1epeciflcally1'9quiret that al
requetll for confidential treatment be
acmmpsnied bJ llitMr..(t) a 1wn111ar7
that may be cMac•ad to die pubMc aad
that it full and desc:rt,tiw of ._
coafidaatial iafonM&iaao « ~ a

statement by the person tubmitttna the
inlormallnll duit ... lnfanmllan la aet
IUteeptible to ncb • IWNDAl'J•.
accompanied by a fulr atmtemeat or the
reaaom T"l)portilll du. coadumoa; ar
(3) ea
lo pemiit diadolure
~der protective order. accomparu.d br
a brief non-confidential statement
describil& Che d.ata eabmltted.
Janu.., • ...,.._ . . . . .
with..,"' ............tiwe

..,.....aa

n.
c..,.,

I

(

......

On January ID Mt ca&, tnformed
respondentl lb.a we -.Id NturD the
respaae unlna Iller complied wHb
I 353. .a) br flTl-rlO. OD~ 28
we• '
••lllMadwleellta.lea!r.

On,.....,,

31 . . ..tril'lld

t•

181 I .,.._

Foll' .,.._.Qwi;u :iwa
To determine whether ule1 of &ha
tubject merchandl1e In the United
Stat81 were made at lett than (air value.
we compared tlte United Statu price to
the foreip market vafue. wfllch Wat
bated an lhe constructed value of
productt In Colombia.

Unitaa.,,,. Prim:.:,: .. ~. .. :;
1'e beat Information av...... ._.
calcuJatina tae United Stat• price waa
derived fl"OJD rhe petition and from U.S.
Dlpartment ol Commerce tmport
tlatittict.
TU peWioa prmmll four eumplu of
traaaac::lion pnc. for w
from
Colombia ia the U.S. muild. Where
appnpriaaa. petilioaen m;u.ted dae.

truu•M1•,ac..a. Mb

conwtz ·

"•

,,...... wlialpad dMUaa
to ..m. &LaJ....... C.-..... prica. ID
•aal.Pbil . _ nr a •w prtcM. &be
"s«·mh.. t..a ane pria

De.,.,.._

...., aot be ased ill tlil determination

at it could be conaidered 1 reatricaiv.

... Addi......U,. bMed - tM .....

..,....._to
ee.,..
...........................
r-. .... ..,
lnfomation

lba

n

tM ,etfti
•• 'IM~
remai-....,..... lluwscliNt J1ricet
we•••a+dm.,...a .....

tranladl8m.....
.
We .... Iha U4 De,.,._t el
Comme,. ilspmt Zlllltialka to abtaill 11
w~ l&.s..qin price for
all roaa ims-tsd lnlD Iba United S&all!9
from ColomlNa for Ille period October 1.
198Z throusb September 30. 1983. We
obtained Iba re1ultant United States

re•pondenta by telephone that we would
not be able to an Ille Information they
had p""'6ded, unlen they complied wftb
I 353.28(a) by the doae-of-buaine1• dial
price bf taJcina a almple averaae of tile
day. Reapond•ta ••bnrltSild nmmartea
tinale tranlaction price plua the
of lhir c:onfldtlalW .-,_tion. but
weighted-averaae f.a.a. ortlJln price
tho• IUllllllSria wwre aat "faJI and
ob!ained from the import atatislics.
dncripttYe•a rwpilncl. In manr
lnltanc:ae Cftdsl data wue omflled.
Foreign Market Valllft
sudl •• na11191 of producers and
t..t iufw1awtiuw a1aitaWe far
elements ol coata. remlariq dae
detenninina foreip market value is . ·
tummui• ~la view oldieir
contained in the petft!on preeented "1
inacfequaey and fMPOD.Cllna' ram..
Roeea.
lac.
illfanraJiqA pnaea1ed.
othanNe Id c:ollPlr wl6 sectroD
iridlcal9i that the hah cut
sold in
353.21(a). we mtum.I
ao
reapomet and me futead 8sille the bea the Colombian homemarkef are
-.aiduad mil&. -a. aDd - r t
i.n!ormatiaD avaflable, ia ac:mrduce
camot e.<Jr!MMk•ed
With section m of the Act 1st U.S.C.
· sl&lt oua.ilu ·M l'N to tha 1oses
1877e).
esportld ID . . Ullftll7il se.m.
Scope of lnvnt~lioe
Furth---. . . petWaa . . . _ . _
The merchandiu covered '- dais
.._..
cut - - .W iD
"""'
rMRiltmd . . mpslt . . . . CDmlrilla
investip&ioD C8Dailta of~ tee
:are IOltl at pdce8 . . . _ . , _ . 8(.,
s:oaes. lntenaediate ro.ea. and
.
iaspp:+iak
sweetheart ~ c:111NntlJ. provided for
ta... far 4Mt
· i 6 Ion· ambt
.~...IH iilam llllllltiua la.1810 ___,
llD

n.

IM..._.,

na.

l'D._

now... _...

*• ......

ta.>i-e

....ctica ... ---

-

-

192..118D of die Torill Scl"1dula of tM .
Uni/ff Slota. ~IMI (l'SUSA).
Thia iau1tt1alloa CDTerl tM period
from ·October 1. 1882 to September 3Q,
1983.

va~...._..._,,..,.aftheAd(18

U.S.C. '1~ . . :

W'- . - ........... ..Set or 18
t1*d
am dstermined to be
in1dequte ..... far determining
foniip ~et
Mt are reqllired by

Gii'......_

•al•

..

A-7fi

F.s..I ll8tht• I Vol.
nett• rn(bl of lhl Ad lo UI dtt

4e. No. 11IWednlld1y,·Marcb14, t • /

reec:ldllt I lnaJ cletenn!nl'tloD In lhfl

lDv-..tlaa.
con1tnacted value of the pradact lo
determ.inrthe loretp m1tklt Y1lu1. IA
. Srapenaioa of l.Jquidotion
thi1 in1t111ce the bnt information
In~ wllh eecttoa 733(d) of
a\'•llable far~ foreip-merbt
the Act. ww .,. dlnc:tiut the Ullitlld
value woald be tram lbil cc.a Ol
St1te1 o.to-1 s.ntaa to eupend
production d•t9 pnr. .md ID lbe
liquldatica ol all mb'W ol cat ,...
petition. Petit.lonel'9 developed 1 COil of
product.Ion for 1 hybrid tn rme. whidl
&am Colcm!M wWcb.,. ...... wttbdnwa 6.- ~far
accoata for the ma;atitJ of roMS
exported to the United St9• frca
aft.r lbe • • o1
Colombia. from • m.arbt raearda rwpart. · publlatiaa ol dU aoti ID lbe ........
R...... Tbe Cmtaml Sentat eM.ll
allesedty baud on laformation pth.ered
require a c:ah clapo9it or the paaq of •
by petitionel'9 on Colombian roee
bond equal to tba •ti.mated weightedsrowen. The con1tructed valae u1ed to
avuqe...,.... amount br which tba
repreMllt fanisn market value wat
fGl'eip market value of the mel'Chand1M
baeed on the •ctual cott of production
1ubject to thi1 lnveatiption aaiedl the
informalion •lleaed in the petition. plu1
a 1t.tutorily m1ndated •ddltion or I
United State• price. Tbe euepen1"'n ol
percent for profit
liquidatiGD will remain in effect until
•ei&hted-averqe
further-notice.
Negatin O.tarmination of Critical
marsiD II u followe:
Cirr:umstonctta
Couneel for petiUoner allepd thlit
- import• of fresh cut ro1ea &om Colombia
preeeot "critical circwnatanCH." Under
section 7'33(e}(l) of the Act (19 U.S.C.
1673b(e)(1)). critical clrcwutancee exist
when the Department baa a rusonable
basis to believe or 1u1pect that: (1)(a)
1here is 1 hi1tory of dumping in the
ITC Notiflcatioa
United Statn or el9ewtiere of the
In accordance with section 133(1) or
merchandite under inveatiaation. or (bJ
the Act. we will nolifJ the rrc of our
the penon by whom. or for whOH
determin•tion. In 1dclition. we ue
account. the men:handiM w11 imported
makins available to the ITC all non·
knew or 9hould bve known that the
priyilepd ud nma-c:oafidential
exporter wa1 eellint1 the men:handi..e
information relattns to du.
under investigation at Jess than it1 fair
inveatisatioa. We will allow the ITC
' value: and (Z) there have been 11U111ive
acceu to all privtlesed and c:aofidntial
import• of the merchandiM under
information ill our file1. provided the
investigation over a relalively short
period.
ITC ccmflnna that It wiU DOt cli1clou
such lnfonnation; either publicly or
In preliminarily determ.ining whether
lhere is a reasonable ba1ia to believe or.
under an a~tive protective
suspect that there have been ma11ive
order. witbout the written consent of·the
imparts over• relatively short period.
Deputy Allistnt Secretary for Import
we comidend the followin1 factol"S:
AdmiaistraeiolL The rTC will detenni.ne
whedlilr ta.. tmpor1B ere materially '
recent trendt in import penetration
levels: whethtir importl have •ursed
i.nitll"inl"' dualmainl to materially
recently: whether recent imparts are
injure 1 U.S. a.lmlr). before the later of
si81'ifh:atl)' above the .verase
120 day1 after . . Daputmeat made its
calculated over the le1t aeveral yea,.
preliminary a81nutiw determinatim or
(1981-1983): end whether the pattem1 of
45 day1 after the Department makee •
final affirmative determination.
importa
lh• three-rear period may
be expWaed br eealOOal swinp. Baeed
Public Comment
upon our amly1i1 of the information. we
ln accordance with I 353.47 of the
preliminarily determine that imporu of
Comme;i:e Dap.11mene flesulation1. If
the products covered by this
requeeted. .we wiJi hold 1 p11blic hariag
ilJ\·estiption do DOI 1ppear mauive
lo afford intereDd partiea u
o\·er a nil.lively short period
opportunity to camment oa dUI
fSeplember through Decemhes- 1983J.
preliminary dctmminatioa at 10 a.m. on
For tla9 reuou dnctibed above. we
March 30. 1-. •t the Uair.d Sta tat
preliminarily determine that aiW:al
DepaJ'tlnml of Commerce. Room 4830.
circumat~ do not e"Wt with reaper.I
14th Sbftt ad Comtitutioa Avenae,
to fresh cut rosee from Columbia.
NW .• Wa~. D.C. 2023o.
Verification
lndividua19 who wh lo participate in
In accordance with section 776111) or
1he hearing must submit a request to the
1he Act. ..,.. will verify all data u~Pd in
Deputy Aaail1ant ~cretary for Import

• .-.,,uoa • •

n.

ov•

Notlcn

•a

AdminJ1tratton. Room
11 die
above ..:ldr.1 widda 10 4-11 ol tJUa
notim'1 pu!NJcaUoa. R.quatullouJd
contain: (1) The Plrty'e name. 1ddre11.
and teJephoM awnber; (Z) the Dumber of
participut-= (SJ dlil reaoa fm 1ttendift1:
ud (4) • list ol the iuae1 to be
di1c:aa...S. ID ..:ld!tioa. preheartna briefs
.... leut 10 co,ie• mult be sublftitted
..... Dep.t, Auilltul SecnW, by
M.... & mt. Or.a preuatadonl will
be limited tD luue9 rwieed In the brtef1.
All written Ylew1 1hoald be filed In
acoordance wtth 19 CFR 353:41. within
30 day1 of thi1 notice'• publicatioft. at
the above
'and in at lei11t 10
copi ...

•ddre•

Thia determin1tion ia being pubU.hed
pursuant to ·1ection 733(1) of the Act 119
u.s.c. 1973{b)).
.
Match a. lllk
Alu r. Holm9.
~,.Jy Aainant Secretary /DI' 7mport

Adminiatralioll.
l,.Da&. ...._ . . . ~ . . ..,

.
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International Trade Admlnlatr•tlon
CA-301-ocMJ

Fresh Cut AoHa From Colombia:
Postponement of Final Antldumping

Duty DetermlNUon
AGINCY: International Trade
Administration. Commerce.
ACTION: Notice. ·

Thia notice informs the public
that the Department of Commerce (the
Department) haa received a :-equest from
counsel for respondents in this
investigation that the final
determination be postponed. as
provided for in section 7JS(a)(Z)(A) of
the Tariff Act of 1930. as ai!lended (the
Act) 19 U.S.C. 1673d(a)(Z)(AJ): and. that
we have determined to postpone our
final determination as to whether sales
of fresh cut roses from Colombia have
SUMMARY:

A-78
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oc:cuned at lea than fair nlue. antd nol

later than JulJ 'ZI, 11M.

ainCnv. DATI: Aprti_ S. 1~

POii PURTMa INPOIUIATION CONTACT:

omca

John Brinkmann or Paul Tbr~
of
• IDvestisatfona. Import AdmJniatratioa.
lntematlonal Trade Admill11tntioa.
United States Department of Commerce.
14th Street and ConsUtutlon Avenue. N.W.. Washington. O.C. 20230:
telephone: (%02) :.77'-4929 or 377'-3983.
SUPPUMINTAln' INFORllAT10N: 0a

October 28. 1983, the Department of
Commerce publl1hed notice In the
Fedcal Resister (48 FR 48530) tht it
wa1 lniti•tins u:.der 1ectfon 732(b) of the
Act (19 U.S.C.1&73(b)), an antidumpin&
inve1tl1atton to cietermine whether rresi.
cut ro1es from Colombia were bem,, or
were likely to be. 1old at le11 than fair
vaiue. On March 14. 1984. we published
a preliminary determination of sales at
lesa than fair value with re1pect to thi1
mercbudlle (49 FR 9597). The notice
stated that if thi1 investisaUon
proceeded normally we would make our
final detern-.in6tion by May 2Z. 1984.
On March 13 and March za. 198'.
counsel for respoadentl In dlll case
reque1ted that we extend the period for
the fiDal detenninatfon antil July rt,
1981.135 daya after the date of
publication of the preliminary
determination. In aecord:an::e ~iih
section 735(a)(%)(A) of the Act Section
735{a)(l(A) of the Act provides that the
Department ma)' postpone itS final
determination conceming sale1 ct 1111
than fair value until not later than 135
day1 after the date on which it publiahn
notice of ill preliminary determination if
the exporters who account for a
11gnificant proportion of the
merchandise request L"t extenaion after
a:i 1&ffi~tive preliminary
determination. Ac::ordfnaly, we will
issue a Baal determir.atioa in thil caM
not later than July %7. 1984.
The data for the publlc hearina
o:isinally 1cbeduled for March 30 ta
being changed. If l'e<!UHted. WO will
hol:i & public heer-"l!J on Aprtl 5. 1984. at
10:00 a.m. in room 4';.;,o, Depa.~er.~ ~f
Commerce. 14th Street and Constitutio:i
Avenue: N.W .• Washington D.C. 20230.
This notice is p<lblished pur:1uant to.
section i35(b) of the Act
Dated: Marcil za. t9&1.
Alan F. Holmer.
q~puty Ani•ta.it Sttlfttcry for

.4dministrclitJ.1.

Dae.-·

(FR
!'!led~ 1:4S -1
SIWMI COOi Sllo-ot-41

Import
·

I Voi.
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exist with respect to exports of fresh cut
received were not in full compliance
rou1 from Colombia. We have found de
with our regulations: Therefore, we used
minimis margins for sales of roses .
the petition as the best information
produced by one of the firms.
available to ua in makins our
investigated. The firm concerned ls
prelinilnary detelll1lination. We
identified in the "Suspension of
· preliminarily fol,llld dumping at a rate of
IJquidation" eection of this notice.
20.2 percent of the f.o.b. value of the
We have found that the foreign
lntwnatlonal Trede Admlnf**tlon
imported merchandise (49 FR 9597). We
market value of l'Oles exceeded the
prelinilnarj.ly determined that "critical
(A-301:.00.J
United States price on 18.8 percent of
circumstances" did not exist
the sale• we compared. These maJ'81.m
On March 13, 1984, the respondents
F,..,, CUI AOIH From Colombbl; FIMI
ransed from 0.00 percent to 6.81 percent
requested an extension of our final
o.tennli•tlon.of Sale9 mt LMa TMn
The overall welshted-averqe margin on determination date of May 22.198'. We
F*V.au.
all rout talet compared la 2.118 percent
granted an extension until July 1:/, 1984.
The weishted-averqe margim for
AGMCY: lntemational Trade
At the request of the petitioners. we held
individual
companies
investigated
are
Administration/Import Administration.
a hearing on May 5, 198', to allow the
presented in the "Suspension of
Commerce.
parties an opportunity to addreas the
Liquidation"
1ection.
ACTIOll: Notice.
i11ues arisins in this investigation.
....
Cue
ffJatory
Respondents did. with one exception.
We have determined that
finally provide responsei in compliance
On September 30, 1983. we received a
fresh cut roses (roses) from Colombia
with the regulations. We reviewed these
petition filed by counsel for Rotes Inc..
are being. or are likely to be, told in the
· and. as required by law, traveled to
United States at less than fair value. We the U.S. commercial rose growers'
Miami and to Bogota, Colombia to verify
aHociation. In compliance with the
have notified the U.S. lntemationaJ
·
the correctneu of the retpanses by
filing requirementa of J 353.38 of our
Trade Com.miasien (ITC) of our
exaininlns the recorda of the companies
regulatiom (19 CPR 353.38), the
determination. and the ITC will
under tnveatfption. The response of one
petitioners allesed that pnportl of the
determine. within 45 days of publication
respondent, The Beall Company, did not
subject mercbandiae from Colombia are
of this notice. whether a U.S. industry is
being, or are likely to be, told in the
provide specific U.S. aaJes Information
materially injured. or is threatened with
United States at lea than fair value
on a transaction-by-transaction basis as
material injury, by importa of this
within the mellQiqg of MCtion 731 of the
requested by ~original and
merchandise. For ten of the eleven firms
Act. and that 1uch importl materially
supplemental antidumping
investigated. we have directed the U.S.
irijure, or threaten material injury to, a
questionnaires and. therefore, was not
Customa Service to continue to suspend
United States industry. The petition alao verified. ,t\.ccordingly, we have
·
the liquidation of all enbie1 of the
allleged that "critical circumstances" ·
calculated the ~stimated dwnpins
1ubject merchandise which are entered.
exist with respect to exporta of fresh cut margin for The BeaU Company based on
or withdrawn from warehouse, for
roses from Colombia.
the best iilformation available to ua.
consumption. on or after the date of
After reviewing the petition,. we
This is the highest dumpins margin
publicatiOA of this notice and to require
determined that it contained sufficient
deposit or bond for each sucli
f'Ound among the other companies under
a
grounds upon which to initiate an
entry in an amount equal to the
investigation. The dumping margin for
antidumping investigation. We notified
The Beall Company was not included in
estimated dumpina m8rgin as described
the ITC of our action and initiated such
in the "Suspension of Llquidation"
the weight averaging uaed to obtain a
an investigation on October 28, 1983 (48
section of this notice. We have
rate for "all other companies".
FR 49530). The ITC found, on November
determined that one producer should be
Scope
of Investigation
7,
1983,
that
there
ii
a
reatonable
excluded from this determination. Those
indication
that
importa
of
roses
firms that are subject to suspension of
The merchandise covered by this
materially injure, or threaten material
liquidation and the firm excluded from
investigation is fresh cut roses. The two
United
States
industry
..
injury
to,
a
this action are indicated in the
· The petitioners alleged that at least 28 most commercially important types of
"Suspension of Llquidation" section.
fresh cut roses are hybrid teas and
Colombian companies produce the
anCTIYI DATE August 1, 1984.
sweethearts. which are currently
subject ro881 for export to the United
provided for under item number 192.18
FOii PUllTHlll INFORllA110N CONTACT:
States. However, we identified 11
of the Tariff Schedule1 of the United
John R. Brinkman or Paul Thran. Office
producers and exporters which account
States.
of Investigations, Import Administration. for at least 80 percent of the subject
International Trade Administration. U.S. roses sold for ~ort to the United
Fair Value CompariSon
Department of Commerce. 14th Street
States. W11. presented questionnaires to
and Constitution Avenue. N.W ..
To determine whether sales of the
· counsel for the 11 Colombian rose
Washington. D.C. 20230: teleph~ne: (202) growers. The companies are:
subject merchandise in the United .:
377-5497.
States were made at less than fair value, ·
Floramerica S.A: Flores de los Andes:
we compared the United States price
euPPUlllNTAllY INFOIUIATIOIC
Flores Monte Verde, Ltda.; Las Flores
with the foreign market vaJue..
Ltda.; RoBU de Colombia. Lida.;
Final Determlmtlon
Roselandia. Ltda.; Inversiones Pena•
United States Price
We have determined that fresh cut
Blancas: Agricola Benilda. Lida; Roses
roses from Colombia are beins. or are
As provi~ed in section 772 of the Act.
Colombianas, Ltda: Ciba Geigy; and The
likely to be, told in the United States at
Beall Company.
· .
we used both the purchase price and
leH than fair value, as provided in
The requested responses within 30
exporter'• tales price of the subject
section 735 of the Tariff Act of 1930. as
days. At respondent.' request. we
merchandise to represent the United
amended (19 U.S.C. 1873d) (the Act) and
allowed additioaal extensions of 17 and
States price for salei by the Colombian
that "critical circumstances" do not
· 3 days. However, the responses when· • producers.

.,....Alm
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Purchase price was used in those
situations in which merchandiae was
sold to unrelated purchaaera prior to its
importation into.the United Statea. We
calculated the purchase price based on
either the f.o.b., c.i.f.. ar c.i.f. duty paid
packed price to ullJ'elated purchasen in
the United States. We calculated this
price by deducting, where appropriate,
foreign inland freight. air freight. U.S.
customs duties, and brokerage from the
U.S. sales price. .
We ued exportera' Alea price (ESP)
to represent the United States price ·
when the merchandise was aold to
unrelated purchasers after importation .
into the United States. For these aales.
we made deductions, where appropriate,
for foreign inland freiglit. air freight. U.S.
customs duties, brokerage, commissions,
and selling expensea incurred in the
United States.

I
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CommentZ
Petitioner alleged that the Colombian
rose growen bad extraordinary security
·
expenses.

I

Notices

information showing that our limiti:ig of
the investigation presents an inaccurate
picture of the rose trade. However. all
Colombian roae growers, whether or not
investigated, are eovered by our final
determination. ·

DOC Position
Security colita are accounted for in the Comment'B
fanns' financial statements and are
Petitioner alleged that respondents
included in the constructed value
have not accurately presented.~eir
calcalation.
rates of wastage and the eostof ." , ·.
Comment3
providing free ~xe• of roses to U:S, .
Pe.titioner alleged that certain
customers. Petitioner uaed U.S. industry
goverment-provtded benefits reduce the
.experience and letters from _retailers to
Colombian rose growen' cost of
support these allegations..
'.
production and that the Department
DOC
Positiion
should, therefore. value respondents'
interest rates at the market rate rather
We have investigated these Issues
than at the artificially low rate provided
and have found no evidenee to . · .
by the government.
substantiate petitioners' allegations that
Colombian
rose growers or U.S.
DOC Position
importers of Colombian roses were
We included actual costs. incl~dinl
providing free boxes to U.S. customers.
FOl8ign Market Value
the cost of any financing, in our cost of · U.S. importers did occasionally make·
production calculation.- The alleged
no-charge replacement shipments for
In accordance with aection 773(e) of
subsidy·programs mentioned are being
damaged merchandise but these · .
the Act. we calculated foreign market
lnvestigated in the currellt
shipments were verified a bona fide ·
value based on constructed value. There countervailing duty section 751 review
credits. Colombian growers do provide a
were not sufficient home market or third regarding cut flowers (roses included)
limited number of free boxes in
.country sales of such or similar
from Colombia. Because it has not been
Colombia to .charities, civic groups and
merchandise for the purpose of
determined whether programs are .
employees. If these free .boxes were ·
comparison. We calculated the coat of
subsidies. we have not addreHed the
export quality roses, they were included
.materials, fabrication, seneral expenses. issue whether to adjust our calculations
in our constructed value allocation of
profit. and the cost of packins. The
to account for them.
costs. Wastage figure' were verified
amounts added for general expenae1
from Colombian groweni' production
were the actual amounts reflected in the Comment4
records. Production classifiable as
companies' financial statements. These
Petitioner argued that any alloeationa
waste was n0t included in the
amo1ints were higher than the statutory
made in the investigation be made on
constructed value allocation of costs. ·
minimum of 10 percent of the sum of
the basis ofsales value only.
material and fabrication coats. The
Comment?·
DOC Position
amount added for profit was the
Petitioner.argued that respondents'
statutory minimum of 8 percent of the
· We have examined the allocation of
methodologies in calculating ·
sum of materials. fabrication costs, and
c09ts made by the respondents in this
depreciation were different for each
general expenses.
caae. We have verified that these
company and were not-in accordance
are
the
ones
actually
used
in
methods
Petitioners' Comments
with accepted accounting principles.
their acco11Dts and that they are ·
Comment.I
reasonable. Therefore, we have
DOC Position
accepted them.
Petitioner alleged that respondents
We have examined the methodolcigy
Comments
have a motive to sell roses at le1& than
of each company for calculating
fair value because they allegedly may be
depreciation. We found that the various:
Petitioner argued that the Department
. smuggling cocaine into the United States . must inVfStigate all rose growers
methods were conservative in approach..
in their rose 1hipments.
not distortive, and in accord with
exporting to the United States and that
Colombian accounting principles.
we may not restrict coverase to the 11
DOC Position
companies investigated in this case.
Comments
The intent or motive of a foreign
Petitioner &1serts that investisating
producer to dump is irrelevant under the fewer than all exporters will present an
Petitioner argued·that 's no interest
antidumping law (compare 15 U.S.C. 72.
· was charged by the growers in the sale
inaccurate picture of the rose trade.
of Colombian roses and as there were. . .
which doea include an ''intent" test).
DOC Position
time lags between U.S. sales and ·
Rather, our concem ia whether and to
what extent respondents .are selling at
payment. ~e should impute credit costs
The Department'• regulationa
in our calculations.
less than fair value. In this case. our
authorize investigatioin of fewer than
analysis showed sales at less than fair
100 percent of exporters. as long as at
DOC Position
value by 10 of the 11 companies we
least 80 percent of exports to the United '
investigated. We have coDfimied that
Our calettlations refl~ the actual"
States are covered. The companies
the Treasury and Justice Departments,
experience of the C()mpanies in
under investigation account for more
whicll have jurisdiction over drug
producing and selling roses in the .
than 60 percent of exports of fresh cut
smuggling matters, are currently
roses to the United States. In addition,
United States. We have verified that no
investigating this situation.
the petitioner has provided no probative interest was charged. Export financing
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for roses was provided by long- and
short-term Proexpo loans and we have.
taken these loan costs into account in
calculating the growers' cos.~ of
production:
·.
Comment9
Petitionet·argued that the respondents
have pro)'ided inac;fequate public ·
summaries of their information.and have
'been tintimely in submitting their recent,
revised submissions. In addition, the
supporting documents obtained at
verification were not available to the
petitionen.
DOC Position
The Department's regulations permit
respondents to submit brief nonconfidential swruriaries when
respondents agree to rele89e the
confidential information under
administrative protective order (APO).
The respondents have satisfied this
requirement The additional aubmisaions
by the respondenta were generally made
at the behest of the Department and
were in response to our requests for
additional information or clarifications
arising from analysis of the data
submitted. All information not claasified
as verification exhibits was made
available to petitioners under APO,
Respoadante' Commants
Comment I
Respondents argued that in figuring
cost of production of roses for
calculating constructed value, we should
allocate costs over all production and
not just over export quality roses.
DOC Position
In calculating constructed value, we
will allocate co1ts over export quality
roses only. We will treat non-export
quality roses as by-products and will
adjust coats to reflect the value received
from the sale of the by-products. Our
methodology reflecta accepted
accounting standards.
Comment2
Respondents argued that we should
treat Florea de los Andes. Florea Monte
Verde. and Inversiones Penas Blancas
as one entity since they are owned by
the same persona and administration is
handled by one service company. Grupo
Andes.
·

DOC Position
We agree and lmve treated them as a
single entity. Grupo Andes.
Comment3

Respondents arsuecf that a weighted-·
average U.S. price lhould be uaed for
comparisoDS because of the perishable
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nature of the product and die daily
fluctuations in pricea.
DOC Position
Use of a weighted-average U.S. price
would be a departure from our standard
procedure11. We have used weighted
average prices only in unique
circumstances. see e.g.• Fresh Winter
Vegetables from Mexico .f5 FR 20152
(1980). That case involved an auction
market in which approximately %,000
vegetables growen sold on consigment
to SO distributon who bad exclusive
responsibility for negotiattq prices. The
producen had no effective control over
production. The perishable nature of the
vegetables prevented the producen
from withholding the output of
vegetables to avoid temporary
ovenupplies. AB a result. tltese Z.000 .
growen bad no real influence on the
· prices at which their products were sold
in the United States in the C011r1e vf a
day, week. month. or eeaaon. Prices
fluctuated drastically within a given
-day.
,
Here, respondenbl ask u to calculate
a weighted-average U.S. price covering
the entire period of inveetiptlon for
each rose producer. Unlike the Fresh
Winter Vegetables case, this case
involves.a small number of luge.
sophisticated. and profitable roee
growers. These producen set the terms
of the rose Alea. These may include
consigment. fixed price. or consignment
with a minimum price, depeading an
their preference. Further, the producers
can. to an extent. control their output by
pinching back roeebuda, thereby
avoiding oversupply during periods of
low Mies.
The Department ii Fequired to
.administer the antidumping law in a
manner which takes into account the
economic realitia of a given case.
While we do not dispute that roses are
perishable and that their perishability
may have some efleet on their price, we
view this usa as distinpishable from
the Vegetable case because of the roae
producers' ability to control the tenna of
the sales so aa to take advantage of
market Ouctuatiom, and their ability to
control their production. We have,
therefore. not calculated weightedaverage U.S. prices, and iRstead have
used our traditional methodology for
calculating U.S. price. However, we
have exp1111ded our period of
investigation to take intoeocount the
· cycliaial nature of the rose busineBB, the
nature of the product. and variation in
price.
Comment4
. Respondents argued that we treat
lnveraiones Penas Blancas and Agricola

I

Notices

Benilda as we did Ciba Geigy in t.;king
into account low rose productivily
during the start up or expansion of rose
production.
DOC Position•

Cfbll Geigy was a completely new
farm which began Its initial rose
growing operation during the period of'
investigation. Agricola Benilda and
Irrversiones Penas Blancas were onsaing producera of '"89, which were
only adding capacity. Because Ciba
Geigy's experience did not reflect that of
a company in the ordinary coiirse of
rose srowing. we normalized Ciba
Geigy'• prodactian in aocardance wit.II
sectioa 77'3(e)(t)(A) al the Act
Comments
Respondentll argued tltat we 1hould
nat UM the SIJ/5" allooation given ill the
response for costa of production of roses
and camatiom for Roau Colombianas.
They 9\188est that we allocate coil
baaed on the ratio of land use for each
product
DOC Position

The Department verified the oost of
production using the 50/50 allocation.
We found it to be ainaervative and
reasonable. No new Information we
submitted on this l.ssue prior to or during
our verification. '11lerefore, we see no
grounds to restate costs an a new basi11.
Comment8

Respondents usuecf that for certain
companies the per unit valuea we~
oventated by inclusion of packing costs
in the calculation of profit for
determination constructed Talue.
DOC Position

We agree and our methodology has
been adjusted to exclude the cost of
packing for calculating profit for
determinins constructed value.
Comment?

Respondent argued that in our
verification report on Roaelandia we
overstated its ESP aellins expenses for
roses.
DOC Position

We agree and have made an
adjustment in.our c:alculations to reDect
actual sellins ex,peoaes.
Comments·
Reapondenla 8J1Ued that we should
use, in calculating Ploramerica's U.S.
price, a suaranteed minimum contract
price between It and its unrelated U.S.
importer, rather than the actual prices
from the consignment sales.
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DOC Position
We disagree. We verified the tenna of
the contract between Floramerica and
Its importer and found that while the
contract does guarantee a mlpimum
return per unit on an annualized basis,
this su~tee Is secondary to the terms
covering consisnJDent sales. .
Additionally. during the period of ·
investigation, the return OD consisnJDent
sales exceeded the suaranteed minimum
nulllfyini the minimum price
·
arransement.
Vedflcalkm

In aC:cordance with section 716(a) of
the Act. we verified all data used in
reachins this determination by using
standard verification procedurea.
including on-site Inspection of the
growen' operations and examination of
accountlna records and selected
documents containins relevant
Information.

Negative Determination of Critical
Crc:umstanc:es
Counsel for petitioner alleged that
Im.ports of fresh cut roses from Colombia
present "critical circumstances." Under
section 735(a)(3) of the Act (19 U.S.C.
1873d), critical circumstances exist
when: (~)(i) There la a history of
dumping In the United States or
elsewhere of the merchandise under
Investigation. or (ii) the perilon by
whom. or for whose account. the
merchandise was imported knew or
should have known that the exporter
was selling the merchandise under
lnvestigation at leas than its fair value:
and (B) there have been ma1Sive imports
of the merchandise under investigation
over a relatively short period.
In determining whether there have
been massive imports over a relatively
short period. we considered the
following factors: recent trends in
impor:t penetration levels; whether
imports have surged recently; whether
recent tmp0rts are significantly above
the average calculated over the last
several years (1981-1983); and whether
the patterns of imports over that 3-year
period may be explaiited by seasonal ·
inmigs. Baaed upon our analysis of the
lnformatioD. we determine that imports
of the products covered. by this
·
lnveatiption do not appear massive
over a relatively short period
(September through December 1983).
For the reasons described above, we
determine thet critical circumatances do
nof exist with respect to fresh cut roses
from Colombia.
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ITC Notification
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In accordance with section 735(d) of
the Act. we will notify the ITC of our
determination. In addition. we are
makins available lo the ITC all nonprivileged and non-confidential
Information relatins to this
investigation. We will allow the ITC
access to all privileged and confidential
Information In our filea .. provided the
ITC confinna that It will not disclose
.such Information. either publicly or
under an administrative protective
order, without the written consent of the
. Deputy Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration. The ITC will make Its
determination whether these importa are
materially injuring. or threatening to
materially injure, a U.S. industry within
45 days of the publication of this notice.
H the ITC determines that material
injury or the threat of material injury
does not exist, this proceeding will be
terminated and all securities posted u a
reiult of the suspension of liquidation
will be refunded or cancelllftl. H,
however, the ITC·determinea that such
injliry does exist, we will issue an
antidumping order. directing Customs
officers to usess an antidumping duty
on rosj!s from Colombia entered. or ·
withd.iawn. for consumption after the
suspension of liquidation. equal to,_the
amount by which the foreign market
value of the merchandise exceeds the
U.S._prices.

Suapemlon of Uquldatlon
. ,In accordance witluection 733(d) of
the Act. we directed the United Statea
Customa Service to auspend liquidation .
of all entries of the eubject roses from
Colombia, which are entered. or
withdrawn from warehouse. for
consumption. OD or after March 14, 19M.
Except for Rosas de Colombia. the
Customs Service shall continue to
require a cash deposit or the posting of a
bond equal to the estimated weightedaverage amount by which the foreign
.market value of the merchandise subject
to this investigation exceeds the United
States price. Thia auspension of
liquidation will remain in effect until
further notice. The weighted-average
margins as of the publication of this
notice in the Federal Register are as
follows:
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Thia determination la being published
punuant to section 735(d) of the Act (19
U.S.~. 1613d(d)).
Dated: lulJ 17, .._
WllBaa T. Alcb!IJ,
Actina Anistant S«:tetary for Trade
Administrotion.
(l'RDoc. -.amzl'IJM ,...,..... _,
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APPENDiX C
WITNESSES APPEARING AT THE HEARING
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING

Those listed appeared as witnesses at the United States
International Trade Corrmission's hearing:
Subject

Fresh Cut Roses from Colombia

Inv. No.

731-TA-148 (Final)

Date and time:

July 30, 1984 - 10:00 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the
Hearing Room of the United States International Trade Commission,
701 E Street, N.W., in Washington.
In support of the imposition of antidumping duties:
Stewart and Stewart--Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Roses, Incorporated
Leonard S. Busch, Len Busch Roses, Plymouth, Minn.,
President of Roses Incorporated
Christopher Wright, N. H. Wright, Inc., Cranbury,
N.J., Chairman, Import Action Conunittee, Roses,
Incorporated
·
James C. Krone, Executive Vice President, Roses
Incorporated, Haslett, Michigan
Arthur Heyl, Heyl Roses, Inc., Green Village, N.J.
Herman R. Schenkel, Jr., H. R. Schenkel, Inc.·,
Lynchburg, Virginia
Ron Spanbauer, Carolina Roses, Inc., Horse Shoe,
North Carolina

- more -
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. ~{j m::.Mats uno, ·.

Co,l or ado
. Ki tayama Brothers , Brighton,
.
Wi 11 i am Bruce Chase, Chase Gardens, Iiic. , Eugene, Oregon
.

: •r :

·; .

'

~

.)

.. Francis; Aebi;

•

•'

t

.

Sr~··; '·Aebi

Nursery,

MS>:.1-Sylv.ia F.oltz,- Groen Rose·
California

•

•

•

Richmon'd~

•

.

California

..Santa·Fe Springs,
·· · '

~ompany,

Arne Thirup, PaJaro Valley G'reenhouses, Inc.,
·' · Watsonville~ ca 11 forni a ·· ·
Eugene L. Stewart
)
Ms. Kathleen T. weaver)--OF COUNSEL
Ms. Mary E. Tuck
)
In opposition to the imposition of antidumping duties:
Busby, Rehm and Leonard-~Counsel
Washington, O.C.
on behalf of
Florists' Transworld Delivery Association (FTD)
John Reilly, Principal, ICF Incorporated, Washington, D.C.
P. Lance Graef, Project Manager, ICF Incorporated
Don Flowers, Don Flowers, Florist, Inc., Randallstown,
Maryland
James 0. Nordlie, Nordlie, Inc., Detroit, Michigan
Robert 0. Schurke, Carlstedt's Wholesale Florists,
Jacksonville, Florida
James A. Speer, Speer's Flowers, Inc., Covina, California
Will E. Leonard )
Jonathan.Glazier )--OF COUNSEL
Philippe Bruno )
- more -
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Heron, Burchette, Ruckert &Rothwell--Counsel
Washi ngtcm, D. c.
on behalf of
The Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de Flores
("Asocolflores"}, and the Association of Floral
- Importers of-Florida, ("A.F.I.F.
11

)

Richard B. Perillo, President, Superior Floras, lnc.
-James ,P.- ·Parks, Jr., President, J. B. Parks
Wholesale Florists, Inc.
Thomas A. Rothwe 11 )--OF COUNSEL .
)
· James Lyons.
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DISCUSSION OF THE GEOGRAPHIC CONCENTRATION
OF THE INDUSTRY :'
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Geographic Concentration of the Industry
Imports of fresh cut roses from Colombia are concentrated in the Eastern
United States. entering predominantly at Miami Internation~l Airport. Nearly
all of the imports of fresh cut roses are consumed in the Eastern United
States. Roses produced in the Eastern United States are almost always consumed
in the Eastern United States (Table D-1). A significant portion of the
production of roses in the Western United States is not consumed in that
region but is shipped to the Eastern Un.ited States for consumption in that
region. Questionnaire responses by western growers indicate that (1) such
growers are shipping about the same share of their production to the Eastern
United States. (2) they are accounting for about the same share of total
shipments in the Eastern United States in 1983 as they did in 1981 1 and (3)
this is occurring in the face of substantially increased imports of Colombia
roses. During this.same period. eastern growers' production and share of the
eastern market has declined.
Table D-1.--Fresh cut roses: Distribution of sales by area served for
40 eastern and western growers. !I 1981-1983
Sales to Eastern United States
Year

California
growers

Other
western
growers

Eastern
growers

Sales to Western United States
California
growers

Other
western
growers

Eastern
growers

Total

-------------------~-----------(1,000 blooms)----------------------------~

1981-;---:
1982---:-:
1983----:

24.699
26.913
30.242

7.062
7 .549
7.605

44.993
46.570
49.598

47.697
49. 475
53.241

27.796
27.067
29.679

:152.247
:157.574I
:170,665

!I Data are for 10 California growers, 10 other western growers, and 20 eastern
growers.
Source: Compiled from.data su):nnitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Conunission.
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A significant share of U.S. production of fresh cut roses is in the
Western half of the United States, principally encompassing California,
Colorado, Oregon, Utah, and Washington. In the absence of national statistics
on the regional concentration of domesti.c production, data compiled from
questionnaire responses of U.S. growers are used ·as a proxy for the geographic
segmentation of U.S. production and shipments. Data presented in tables D-2
and D-3 clearly. show that California growers dominate the U.S. industry in
terms of production and shipments. California's share of U.S. production
(salable blooms produced) increased from 53.8 percent in 1981 to 55.4 percent
in 1983, and from 52.3 percent of total production in January-March 1983 to
56.1 percent in the corresponding period of 1984.
From 1981 to 1983, California growers and eastern growers increased the
area devoted to fresh cut rose production by 1.7 percent and 5.1 percent,
respectively; other western growers reduced the area devoted to rose
production by 6.0 percent. The area devoted to rose production was higher in
January-March 1984 compared with the corresponding period of 1983 for all
three of the growing areas. California growers .showed the greatest expansion,
increasing the area devoted to rose production by 2.8 percent. Although
eastern growers expanded the area devoted to rose production, total salable
blooms produced by these growers declined over the period 1981-83 and
January-March 1984. During the same period, western growers were able to
greatly expand the total number of salable blooms produced. California
growers showed the greatest increase, with total salable blooms produced
rising by more than 9.7 percent from 1981 to 1983 and by more than 12.4
percent in January-March 1984 compared with January-March 1983.

Table D-2.--Fresh cut roses: Areas in production, plants in production, and total salable
blooms produced, by areas, 1981-83, January-March 1983, and January-March 1984

1981

Item

.

1982

•

1983

•

January-March-1983

:

Area in production: !J:
California growers
1,000 square
feet--:
Other Western
growers-----do----:
Eastern
:
growers-----do----:
Total-----do----:
Plants in
production: 2/
California growers :
units--:
Other western
growers-----do----:
Eastern
:
growers-----do----:
Total-----do----:
Total salable blooms
produced: 1/
California growers
1,000 blooms--:
Other western
growers----do----:
Eastern
growers-----do----:
Total-----do----:
. California as a share
of total-Area in production
percent--:
Plants in
production--do----:
·Salable blooms
:
produced----do----:

.

-·.

:
:

.

:

1984

:

:

Percentage change,
1983 : Jan-Mar 1984
from :
from
1981 : Jan-Mar 1983

:

:

:

:

:

9,278 :

9,250 :·--

9,435 :

9,397 :

9,658 :

1. 7 :

2.8

3,477 :

3,356 :

3,269 :

. 3,265 :

3,302 :

(6.0):

1.1

:

:

:

:

41029 :
16,784 :

,4,-229 :
16,835 :

4,234' :
16,938 :

4.,167 :
16,829 :

4,246 :
17,206 :

5.1 :
0.9 :

1.9
2.2

:
5,613 :

...
3.3 :'

2.3

1,758 :

(5. 8):

(3.2)

.

.

..

.

:

:

:

:

:

5,318 :

5,344 :

5,494 :

5,485 :

1,929 :

1,862 :

1,818 :

:

:

:

:

:

3!132 :
10,380 :

3!045 :
10,251 :

3!038 :
10,350 :

1,816 :
:
3 !014 .:
10,315 :

22910 :
10,281 :

(3.0):
(0.2):

(3.5)
(0.3)

139,224 :

138,252 :

152,716 :

29,808 :

33,497 :

9.7 :

12.4

45,980 :

48,653 :

49,936 :

11,239 :

11,497 :

8.6 :

2.3

73,364 :
258,568 :

72,854 :
259,759 :

721767 :
275,419 :

151650 :
56,697 :

14!676 :
59,670 :

(0.8):
6.5 :

(6.2)
5.2

55.3 :

54.9 :

55.7 :

55.8 :

56.1 :

0.7 :

0.5

51.2 :

52 .. l :

53.1 :

53.2 :

54;6 :

3.7 :

2.6

53.8

53.2 :

55.4 :

52.3 :

56.1 :

3.0 :

7.3

..
:
.

...

1/ Data are for 64 fresh cut rose-growing firms.
Data are for 63 fresh cut rose-growing firms.

!/

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International
Trade Co1DD1ission.

>I
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Table D-3.--Fresh cut roses: Domestic shipments of roses by 73 western and
eastern U.S. growers, 1981-83, January-Karch 1983, and January-Karch 1984
January-Karch-Area

1981

·1982

1983
1983

1984

Quantity (1,000 blooms)
California--------------:
136,894
133,S63
148,0lS
29,140
32,238
Other western growers---=~~4~4~·~7~8~0~~~4-'-'-7~,l=0~0'--'~~~4=8~,4~7~1~'--~l~l~,=0=3~1-=---=l~l~,~1~7-=S
Subtotal------------:
181,674
180,663
196,486
40,171
43,413
Eastern growers---------=~~6~9~·~7~9~8---~~~70~,8=3=1"--'~~=6~9~,4~6~4.;_..::--~l~S~·=l~4=0-=---=1~4~,~2=8=2
Total---------------=~~2_s~1~·~4~7_2~~-2~5_1_.~4~94~----·~2~6~5~,9~5~0----~~55
.........3~1=1-----~~5~7~,6~9~5
Value (1,000 dollars)
California---------------:
Other western growers---:
Subtotal------------:
Eastern growers--·-------:
Total---------------:

27,268
10.636
37,904
23.918
611822

28,443
12.212
40,655
25.914
66.S69

33,638
13.284
46,922
29.447
76.369

10,738
4.191
14,929
a.sos
23.434

12,064
4.382
16,446
8 1193
24.639

Unit value (cents per bloom)
California--------------:
Other western growers---:
Average--------------:
Eastern growers---------:
Average---·--..: _______ :

. 19.9
23.8
20.9
34.3
24.6

' 21. 3
25.9
22.5
36.. 6
26.5

22.7
27 .4
23.9
41.2
28.5

36.8
38.0
37.2
56.8
42.6

37.4
39.2
37.9
S7.4
42 .. 7

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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APPENDIX E
DEFINITIONS OF REPRESENTATIVE ROSE PRODUCTS USED IN THE QUESTIONNAIRES,
DEFINITIONS OF EASTERN AND WESTERN UNITED STATES, WEIGHTED-AVERAGE
NET F.O.B. SELLING PRICES, AGGREGATE QUANTITIES, AND PRICE INDEXES
BASED ON PRICE DATA REPORTED BY DOMESTIC GROWERS AND IMPORTERS

A-94
REPRESENTATIVE ROSE PRODUCTS USED IN PRODUCER AND
IMPORTER QUESTIONNAIRES
Hybrid tea rose products:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Roses 18"-22" in stem length, red varieties.
Roses 22"-26" in stem length, red varieties.
Roses 26" and over in stem length, red varieties.

Sweetheart rose products:
(4)
(5)

Roses 10"-14" in stem length, red varieties.
Roses 14"-18" in stem length, red varieties.

REPRESENTATIVE ROSE PRODUCTS USED IN PURCHASER
QUESTIONNAIRES
Hybrid tea rose products:
(6)
(7)

Roses 18"-26" ip. stem length, red varieties.
Roses 26" and over in stem length, red varieties.

EASTERN AND WESTERN UNITED STATES
Eastern United States.--Alabama, Connecticut, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Kaine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
Western United States.--Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado,
Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota,
Texas, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming.

Table E-1.--Red hybrid tea roses sold to wholesalers: Net f .o.b. weighted-average selling prices
and volume of domestic and imported Colombian roses, by types of sales, and- by selected stem
lengths, q11;&rterly January-March ·1982-84, and annually 1982 and 1983 !f
January-December

January-March
Type of sale, stem
length, and period

U.S. roses
Price
Per

Spot sales:
18-22 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
22-26 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
26 inches and over: :
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
Consignment sales:
18-22 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
22-26 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
26 inches and over: :
1982----~---------:

1983--------------:
1984--------------:
Standing-o'rder sales: :
18-22 inches:
1982---------~----:

1983--------------:
1984-----------,---:'
22-26 inches:
1982~---------~---:

1983--------------:
1984--------------:
26. inches and over: :
.. 1982 ...-------------:
1983--~-----------:

1984--------------:

Volume
:

~:

$0.42
.39 ·:
.4S

1,000

:

Price

Volume

Price

!!!.

:

l,000

:

!!!,

:

Volume

Price

Volume

1,000

Per
bTc>Om

1,-000

~:~:~:~:blooms

1,094
1,203
l,38S

$0.48

.so

;42

$0.32
.30

3/

!/

3/

1,444
3,019
4,977

.26
.28
2/

5,824
6,145

786

.28

1,017

.31

$0.2S
.25

1,183
l,S43
1,399 .•

.6s

.44
.49
.S3

1,073
1,448
1,556

.SS
.61
.57

.67
.72
'.6S

596
759
820

-

:

- :
- :
25 :

•49

-

:

- :

:

-

.4S

465
660
648

.22

.46
.Sl
.46

S52
S30
407

.
.22

.46
.Sl
.46

231
2S9
341

.35
.36
.37

18'1

.43
.49
.47

309
349
453

.~7

90

.39
.39

208

.so
.S4
.so

79S
887
901 • '

.39
.41
.41 :

.62
.59

-

y

2,490
:

.22

.48
.50

y

y

l

25 :
- :
- :
69 :

3./
y

55
133

324 :

157

.36
.38

.30
.32

!/

y

42
109

.36
.37

y

.31
.33
.35
.38

y

5,684
6,236

y

y

3,078
3,494
-2/ ·,· :
2,324
2,784
-~

:

blooms

5,564
6,410

944
1,386
2,818

.42
.39
• 49

.49

Colombian roses

U.S. roses

Colombian roses

.

y

1,774
1,734

y

y

1,445
1,507 •

y

1,660 :
1,705

y

3,130
3,234 : '

y

6,076
12,124

y

.42
.39

y

2,679
4,837

>I

·:

40

.14

3/

-

y

y

.44
.39

!/

3,978
6,512

:

40

.14

3/
.14

y

.35
.37

!/"

y
y

.37.
.39

112

217

394

!I

: y

354
656
162
425

.39
.41

~

llThe price data were based on thenet-- f:-0-:D.aelling prices and quantities reported by domestic
rose growers and by importers of Colombian roses.
.
y Data not available.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade
Co11miasion.
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Table E-2.--Red hybrid tea roses sold to wholesalers: Net f.o.b. weighted-ave~age ·selling prices and volume of domestic roses, by sources
of domestic suppliers, by types of sales, and by· selected stem lengths, quarterly January-March 1982-84, and annually 1982 and 1983 1/
January-December

January-March
Type of sale, stem
length, and period

Eastern suppliers
Price
:
:

1,000 :
blooms :

$0.69
.75
.80

33
35
42

.78
.82
.87

20
22
22

.75
.70
.80

3

Source:

Price

Volume-

Price

1,000
blooms

Per

b"IOom

1,000
blooms

.Per
blO'Om

1,000
blooms

Price

Volume

Price

Per
:
bloom · :

1,000 :
bfci'Oiiis :

Per
blOOm

$0.41
.• 36
.43

683
847
1,003

$0.40
.43
.48

377
321
340

$0.51
.61
1_/

8~7

.62
.68

:
:

1,288
1,076

.42
.52
.52

326
233
301

3

.43
.49
.53

809
1,264
1,324.

.47
• 54
.52

261
181
230

.94
1.04
1.05

270
333
288

.41
.46
.43

123
153
223

.48
.46
.43

203
273 •.
309

.90
.87
.85

17

19
13

.41
.46
.43

164
204
320

.5.0
.49
.46·· ::

284
437
315

.43
.48
.45

322
399
340

.60
.53

.so

230
131
68.

.41

159
188
263

. 'i8
.70
.59

69 :
.4S
69 : .
.so
76 :
2/

239
. 280':
376

.51
.73
.65

7,0 :
70 :
78 :

650
741
744

.73
.76
.70

140 :
143 :
154 :

4

-

-

:

.64
.77
.'98 ':

-

:

:

2
2.
1

.43
.40
.43
.43

:

.64
.77
.98

.44

4
4
3
'net~o.b.

.45
.50
• 46

California
supplier_s_

Eastern suppliers

.41
.37 :
.48

lf-The!>rice data were based on the
Data not available.

"!./

Volume ·:

:
Other western
_:_ ___s_uppHers
Volume
Price
Volume

Other· western
suppliers

suppliers

. yolume

l'er
blOOm
Spot sales:
18-22 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
22-26 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
26 inches and over: :
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
Consignment sales:
18-22 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
22-26 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
26 inches snd over: :
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
Standing-order sales: :
18-22 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
22-26 inches:
1982--------------:
1983---------------:
1984--------------:
26 inches and over: :
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:

C~lifornia

y

y

~)

y

.73
.80

-~~:

y

80
69

- :
- :

y
y

.4S

.so

y

y

- :
- ·:

:

29 :
20 :

:

y

.26
.28

'!::/

·.11·
.35

selling prices and quantities reported by domestic rose grovers •
·

Compiled from data aubmitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Com11iasion.

$0.24
.26

'l_/
.26
.29

y

4,726
. 5,487

y

984
1,105
2/

.27
.29

y

4,358
4,949

.27
.30

y
:

y

899
1,008

.. 31
• 35

16 :
11 :

3,622
4,706

.26
.28

'l_I

2/

2/

y

:

2/

._3_.g,,:

y

y

2/

·-

14
15

1,230 •.
1,208

• 56
.58

.26
.27

y

2/

1_/

2/

$0.2S
•. 23

89
91

.70
.74

y

157
163

Per
bTOOm

y

1,156
1,308 : .

y

1,068
1,190

y

.29
.32
2/

y
y

y

y

2,383
2,594
2/

1,785
1,540

y

1,377
1,105

y
944
733

y
950
1,278

y

.41
.40

1,260
1,610
2/

.45
.49

618
426

y

.42'
.45

361
306
2/

.45

1,299
1,400

y

.38
.38

1,000
blooms

.49

'l_I

361
306

y

.49

y

.51

y

718
620

>I

"'
C7'
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Table E-3.-- Red hybrid tea roses sold to retail florists: Net f .o.b.
weighted-average selling prices and volume of domestic roses, !I by types of
sales, £1 and by selected stem lengths, quarterly January-March 1982--84,
and annually 1982 and 1983 11
Type of sale,
stem ·length, and period

January-March
Price

Volume
1,000

blooms

January--December
Price
Per
bloom

Spot sales:
18-22 inches:
1982-------------------------------:
1983-----------~-------------------:

1984-------------------------------:
22-26 inches:
1982-------------------------------:
1983-------------------------------:
1984-------------------------------:
26 inches and over:
1982------------- ----------------------:
1983-- -- ------ ---------------------~:
1984---------------------~---------:

1,000

blooms

534
587
642

$0.45
.46

.58
.59
.57

584
659
763

.43
.44

2,544
2,791

.55
.57
.56

366
420
482

.39
.41

1,575
1,696

380
406
439

.38
.38

2,110
2,232

413
463
535

.32
.33

1,751
1,902

193
221
269

.28
.28

.

.52

1983---------~-----------~---------:

.so

l984-------------------------------:
22-26 inches:
1982-· ·-·--·-·--- ---·---·- --------·------- --- --- :
1983---- - ----·-···-·-·- -----·--·--· -----·------:
1984---·-- ----------- ---------------------:
26 inches and over:
1982-------------------------------:
1983-------------------------------:

.49

1984~--------------------------------:

..

$0.64
.63
.64

Standing-order sales:
18-22 inches:
1982-------------------------------:

Volume

.44
.44
.41

.

2,937
3,240

•

:

.44
.42
.40

1,044
1,123

!I Importers of Colombian roses did not report any sales of the red hybrid
tea rose products to retail florists. It is believed that the importers sell
primarily to wholesale florists.
£1 Domestic rose growers did not report any c·onsignment sales of the red
hybrid tea rose products to retail florists.
"J./ The price data were based on the net f.o.b. selling prices and q~antities
reported by domestic rose growers.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.

•

Table E-4.--Net f .o.b. weighted-average aelling prices and volume of domestic roses, by sources of domestic suppliers, by types of sales, 1/
and by selected stem lengths, quarterly January-March 1982-84, and annually 1982 and 1983 ~
January-December

January-Ma re h
Type of sale, stem
length, and period

California
suppliers

Eastern suppliers

Price
Volume
Price
Per --=n~-;-oo~ ~Per
:
b_loom :· . blooms : : bloom· · :
S.pot sales:
18-22 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
22-26 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
26 inches and over: :
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984-.-------------:
Standing-order sales: :
18-22 inches:
1982------.--------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
22-26 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
26 inches and over: :
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:

Volume
1,000 :
blooms :

Price
.Per
bloom

Volume

California
suppliers
Volume
Price

Other Western
suppliers
Volume
Price

1,000
bIOoiiis

·-Per
bloom

·Per
bloom

Eastern suppliers

Volume
: · 1,000 :
: blooms :

Price
Per
bloom

:
:

•. I,000 ·
: . blooms

-. r,-ooo
blooms
,._

$0.88
.89
.95
1.01
1.05
·i.u

:

...

r.51
162

• 177

:

.i.05
1.13
1.28

'_$0. 38

236
238
268-:

50
66
59

.

.36
• 34

119
135
166 .-

$0.50
.51 • .49

·179
214
209

- $0.73
.75
3/

.40
.38
.36

297
337
417

.49
.55
.53

130

160
168 :.

.80
.84

-.• 42
. • 40
.38

177

.53
.57
.59

139
152
174

- .....

577
587

.84
.90

.25
.25

ll

1;009
1,088
3/

; $0.43
.43
}_/

1,291
1,400

.45
.47

-.
}/

.26
.27

205
210

ll

3/

$0.21
. . • ~1

-3/

!I
}/

3/

'

202
249

'980
.cl,042 ;.

'}_I•

. ll
676
804

ll

}/

.so

·990
1,057

!I

948
1,110

.53

!I

380
429

y

;:.:.
I

'°

00

.75

148 ·.:
151
131

.38
• 36
.34

119
135
166

.41
.40
.42

119
142

.65
.69
.77

69
72
4·9

.40
.38
.36

297
337
417

.42
.46
.45

48
54
69

• 7·4
.78
.82

10

.42
.40
.38

177

11
12

202
249

.40
.48
.48

6
8
_8

• 70
• 71

!7 -Domestic rose growerS<fJ.dllot-report
2/ The price data were based on the net
"'J./ Data not ava.ilable.
Source:

Other Western
suppliers

113

ll

.63
.67
.59
.61

3/

.63
.67
3/

ll
ll
ll

692
678
282
297

ll

!.!

.21
.21

'l/
.25
.25
.26
.27

33
36

1,009 •
1,088 :.

!I

1,291
1,400

ll

ll

ll

.41

ll

.44

ll

3/

409
466

178
205
22
31

.40
.45

990
1,057

any consignment saTeso:f-the red hybrid tea rose products to ·retail florists.
f.o.b. selling priees and quantities reported by domestic rose growers.
··

Compiled from data submitted ln response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.

·31

.39
.39

}_/

.

~,

},_

• ,·i;:

Table E-5.--Red swee~he~r.t ro~~~: .Net f.o.b. weighted-a~er;age_ selling .prices'_and volum~ of domestic
roses, .l/:by types of sales, ·and by ·selected stem lengths, quarterly January-March 1982-84,
'and annually 1982 and 1983 ~
.
Sales to retail florbts 3/

Sales to wholesalers
Type of sale, atem
leng_th, and period

Spot sales:
10-14 inches:.':
1982-------.;.~-----:

1983--------------:
1984--------~-.;.---:

January-March
Price
Per
bloom

:

:

Volume :
1,000 :

:.~s:

.January-December
Price

Volume :

Price

Per
bloOm

1,000 :
blooms :

Per
bloom

:
:

. $0.28 :
.30 :
.'26 :

14-18 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
Consignment sales:
:
.,
10-14 inches:
.·
1982-~-------~----:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
14-18 inches:
:
1982--------------:
1983-~------------:

1984--------------.: Standing-order sales: :
10-14 inc!Jes:
.... 1982-----.---------:.
,1983---------'7---:
. 1_~84--------~..___ _;.;. :" ·.
14-18 inches i " ,
:·
1982-------~-----~:

1983--------,-,.-----: ...
1984--------------:

360 :
421 :
352 :·

$0.17
.17

1,745 :
1,872 :

.16
.18

5,388 :
5,051 :

' '

Volume :
1,000 :
blooms :

1,357
1,306
l_,086

.36
.41
·if.

.35
.39
;39

284 :
306 :
282 :

--

163
167
153

.23
.23

-

-

774

809
:

-

:

-

:

:

334
422
4i8

.31 :
.31 :
.

-

1,657
1,734

-

:

:

..

176
202 .•
186

:

;34 :
.37 :
.34. :
... • •

141
134
. 82
~-r

1,000
blooms

:

.27 :
.28 :

:

:

-

:

:
:
:

:
:

:

-

-

1,475
1,561
1,262
1,339

-

:
:

:
:
:

:
:

:

.22 :
.24 :

828
810 :

.23
-..24
.25

:
.25 :
.26 :

561 •.
446

.29
.32
.34 :" l

-· ..-:

Volume

··-

:

.• 35 : '
.38 :
.32 :

$0.26 :
.27 :

:

:

::

.33 :
.42 :
.39 :

Per
bloom

:
:
:

237 :
282 :
252

·)

.32 :
.35 :
.32 :

Price

:
:

$0,32

:

.25 :
.26 :
.28 :

.January-December

January-Marc_h

-

:

148 :
149 :
140
:164 :
162 :
155

.18 :
.19 :

764_.
754-

.19 :
• 20 :

835
794

i :

l/ Importers of Colombian roses r~ported- a single sale of iedsweetheart roses to wholesalers and
no-sales to retail florists. The single reported transaction was a spot market sale of 19,000 roses,
14-18 inches in stem length at 27 cents per bloom, in January-March 1984. Over 95 percent of
imported Colombian roses are hybrid tea varieties.
2/ The price data were based on the net f.o.b. selling prices and quantities reported by domestic
rose growers.
1/ Domestic rose growers did not report any consignment sales of the red sweetheart rose products
to retail florists~
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade
Commission.
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Table E-6.--Red sweetheart roses to wholesalers: Net f.o.b. weighted-average selling prices and volume of domestic roses. by sources of
domestic suppliers. by types of sales. and by selected atea lengths. quarterly January-March 1982-84. and annually 1982 an 1983 !/
January-December

January-March
Type of sale. atea

length, and period

Eaatem suppliers :
California
:
suppliers
Price
Volume ; Price
Voluae
!!!_ - :·r;ooo -=~~
1.000
bloom : .blooms : bloom : ~

:

Spot sales:
10-14 inches:
•
1982--------------:
1983--~-----------:

1984--------------:
14-18 inches:
·1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984---------:----:
Consignment sales:
10-14 inches:
1982-----------:
1983-------------:
1984--------------:
14-18 inches:
1982------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
Standing-order sales: :
10-14 inches:
1982-------------:
1983-------------:
1984-------;__----:
14-18 inches:
:
1982----·--------:
1981-----------:
1984-------------:

'ff

$0.44
.45
.40
.44
.46
.49

9 :
10 :
9 :
6 :
7 :
7 :.

$0.22
.23
.23

108
168
114

.23
.24

1,151
1,081

.27

890

:
:
;
:
:

Price

!!!.

:

bloom

:

243
243
228

.33
.37
.30

200
217
189

38

.30

41

.31

311
262

.54
.59

227

297

233

65 :
59 :
45 :

.28
.32
.29

61
67
80

.21
.27
.21

.56
.67
.69

39 :
59 :
78 :

.28
• 32

61
67
80

.30
.39
.34

1 :
2 :

.28

2 :

.30

127
142
164

.53
.53
.52

2 :

.25
.24

91

4 :
4 :

.27

59

• 53
.53
.52

..13 •.
• 38 ::
.47 :.
.33
.38
.47

.31

71

: Eaatem suppliers :
California
:
:·
suppliers
Volume
Price
Vo lime
Volume ; Price
1,ooo : !!!. : 1.,·060
r;ooo
Per
blooms
blOom
bloo111S : bloom : blooms

$0. 31 =·
.34
.26

.43
·.44
.46

.29

Other western
aupplle_ra_ __
Volume
Price

Other western
suppliers

48
49

$0.33
.36

-

:

.29
.32.

-:

-

$0.13
.15 :·
:

26
27

-

.16
.17
:

$0.18
.18

511
799

-

:

4.388
4.139

-

1

~ 000

Per

BlOom

-

..

-

1.185
1.024
974
885

.19
.22
:

8

:

>I

.19

289

.17

.21

317

.15

174
230

.19

289

.21

317

.29
.29

1.142
1,185

29
235
260

-

48

.• 211

58
20

.28

48
58
20

.24
.28

:

.

-:

-

:

ll
14

601
663

.32
.37

221

.20
.20

328
293

.32
.37

·221

:

-:

:

.21

.19

7
8

-

The price data were baaed on the net f.o.b. selling
prices· and quantities reported by domestic
rose srovers.
.
.
Source: Compiled froa data submitted ln response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade c:o.iia,issloe.

-:
-:

-

139

139

0
0

Table E-7.--Red sweetheart roses sold to retail' florists: Net f.o.b. weighted-average selling prices and volume of domestic roses, by sources
of domestic suppliers, by types of sales, !/ and by selected stem lengths, quarterly January-March 1982-84,· and annually 1982 and 1983 '!:./
·January-December

January-March
Type of sale, stem
length, and period

Spot sales:
10,-14 inches:

Cafffornfa
suppliers

Eastern suppliers
Price
Per
bloom
:

1982--------------~

1983--------------:
1984--------------:
14-18 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
Standing-order sales: :
10-14 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
14-18 inches:
:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:

:
:
:

Other-western
suppliers

Volume
1,000 :
hlOoiiis :
:

:

Price
Per
biii'Om

:

:
:

Eastern suppliers '

Volume
1,000 :
blooms :

Price . ;
Per
:
biii'Om :

:
:

:

..

---·:

$0.34 :
.35 :
.36 ·:

49 :
61 :
63 :

$0.35 :
,36 :
:

.42 :
.43 :
.41 :

91 :
126 :
120 :

.41 :
.42 :

$0.43 :
.48 :
.56 :

162 :
171 :
153 :

$~>'~07 :

.10 :
.10 .:

73 :
74 :
66 :

.45 :
.53 :
.60 :

35 :
45 :
33 :

.26 :
.28 :
. 30 :

111 :
111 :
99 :

Volume
1,000 :
blooms :

Price · ;
:
Per
blOom :
:

-

-

:

c&Hforiiia
suppliers

Price
Volume
1,000 :
Per
hlOoiiis : . bloom

:

Volume
1,000 :
hlOoiiis :

810 :
848 :

$0.06 ~
.06 :

408 :
389 :

:

:

:

:

--- ---

-

-

257
324
522
601

.16 :
.16 :

615 :
584 :

.36 :
.35 :

:

:

:

:

-

~

-

-

-

)>
I

......

.38 :
. 37 :
.38 :

75 :
75 :
74 :

• 07 :
.10 :
.10 :

:

:

:

.37 :
.41 :
.42 :

44 :
47 :
51 :

.26 :
.28 :
• 30.:

73 : .
74 :
66 :
:

111 :
111 :·
99 : .

-

:
:

:

.30 :
.30 :
.30 :

-

-

-

0

:
:

.33 :
• 34.:

-.

356 :
365 :

-

408
389 :

-

.

-

:

:

:

:

:
:

9 :
4 :
5 :

.31 :
• 32 :

180 :
192 :

.16 :
.16 :

615 :
584 :

:

-·.

-

:

.06 :
.06 :

:

The price data were based on the net f.o.b. selling prices and quantities. reported by domestic rose growers.

Source:

$0.27 :
.28 :

125 :
154 :

17 Domestic rose growers did not report any consignment sales of the red sweetheart rose products to retail florists.

I/

Other Western
suppliers
Price
Volume
: 1,000
Per
bloom : blooms

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.

-

:

-

.

.28 :
.26 :

-

.

40
18

Table E-8.--Red hybrid tea roses: Indexes of net f.o.b. weighted-average selling
prices of domestic and imported Colombian roses, by types of customers, by types
of sales, and by selected stem lengths, quarterly January-March 1982-84, and
annually 1982 and 1983 y
'Saleilto-retail
florists 2/
January-: JanuaryJanuary-December
March ·: December
U.S.
:Colombian: U.S.
: U.S.
··roses : roses : roses : roses
--- 1982a100--1982•100
:·

Sales to wholesalers
Type of sale, stem
length, and period

January-March
U.S.
:Colombian:
roses . : roses: :
--January-March-- :
1982-100
:

Spot sales:
18-22 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
22-26 inches:
1982--------------.:
.1983--------------::
.1984--------~-----··:

26 inches and over: :
1982-------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
Consignment sales:
:'
18-22 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
22-26 inches:
1982-------------~:

1983------~-------:

1984--------------:
26 inches and over: :
1982---------:'....-:
1983--------------:
1984-~----------~-:

Standing-order sales: :
18-22 inches:
1982--------------:
1983------------..:-:
1984--------------:
22-26 inche.s:
:
1982..:-------------:
1983--------------:
1984------------- :.
26 inches arid over: :
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:

100
93
107 :

100
104
88

100 •
·93
U7

100 .•
95
91

108

100
111
120

100
111
104

100
111

100
107
97

-

~/

100
100
92

y

-

100
111
100

y

100
111
100

-

100
100

-

:

:
:

:
:

100
98
100 :

100
102

100
89

100
102
98 ..

100
102

100
93

100
104
102

100
105

:

100

-

:

100
94

:

100 :
104 :

-

100
106

. 100
103
106

.100
107

100
105
.105·

100
106

100
105
105

100
109

:

- :
'}_/

:

100 :
103:

-

-

:

I

0

N

- :

H

-

:

-·:

]./
:

...>

-:
-:
-:

-

:
:

:

-

100
100

-·:

100
96
94

100
105

100
100
93

100
103

100
105

100
95
91

100
100

lop

106,

:.

100
114
·1.09
100

108
100

-

:

- ·.:

17 Indexes were based on the~net~o.ti. selfing price data reported by domestic
rose growers and by importers of Colombian roses.
'!} Importers of Colombian roses did not report any sales of the red hybrid tea
rose products to retail florists. It is believed that the importers sell
primarily to wholesale florists.
y Insufficient data to calculate indexes.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.

Tn~PrnArinn~1

~p~~~

~---~--~--

Table E-9.--Red hybrid tea roses sold to wholesalers: Indexes of net f.o.b. weighted-average
· · eell.ing· .prices of domestic roses, by sources of domestic suppliers, by types of sales, and
·by selected stem lengths, quarterly January-March· 1982-84, a.nd annually 1982 and 1983 l/

Type of sale, stem
length, and perit:>d

'.
·

Spot. sales:
18-22 inches:
1982--------...,-----:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
22-26 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
26 inches and over: :
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
Consignment sales:
18-22 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
22-26 inches:
:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
26 inches and over: :
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984----.:.---------:
Standing-order sales: :
18-22 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
22-26 inches:
:
1982--------------:
1983------.--------:
1984--------------:
26 inches and over: :
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:

. January-March
• ·
•
Othe
Eastern ;· California; wee.te~n
suppliers
suppliers
li
:
: supp ere
- --January-March 1982~100-----

January-December
.
•
• (}Ffier
Eaetel'.tl ; California; western
suppliers
suppliers
li
:
:
: supp ere
: ------------1982•100-----------

:
;

100 :
109 :
116 :

100 :
88 :
105 :

100 :
108 :
120 :

100 :
120 :
- :

100 :
92 :

100
108

100 :
105 :
112 :

100 :
90 :
·117 :

100 :
124 :
124 :

100 :
110 :
- :

100 :
104 :

100
112

100 :
93 :
107 :·

100 :
114 :
123 :

100 :
. 115 :
111

100 :
106 :

100 :
111 :

100
110

100 :
111 :
112 :
:
100 :
97 :.
94 :

100 :
112 :
105 :
:
100 :
112 :
105 :

100 :
96 :
90 : .
:
100 :
• 98 :
92 :

100 :
110 :
- :
:
100 :
104 :
- :

100 :
108 :
- :
:
100 :
111 :

100
100

- :
- :
- :

100 :
112 :
105 :

100 :
120 :
106 :

- :
- :
- ·:

100 :
113 :
- :

100
109

100 :
120 :
153 :
:
- :
- :
- :

100 :
107 :
105 :
:
100 :
108 :
108 :

100 :
121 :
102 :
:
100 :
143 :
127 :

100 :
111 :
- :
:
- :
- :
- :

100 :
108 :
- .
:
100 :
107 :

100
107

100 :
120 :
153 :·

100 :
111 :
102 :

100 :
104 :
96 :

100 :
111 :
- :

100 :
113 :
- :

.!_r-Indexes were based on the net f.o. b. selling price data reported by domestic rose
growers.
·Source:· Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

r

100
98

100
109
100
104

0
"'

Table E-10.--Red hybrid tea roses sold to retail florists: Indexes of net f .o.b. weightedaverage selling prices of domestic roses, by sources of domestic suppliers, by types of
sales, IJ and by selected stem lengths, quarterly January-March 1982-84, and annually
1982 and 1983 '!:_/

ll Domestic rose growers -cfid not report any consignment sal;es of the red hybrid tea rose
products to retail· florists.
'!:_/ Indexes were based on the net f.o.b. selling price data reported by domestic rose
growers.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

·
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Table E-11.--Red sweetheart roses: Indexes of net f.o.b. weighted-average
selling prices of domestic roses, 1/ by types of customers, by types of
sales, and by selected stem lengths, quarterly January-March 1982-84, and
annually 1982 and 1983 Z/
Sales to retail florists

Sales to wholesalers

Type of sale, stem
length, and period

1
:·.

Spot sales:
10-14 inches:
1982--------------: .
1983------~---~~~-:

1984----__:_·__ ~_.:.._· __ :
14-18 inches:
1982~-------------:
1983-~----~~---~-:--:

~1984--~---~--~~~--:

January. March
Jan.-Har ..

JanuaryDecember . .

1982:::100

1982=100

100

io·7

JanuaryMarch
Jan.-Kar.
1982=100

100

100
104

100 : ·111 ..
111

100
104

..

.100
.113

"'

100
1'09'.
lOO

100 ·:
100

100
127 .
118

100
100

100
109
91'

100
109

1983-----~--------:

100
109

100
.. 104

1984------·------:---:-.-:

100.:

1983-------,--~~-~-:
·1984----------~---:

..

1982~-------------:
1984---~-------~--:

Standing-orde·r sales: :
10-14 inches:
1982--------------:

1983~--------~-;--i

.1984~-------------:

..

.

..
..

14-18 inches:
.1983---------~----:

1982=100

100
113
128 :

Consignment sales:
10-14 'inches:
1982-~---:-----,----:

JanuaryDecember

.

1po

93
100
.104
112

.. ·.

.

..

.

..
100
104
109

100
106
'•

14-18 inches:
1982------~-----~-:

...

..

100
110
11.7
.

l/·Importers of. Colombian roses reported a single sale of red swee):.heart
Over 95 percent of
imported Colombian roses are the hybrid tea varities.
ZI Indexes were based on the net f .o.b. selling price data reported by
domestic rose growers.
rose~ to wholesalers and.no sales to retail florists'.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table E-12.--Red sweetheart roses sold to wholesalers: Indexes of net f.o.b. weighted-average
selling prices of domestic roses, by sources of domestic suppliers, by types of sales, and
by selected stem lengths, quarterly January-March 1982-84, and annually 1982 and 1983 !/

Type of sale, stem
length, and period

January-March
:
:
Other
Eastern : California: western
suppliers : suppliers : suppliers
----January~March 1962•100----:
•
-.

;

Spot sales·:
10-14 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
14-18 inches:
:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984-----=---------:
Consignment sales:
10-14 inches:
1982-------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
14-18 inches:
:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
Standing-order sales: :
10-14 inches:
1982--------------:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:
14-18 inches:
1982-------------:-.:
1983--------------:
1984--------------:

•
January-December
;
:
:
Other
: Eastern : California: western
:· suppliers : suppliers : suppliers
: · ------------1982ml00-----------

100 :
102 :
91 :
:
100 :
105 :
111 :

100 :
105 :
105 :
:
100 :
104 :
117 :

100 :
110 :
84 :
:
100 :
112 :
91 :

100 :
109 :
- :
:
·. 100 :
110 :
' - .:

100 :
115 :
- :
:
100 :
106 :

100 :
102 :
107 :
:
100 :
120 :
123 :

100 :
114 :
104 :
:
100 :
114 :
104 :

100 :
129 :
100 :
:
100 :
130 :
113 :

100 :
103 :
- •
:
100 :
109 :
- •

100 :
111 :
- :
:
100 :
111 :
- :

100
88
-

100 :
115 :
142 :

100 :
111 :
107 :

100 :
100 :
98 :

100 :
117 :
- :

100 :
111 :

100
116

lOQ ·:

100 :

115 :.
142' :

96-:

100 :
100 .:
98 :

100 :
117 :
- :

100 :
100 I
- :

100
116

. 108 :

ll rndexes were based on the net f .o. b. selling price data reported by domestic rose
growers.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in .response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

100
100
100
116

100
100

::"
::;
o-

Table E-1~.--Red sweetheart roses sold to retail florists: Indexes of net f .o.b.
weighted-average selling prices of domestic roses, by sources of domestic suppliers, by
types of sales, 1/ and by selected stem lengths, quarterly January-March 1982-84, and
annually 1982 and 1983 3,./
January-March

January-December

1/ Domestic rose growers-did not report any-consignment sales of the red sweetheart rose
products to retail florists.
?:../ Indexes were based on the net f.o.b. selling price data reported by domestic rose
growers.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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APPENDIX F
WEIGHTED-AVERAGE DELIVERED PURCHASE PRICES AND QUANTITIES BASED ON
PRICE DATA REPORTED BY DOMESTIC PURCHASERS
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Table F-1.--Wholesaler's delivered·purchase prices for spot market purchases
of red hybrid tea roses: Net weighted-average purchase prices of domestic
and imported Colombian roses, by purchaser market areas, by selected stem
lengths, and by quarters, January 1982-March 1984

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table F-2.--Quantities of wholesalers' spot-market purchases of-red hybrid tea
roses: Quantities of domestic and imported Colombian roses, by purchaser
market areas, by selected stem lengths, and by quarters, January 1982-March
1984

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table F-3.--Wholesalers' delivered purchase prices for standing~order
purchases of red hyb~~d tea roses: Net weighted-average purchase prices of
domestic and import~d Colombian roses, by purchaser market areas, by
selected stem lengths, and by quarters, January 1982-Karch 1984

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table F-4.--Quantities of wholesalers' standing-order purchases of red hybrid
tea roses: Quantitle~ of domestic and imported Colombian roses, by
purchaser market area~. by selected stem lengths, and by quarters, January
1982-March 1984

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table F-5.--Retail florists' delivered purchase prices for spot-market
purchases of red hybrid tea roses: Net weighted-average purchase prices of
domestic and imported Colombian roses, by purchaser market a~eas, by
selected stem lengths, and by quarters, January 1982-Karch 1984

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Table F-6.--Quantities of retail florists' spot-market purchases of red hybrid
te~ roses:
Quantities of domestic and imported Colombian ·roses, by purchaser
.. market areas, .by selected stem lengths, and by quarters, January 1982-March
..
1984
. ..

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table F-7.--Retail florists' delivered purchase prices for standing-order
purchases of red ·hybrid tea roses:. Net weighted-average purchase prices of
domestic and imported Colombian roses; by purchaser market areas, by
·selected stem lengths., and by quarters, January 1982-March 1984

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table F-8.--Quantities of retail florists' standing-order purchases of red
hybrid tea roses: Quantities of domestic and imported Colombian roses, by
purchaser market areas, by selected stern lengths, and by quarters, January
1982-March 1984

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table F-9.--Kass merchandisers' delivered.purchase prices for spot-market
purchases of red hybrid tea roses: Net weighted-average purchase prices of
domestic and imported Colombian roses, by purchaser market areas, by
selected stern lengths, and by quarters, January 1982-Karch 1984

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table F-10.--Quantities of mass merchandisers' spot-market purchases of red
hybrid tea roses: Quantities of domestic and imported Colombian roses, by
purchaser market areas, by selected stem lengths, and by quarters, January
1982-March 1984

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Table F~ll.--Mass merchandisers' delivered purchase prices for .standing-order
purchases of red hybrid tea roses: Met weighted-average purchase prices of
imported Colombian roses, by purchaser market areas, by selected stem
lengths, and by quarters, January 1982-Karch 1984 !I

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table F-12.--Quantities of mass merchandisers' standing-order purchases of red
hybrid tea roses: Quantities ·of imported Colombian roses, by purchaser
market areas, by selected stem lengths, and by quarters, January 1982-Karch
1984 !I

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX G
DISCUSSION OF' INFORMATION CONCERNING COMPETITION BETWEEN DOMESTIC AND
IMPORTED c·OLOMBIAN ROSES IN THE U. S, MARKET, WHICH WAS REPORTED BY
PURCHASERS THAT SUPPLIED PRICE COMPARISON DATA
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Wholesale florists
The eight wholesale florists that reported price-comparison data also
reported information concerning competition between domestic and imported
Colombian roses in the U.S. market. In terms of the quality of domestic
versus imported Colombian roses, the responding wholesalers reported mixed
experiences. Larger bud size and a greater number of petals were factors
cited most frequently as favoring the Colombian roses, whereas a thinner stem
and generally better quality were cited as favoring the domestic roses. On
the issue of whether Colombian roses supplemented or substituted for domestic
roses, these wholesalers stated that they had purchased Colombian roses
generally in addition to their purchases of domestic roses. The two most
frequently cited reasons for buying Colombian roses were to fiU shortfalls in
the availability of domestic roses during peak periods and to satisfy demand
for quality roses at a price generally not. available from domestic growers.
In commenting on the impact of Colombian roses in their market areas, these
wholesalers generally reported that Colombian roses have forced domestic
growers to improve their quality, increased the supply of roses in the U.S.
market, and led to lower prices for roses than would have occurred otherwise.
Retail florists
Eleven of the 12 retail florists that reported price-comparison data also
reported information concerning competition between domestic and imported
Colombian roses in the U.S. market. In terms of the quality of domestic
versus imported Colombian roses, the 11 responding retail florists generally
reported that domestic roses, especially those grown locally, w~re better in
quality than Colombian roses. Product characteristics cited most often as
favoring domestic roses were thinner stems, fewer bruised petals, longer
shelf-life, fewer bent-neck problems, and wider opening buds, On the issue of
whether Colombian roses supplemented or substituted for domes~ic roses, these
retail florists reported purchase patterns that differed from one area to
another. In the Atlanta area, the five responding retail florists reported
buying Colombian roses generally instead of domestic roses. Two frequently
cited reasons for buying Colombian roses were lower price and petter quality.
In the Boston area, one of the two responding retail florists reported buying
Colombian roses generally in addition to domestic roses, but the other retail
florist reported that he did not buy Colombian roses. In the Philadelphia
area, one of the four responding retail florists reported buying Colombian
roses generally instead of domestic roses and cited lower price as the
principal reason. Another of the four retail florists reported buying
Colombian roses generally in addition to domestic roses, but the remaining two
florists reported that they did not buy any Colombian roses. In the Boston
and Philadelphia areas, the retail florists which bought Colombian roses in
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addition to domestic roses did so because of shortfalls in domestic supply or
because domestic roses were off--crop. In responding to the impact of Colombian
roses in their market areas, these retail florists generally reported that
Colombian roses led to lower rose prices than would have occurred otherwise,
and such roses increased sales because of the generally better quality of the
imported roses compared with the quality of California roses.
Retail mass merchandisers
Three of the four retail mass merchandisers that reported the pricecomparison data, also reported information concerning competition between
domestic and imported Colombian roses in the U.S. market. In terms of the
quality of domestic versus imported Colombian roses, all three responding
retail mass merchandisers reported that domestic roses were generally better
in quality than Colombian roses. Product characteristics cited most often as
favoring domestic roses were thinner stems, fewer bent-neck problems, and
wider opening buds. On the issue of whether Colombian roses supplemented or
substituted for domestic roses, all three respondents reported buying
Colombian roses in addition to domestic roses. Shortfalls in domestic supply
were cited as the principal reason for buying the Colombian roses. In
conunenting on the impact of Colombian roses in their market areas, the
responding retail mass merchandisers reported mixed experiences. In the
Boston area, one of the two responding retail mass merchandisers stated that
Colombian roses led to lower prices, but the other repondent stated that,·
during the last year, prices of Colombian roses were generally greater.than
prices of domestic roses. In the Dallas/Fort Worth area, the single
responding retail mass merchandiser reported that Colombian roses have had
little impact.

